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AGREEMENT made as of this 15th day of October, 2001, between KEYSPAN 
ENERGY, a New York corporation having its principal office at One 
MetroTech Center, Brooklyn, New York (the "Company") and LOCAL 101, 
UTILITY DIVISION, TRANSPORT WORKERS UNION OF AMERICA, 
AFL-CIO, having its office at 5724 Second Avenue, Brooklyn, New York 
("Local 101" onhe "Union"), The parties agree as follows; 
Article 1 
UNION RECOGNITION AND 
PURPOSES OF AGREEMENT 
1. The Company recognizes the Union as the exclusive bargaining agency 
for wages, hours and other conditions of employment for all of the 
employees of the Company in the bargaining unit set forth in the 
certification of the National Labor Relations Board, dated February 1, 
1961 in Case No. 2-RC-1113I. Such bargaining unit covers and 
applies to all employees for the work usually performed by them in the 
classifications and job titles set forth in appropriate schedules and made 
a part hereof. The Union is also recognized as the bargaining agency 
for employees in new classifications hereafter established by mutual 
agreement and covered by this agreement. 
2. The Company agrees that if it creates a separate business to perform 
work which is currently being performed within KeySpan Energy (e.g., 
appliance service), the separate business will recognize Local 101 as 
the collective bargaining representative for all physical service, 
maintenance and operations employees and clerical employees (to the 
extent permitted by law) performing that work in Brooklyn, Queens, 
Manhattan and the Bronx utilizing collectively bargained compensation 
rates, systems and work rules required to assure the success of the new 
business. 
3. The following classifications of employees shall not be deemed to be 
included in or covered by the terms of this agreement. Those employed 
as executives, superintendents, heads of Areas, forepersons, or in a 
managerial or supervisory capacity, certain skilled technical employees 
in the chemical laboratories other than those who have by mutual 
agreement heretofore been included in the bargaining unit and 
employees engaged in confidential capacities. The Union shall not 
accept for membership any of the employees in these classifications, or 
their successors. 
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4. The committee established of Company and Union representatives to 
address and resolve matters related to unit accretion for all job titles 
created since July 1986 shall be continued. 
The Company agrees to provide the Union with information related to 
new management positions created since July 1986 including but not 
limited to a listing of jobs and job descriptions. 
The Union agrees that during the term of this agreement, the Union 
waives its right to have any third party, agency, board or court resolve 
any unit determination and/or related issues. 
5. The purposes of this agreement are to make provision for the terms and 
conditions of employment for the employees in the bargaining unit, to 
establish an orderly collective bargaining procedure between the 
Company and the Union, and to secure a prompt and fair disposition of 
grievances. 
The Company and the Union realize that the services performed by 
them are pertinent and essential to the operation of a public utility and 
to the welfare of the public dependent thereon. It is the further purpose 
of this agreement to eliminate interruptions of work and interference 
with the efficient operation of the Company's business. 
Article II 
UNION SECURITY 
1. It shall be a condition of employment that all employees of the 
Company covered by this agreement who are members of the Union in 
good standing on the effective date of this agreement shall remain 
members in good standing and those who are not members on the 
effective date of this agreement shall, on or after the thirtieth day 
following the effective date of this agreement, become and remain 
members in good standing in the Union, It shall also be a condition of 
employment that all employees covered by this agreement and hired on 
or after its effective date shall, on or after the thirtieth day following the 
beginning of such employment become and remain members in good 
standing in the Union. 
2. The Company, upon the written request of the Union, shall discharge 
any employee who shall fail to fulfill the condition aforesaid, but it 
assumes no obligation to discharge any employee if it has reasonable 
grounds for believing either that membership in the Union 
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was not available to the employee on the same terms and conditions 
generally applicable to other members, or that membership *as denied 
or terminated for reasons other than failure of the employee to tender 
the periodic dues and the initiation fees uniformly required as a 
condition of acquiring or retaining membership. 
3. The Company may hire whomever it chooses and nothing in this 
Article contained shall be construed to affect the probationary status of 
employees during the first twelve (12) months of their employment, or 
to limit in any respect the Company's prerogatives herein to discharge 
or take any other action towards such employees during said period in 
its sole discretion. Nor shall anything in this Article contained be 
construed to affect the temporary status of employees during the period 
they are carried on the payroll as such or to limit in any respect the 
Company's prerogatives herein to discharge or take any other action 
towards such employees during said period in its sole discretion-
4. Should any employee whose discharge from the Company is sought by 
the Union pursuant to this Article claim that the employee has been 
discriminated against by the Union or claim such discharge to be a 
violation of law, or in the event the Company shall question the legal 
propriety of such discharge, the Company may refuse to discharge the 
employee; whereupon the propriety of the discharge sought by the 
Union shall be subject to arbitration as herein provided. 
5. The Company will make payroll deductions of current dues of 
members of the Union and will pay such dues so deducted to the 
Union, provided that no deductions shall be made hereunder except as 
permitted by law^  in pursuance of an authorization signed by the 
individual employee in the form or forms agreed to by the parties. 
6. The Company will make payroll deductions of One dollar and Fifty 
cents ($1.50) per week per member of the Union and will pay such 
amounts to the Union for its Strike/Lockout Fund, provided that no 
deductions shall be made hereunder except as permitted by law in 
pursuance of an authorization signed by the individual employee in the 
form or forms agreed to by the parties. 
7. a. The Union and the Transport Workers Union of America, 
AFL-ClOj (the "International") represent to the Company that 
the Transport Workers Union Political Contributions 
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Committee (also known as the Committee on Political 
Education or "COPE") is a separate segregated fund to be 
utilized for political purposes as defined by the Federal 
Election Campaign Act, as amended, 2 U.S.C. <j441b(bX2). 
b. The Company agrees to provide individual employees who are 
members of the Union the opportunity to authorize and direct 
the Company to make payroll deductions in increments of 
$0.25 from their weekly wages to be assigned and paid over to 
the Transport Workers Union Political Contributions 
Committee by the Company on a weekly basis. Any 
employee who authorizes and directs that such wage 
deductions be made shall be required to execute a written 
authorization in a form acceptable to the Company. 
c. The Union and the International agree that the funds collected 
pursuant to this section wilt not be used for purposes which 
are directly adverse to the Company. 
Article HI 
DISCRIMINATION 
1. The Company agrees that it will not interfere with, restrain or coerce 
employees because of membership or lawful activity in the Union, nor 
will it, by discrimination in respect to hire, tenure of employment or 
any term or condition of employment, attempt to discourage 
membership in the Union. 
2. The Union agrees that neither the Union nor its members will 
intimidate or coerce any employee in respect to the employee's right to 
work, and further that there shall be no solicitation of employees for 
Union membership or dues on Company time. The Union shall not 
discriminate in any way as to admission to or membership in the 
Union, or otherwise, against any persons who are now or may hereafter 
be employed or be restored to, or reinstated in employment by, the 
Company. 
3. The Company and the Union agree that neither the Company nor the 
Union will discriminate against any employee because of such 
employee's race, color, religion, sex, national origin, age, disability, 




1. The Company agrees that it will not lay off any member of Local 101 
who was a full-time regular employee of Brooklyn Union on March 18, 
1997 in connection with the merger between Brooklyn Union and 
LILCO. This will not preclude transfers of employees pursuant to the 
terms of this agreement, or the offering of targeted voluntary severance 
programs to such employees. 
2. In case of demotions, layoffs or transfers preferred consideration will 
be given to those employees having the necessary qualifications who 
are senior in service with the Company, 
3. In all cases of promotion of employees from one classification to 
another within the bargaining unit, the following factors shall be 
considered: 
a. Length of continuous service; 
b. Knowledge, training, ability, skill and efficiency; 
c. Physical fitness; and 
d. Attendance record. 
Where factors b, c, and d are relatively equal, the length of continuous 
service shall govern. 
4. In case of promotion, the Union shall be consulted by the Company and 
may present recommendations which will be considered by the 
Company prior to final action by it. In cases where time does not 
permit such prior consultation the Company shall take temporary 
action. 
5. In any case in which it shall be contended that the Company has failed 
to fulfill its obligations to consult with the Union and to consider jls 
recommendations, the Union may present the matter as a grievance and 
it shall be disposed of in accordance with the provisions of Article IX 
and subject to the limitations of this agreement. 
6. It is not the intent of the foregoing paragraph to affect the undertaking 
of the Company under prior agreements to consult with the Union and 
consider its recommendations, if any, with respect to demotions, 
layoffs or transfers (except transfers at the request of 
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the employee) and the provisions of the foregoing paragraph are 
without prejudice to the position of either patty under prior agreements 
as to arbitrabiiity of any matters affecting promotions, demotions, 
layoffs or transfers. 
7. The Company shall, fplly consult with the Union respecting any 
transfers made necessary by reason of technological improvements or 
centralization of facilities and shall exert every possible effort to effect 
such transfers with a minimum of detriment to employees. 
8. a. In computing seniority, credit shall be allowed for aggregate 
service for all employment whether or not continuous, and 
including periods of absence on approved leave, except as 
provided below. 
b. Where a "Temporary Employee" is employed as and attains 
the status of a "Regular Employee" the aggregate of the 
temporary periods of employment shall not be added to the 
period of regular employment in determining the employee's 
length of service, but the employee's service shall date from 
the beginning of the employee^ most recent employment. 
c. The status of an employee with respect to length of service 
after absence from the Company's payroll shall be determined 
upon the employee's reemployment and made a condition of 
reemployment. 
d. A regular employee laid off by reason of lack of work who is 
reemployed within six (6) months of the date of such layoff 
shall be given credit for continuous service. 
9. a. Employees shall be discharged or disciplined only for just and 
proper cause. The Union shall have the right to challenge the 
propriety of such discharge or disciplinary action, and any 
such discharge or disciplinary action shall be considered a 
dispute or grievance to be dealt with in accordance with the 
grievance and arbitration procedure hereinafter set forth, 
except as hereinafter provided as to probationary and 
temporary employees. 
b. It is understood that in case of wrongful discharge or 
disciplinary action the arbitrator may order reinstatement of 
the employee with back pay and without the loss of any rights, 
provided that the Union shall have submitted the 
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grievance in accordance with the grievance and arbitration 
procedures hereinafter provided. 
c. The Company may layoff, discharge or discipline any 
probationary or temporary employee in its discretion and such 
action shall not be the subject of arbitration hereunder. A 
probationary employee is a new employee who may be 
required by the Company to serve a probationary period of 
twelve (12) months. A full-time "Temporary Employee" who 
has been employed by the Company for at least twelve (12) 
consecutive months and who attains the status of a full-time 
"Regular Employee" shall be on probationary status for six (6) 
months from the date of employment as a "Regular 
Employee." A temporary employee is an employee hired or 
carried on the Company payroll as such. 
The right to select and hire, promote, discharge or discipline for cause, 
to maintain discipline and efficiency of employees, to determine 
schedules of work, is the sole responsibility of the Company. Should 
any question arise as to the reasonableness of any new schedules of 
work, the Company shall upon request of the Union, consult with the 
Union with respect to any such question. 
The parties wiJ) cooperate in order to assure employees laid off for lack 
of work after May 1, 1961 a maximum opportunity for reemployment 
by the Company and will establish a procedure to accomplish this 
purpose. 
In the case of employees on the payroll of the Company on July 15, 
1977, each such employee who has experienced a break in service shall 
be credited with 75% of the employee's service before such break. 
In the case of employees on the payroll of the Company on October 15, 
1998, employees who have experienced a break in their service with 
the Company shall be credited with 100% of their service before such 
break for purposes of computing Company seniority and years of 
service if they left the Company and returned to its employ by October 
15, 1998 and informed the Company of it by December 31, 1999. This 
credit for prior service will not apply for purposes of the Employees 
Retirement Plan for Local 101 Members, which is governed by the 
rules applicable to that Plan. Moreover, the employee's most recent 
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hire date will determine the applicable retirement health insurance and 
life insurance coverage. 
Article V 
TEMPORARY EMPLOYEES 
1. a. AsofMarch I, 1998, the Company agreed that no more than 
5% of its workforce who are members of Local 101 shall be 
employed as full-time temporary employees. That percentage 
shall be calculated using a total Local 101 workforce 
denominator which does not include summer employees, part-
time temporary employees and temporary meter readers 
employed pursuant to an agreement dated April 4, 1997. 
b. Should the Company's full-time temporary workforce who are 
members of Local 101 exceed the percentage agreed to in 
paragraph 1(a), the Company shall reduce the number of full-
time temporary employees until the percentage is reduced to 
the applicable percentage specified in paragraph 1(a). 
2. The parties recognize that full-time temporary and part-time temporary 
employees are currently being utilized in a number of different physical 
and clerical positions in a number of different areas of the Company, 
and that some of these positions are regular (more permanent) 
positions. The parties also recognize that by choosing ceilings on the 
overall numbers of temporary employees in paragraphs 1 and 4 instead 
of listing specific positions, the parties intend to accord the Company 
flexibility in its use of full-time and part-time temporary employees in 
both current and additional areas of the Company. However, nothing in 
this Article shall be considered as a concession by Local 101 that 
temporary employees may be utilized to fill "permanent" positions or 
that they can be utilized in areas and in positions, without union 
consent, where they were never utilized before, nor be considered or 
cited in any way as a narrowing of the Company's rights to utilize 
temporary employees provided for in other Articles of this Agreement. 
3. a. Any temporary employee employed for more than twelve (12) 
consecutive months as a full-time temporary employee shall 
become a full-time regular employee in the same job 
classification with all rights and benefits attendant to a newly 
hired probationary employee; except that any benefit already 
earned as a temporary employee, such as paid vacation, shall 
not be forfeited. 
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b. Full-time temporary employees employed as "shotgun riders'' 
in Customer Field Services who become full-time regular 
employees as per paragraph 3(a) shall be promoted, at a 
minimum, to a new position which shall be called Field Force 
Apprentice. This position shall have a fixed (pegged) rate of 
pay of $354 per week as of September 1, 1997; this pegged 
rate shall be increased by the rates of the general wages 
increases, but shall not receive any other pay increases. 
Employees placed in other full-time regular positions shall 
receive the appropriate pay rate of those positions. 
a. As of September 1, 1997, the Company agreed that the 
number of Local 101 members employed as part-time 
temporary employees shall not exceed 54, 
b. As of October 16, 1998, the Company agrees that the number 
of Local 101 members employed as part-time temporary 
employees shall not exceed 70. 
c. As of October 16, 1999, the Company agrees that the number 
of Local 101 members employed as part-time temporary 
employees shall not exceed 80. 
d. As of October 16, 2000, the Company agrees that the number 
of Local 101 members employed as part-time temporary 
employees shall not exceed 85. 
e. No full-time regular employee shall be replaced by two or 
more temporary part-time employees as a means of 
eliminating regular full-time jobs. However, the parties 
recognize that the Company may deem it appropriate, in 
certain circumstances, to utilize temporary part-time 
employees in place of full-time positions (e.g., to meet peak 
periodic or seasonal work loads; for scheduling flexibility; or 
to accommodate employees who request a change from full-
time to part-time status). 
f. Part-time temporary employees who work an average of 40 
hours or more per week on a regular basis shall be considered 
full-time temporary employees and shall be subject to the 
terms of paragraphs 1 and 3 above. 
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5. Should the Union agree to experimental projects which temporarily 
increase the number of temporary employees for a limited period of 
time above the ceilings set forth in Paragraph I, employees employed 
in such projects shall not be counted for purposes of paragraphs 1,2 or 
3 and do not receive any of the benefits prescribed by this Article. 
6. Effective January 1, 2002, full-time regular employees who were 
formerly employed as full-time temporary employees and who were 
hired as regular employees pursuant to an agreement between the 
parties made on or about August 31, 1997 will receive credit for 
service time actually accrued subsequent to their initial twelve months 
of full-time temporary employment for purposes of seniority and 
benefits, subject to the terms of the Employees Retirement Plan of 
KeySpan Energy for Local 101 Members. An employee must be 
employed as a full-time regular employee of the Company on January 
!, 2002 in order to receive credit for prior service. Such service credit 
shall affect seniority and benefit accruals on a prospective basis only 
and shall not entitle any employee to retroactive benefits, except as to 
pension accruals, which are subject to the terms of the Employees 
Retirement Plan of KeySpan Energy for Local 101 Members. 
Article VI 
BUSINESS PROCESS IMPROVEMENTS 
1. Increased competition and uncertainty in the natural gas industry require, 
more than ever before, that the Company and the Union work together with 
a cooperative spirit. With this in mind, the Union and the Company commit 
to work collaboratively to achieve the Company's objective of becoming 
the premier energy company in the Northeast, To this end, the Union and 
the Company agree to work together to enhance the Company's ability to 
grow by enhancing productivity through innovation, efficiency and cost 
containment, providing flexibility and reshaping the Company to meet the 
demands of a changing marketplace. The Union and the Company 
recognize the need for employee involvement in this process and for an 
enhanced labor-management relationship which emphasizes 
communication, cooperation and problem solving in a professional and 
mutually respectful manner. 
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The Union agrees to cooperate with the Company to achieve the 
successful completion of the Company's Business Process 
Improvement (BPI) objectives, including but not limited to such items 
as the conducting of experimental projects to realign job 
responsibilities around re-engineered processes, in an effort to improve 
customer satisfaction, improve productivity and promote growth. The 
Company affirms its commitment to conducting any projects which it 
proposes as part of its BPI program in a fair, nondiscriminatory 
manner. The Company further affirms that the employment terms and 
conditions will be fully reviewed with the Union prior to the 
commencement of projects and prior to the permanent implementation 
of changes in its operations resulting from such projects. Any 
permanent changes proposed by the Company which substantially 
change the jobs of the Union's members will be the subject of good 
faith negotiations between the parties, and are subject to the terms of 
this agreement, including the grievance procedure, the arbitration 
clause and Article IV. Should the Company determine to initiate a BP1 
project involving the Union's members, the following procedure shall 
apply, to the extent practicable; 
a. The Company will review the components of a BPI project at 
least 30 days prior to its implementation at a meeting of the 
joint Union-Company BPI Committee. 
b. BPI projects will be scheduled for definite periods of lime, to 
be discussed with the Union, although projects may be 
extended as necessary. The parties wilt meet as appropriate to 
discuss the status and progress of BPI projects, and to review 
changes which are necessary and appropriate to the projects. 
c. Participation by employees in BPI projects wilt be based on 
appropriate employees volunteering for a project and where 
additional employees are needed, the Company shall make 
appropriate selection of qualified employees on an as-needed 
basis, taking into account, when possible, employee seniority 
and the special needs of involuntary participants. No 
additional compensation shall be paid for such participation, 
d. After completion of a 8P1 project, should the Company 
choose to permanently implement a change in operations 
which substantially changes the jobs of Union members, the 
parties will negotiate the terms and conditions of 
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employment for affected members. Should they be 
reach agreement concerning wage rates | 
implementation, these issues shall be resolved unde 
procedures covered by the terms and conditions 
agreement, and shall be subject to the grievance proceed 
arbitration clause and Article IV. 
The joint Union-Company BPI Committee will have me 
from each party including the Union President and appro. 
Union officers, and Company officers and approp 
members. The Committee will be responsible for discus 
BPI projects, exploring appropriate applications for incen 
compensation or other reward systems, and discussing 01— 
proposals for improving operating efficiencies and qualj— 
including technological advances. 
Nothing in the BPI Committee process is intended to affect th 
Company's management rights to design, implement and stat 
new projects, consistent with this agreement. 
Article VII 
VETERANS 
The Company will continue its present policy towards employees who are 
inducted or who enlist in the Armed Forces of the United States except that such 
policy will not be continued in the case of employees hired after April 1, 1963. 
The Company further agrees to accord the same rights to any veteran who may 
be reemployed, whether or not such veteran is entitled to reemployment by 
statute, provided the veteran was in the employ of the Company at the time of 
enlistment or induction, and provided further that within ninety (90) days of an 
honorable discharge, the veteran makes application for reemployment and is 
reemployed. Nothing herein shall be construed to require the reemployment of 
any veteran who is not entitled to reemployment by law. In effectuating such 
policy, the personnel adjustments reasonably required as a result thereof shall be 
made as follows: All employees having temporary status shall be demoted, 
transferred or laid off before any regular employees are affected, the order of 
demotion, transfer or layoff of such employees having temporary status to be 
determined on the basis of seniority. 
Should any question arise as to the administration of the provisions of the 
foregoing paragraph, the Company shall upon request of the Union consult with 
the Union with respect to any such question. 
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Article VIII 
STRIKES AND STOPPAGES 
The Company and the Union being in agreement that the way to preserve job 
security, increase jobs and improve the welfare of the workers is to increase the 
good will and prosperity of the business and that this is accomplished in large 
part through prompt* courteous, interested, loyal and complete service to the 
public on the part of employees, and it therefore being to the mutual interest of 
the Company, the Union and the employees, that the business of the Company 
shall continue without inconvenience to the public, the Company and the Union 
agree as follows: 
1. The Union agrees that there shall be no strikes, walkouts, stoppage or 
slowdown of work, boycotts, secondary boycotts, refusal to handle any 
merchandise, picketing, sitdown strikes of any kind, sympathetic or 
general strikes, or other interference with any of the operations of the 
Company during the term of this agreement, so long as the grievance 
procedure for which provision is made herein is followed by the 
Company and the Company abides by the result of arbitration therein 
provided. 
2. The Company agrees that there shall be no lockout during the term of 
this agreement so long as the grievance procedure for which provision 
is made herein is followed by the Union and the Union abides by the 
result of arbitration therein provided. 
3. a, In connection with the undertaking of the Union contained in 
Subdivision 1 of this Article, the Company agrees that the 
Union shall not be responsible for the acts or declarations of 
employees who are neither members, officers, trustees, 
stewards nor delegates of the Union. 
b. In the case of its members, the Union shall not be responsible 
for their acts or declarations in violation of Subdivision I of 
this Article unless such acts or declarations shall have been 
authorized, instigated or condoned by it. 
c. The right of the Company to discipline its employees for 




GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE AND 
ARBITRATION 
Should any dispute arise in the application of any provision of this agreement or 
as to any facts calling for the application thereof, either the Company or the 
Union may submit such dispute for determination by compliance with the 
procedure hereinafter provided, except thai, as to matters reserved to the 
Company by Article IV, 9, the only matter therein contained which shall be 
subject to arbitration is the discharge or discipline of any employee, 
In the event that either the Company or the Union considers the other party to 
have violated any of the provisions hereof, the party which considers itself 
aggrieved shall give timely notice to the other party, setting forth in detail its 
grievance and the parties agree that they will meet and endeavor to adjust and 
settle amicably the dispute, misuucferstandtrig or grievance cnmplained of as 
hereinafter provided. 
The parties agree to discuss concepts to improve the current grievance and 
arbitration procedure, 
Grievance Procedure 
1. A grievance shall be submitted to the immediate supervisor of the 
employee within fourteen (14) days after occurrence of the events 
giving rise to the grievance. 
2. If no satisfactory result follows from the submission aforesaid, the 
grievance shall, within twenty-one (21) days after the occurrence of the 
events giving rise to the grievance, be submitted to local management 
to be taken up at the local grievance committee meeting, such meeting 
to be held within five (5) days after the submission of the grievance. 
3. If no satisfactory result follows from the submission aforesaid, the 
grievance shall within thirty (30) days after occurrence of the events 
giving rise to the grievance, be submitted to the major grievance 
committee meeting, such meeting to be held within seven (7) days after 
the submission of the grievance. 
4. If no satisfactory result follows from the consideration of the grievance 
by the major grievance committee, it may be referred to arbitration as 
hereinafter provided. 
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5. In case of a dispute of a general nature, as distinguished from 
grievances affecting individual employees, any such dispute shall be 
submitted for consideration at the major grievance committee meeting 
by the Company or the Union, as the case may be, within thirty (30) 
days after the dispute arises, or, in the event the dispute is one, 
submission of which to the local grievance committee meeting may 
appropriately be required, said dispute shall be submitted in the first 
instance at the local grievance committee meeting within fifteen (15) 
days after the dispute arises. 
6- All submissions, except those made to the immediate supervisor, shall 
be in writing. 
7. Failure to present disputes or grievances as in this Article provided 
shall result in a waiver of all rights involved, except in the case of 
continuing situations when failure to present the dispute or grievance 
shall result in a waiver of the rights involved only up to the date of the 
presentation of the dispute or grievance. 
Arbitration Procedure 
1. The party desiring arbitration, the Company or the Union, as the case 
may be, shall within thirty (30) days after submission of the grievance 
or dispute to the major grievance committee, give to the other party 
written notice that the matter is to be submitted to arbitration and shall 
specify the question or questions to be arbitrated. The period within 
which notice of arbitration is required to be given hereunder may, 
however, be extended by written stipulation of the parties. 
1. In a dispute as to whether or not an employee has been discharged for 
just and proper cause, either party shall have the option to give notice 
of arbitration, without exhausting the grievance procedure, and the 
parties shall cooperate to bring the matter to arbitration. 
All such disputes and grievances, and all disputes arising out of or in 
any manner connected with this agreement which the parties are unable 
to adjust or settle among themselves (except such as are not subject to 
arbitration hereunder), shall be submitted to arbitration by an arbitrator 
mutually agreeable to the parties. 
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3, It is distinctly understood and agreed that the arbitrator shall have no 
power to after or modify the terms of this agreement. No action in 
abrogation of this agreement or contrary to any of its terms shall be 
taken by any party hereto unless the party against whom such action is 
to be taken shall have failed or refused to abide by the terms of this 
Article. 
4. The administrative costs of arbitration, including the arbitrator's fees 
and expenses, are to be shared equally by the Company and the Union. 
All other costs of arbitration shall be borne by the party who incurred 
such costs. 
Procedural Requirements 
ft is distinctly understood (nat no conduct by either party m the handling of 
grievances or in connection with the submission of disputed matters to 
arbitration shall be regarded as a waiver by either of any of the procedural 
requirements of the grievance or arbitration procedure, except that such 




a. General Wage Increases 
General wage increases will be made in amounts equal to the 
specified percentage of the wages being paid to the particular 
employee on the day prior to the effective date of each 
increase except as otherwise specified below: 
1. Effective October 16, 2001, 3.5%; 
2. Effective October 16, 2002, 3.5%; 
3. Effective October 16, 2003, 3.75%; 
4. Effective October 16, 2004, 3.75%. 
^Retroactive payments, if any, are to be made in accordance with past practice 
of the Company. 
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Adjustments to Wages and Job Responsibilities 
L, Gas Business Unit Career Path 
A modified career path structure is established for 
certain Gas Business Unit ("GBU") (formerly 
Engineering Customer Field Services) physical job 
classifications, and various wages will be aligned across 
several areas, providing career opportunities for 
employees and flexibility for the GBU. A chart 
showing tile new career path structure is attached as 
Appendix 2. 
a. (1) Effective October 16, 2001, the wage progression 
schedule for the job classification Meter Reader Post 
98 (#2689) is extended from 24 months to 36 months, 
from a minimum weekly wage rate of $398.52 to a 
maximum weekly wage rate of $541.73 (before 
application of the general wage increase), and 
adjusted accordingly, 
(2) Effective October 16, 2001, employees in the job 
classification Meter Reader Post 98 (#2689) will not 
be eligible for transfer or promotion to any other job 
classification until they have accrued 24 months of 
active service in the classification Meter Reader Post 
98. For purposes of this paragraph, full-time regular 
employees who are in the job classification Meter 
Reader Post 98 (#2685) on October 15, 2001 will be 
credited for active service that they have already 
accrued in that job classification. 
b. Effective October 16, 2001, the job classification 
Field Force Apprentice (#226$) has a 12-month wage 
progression schedule, from a minimum weekly wage 
rate of $385.00 to a maximum weekly wage rate of 
$412,04 (before application of the general wage 
increase), and with progression intervals set in 
accordance with existing practice. Employees who 
are in the job classification Field Force Apprentice 
(#2268) on October 15, 2001 will be eligible 
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for their next progression step on the new wage 
progression schedule six months after October 16, 
2001. 
c. A new Field Operations Inspection career path is 
established, which consolidates the existing Paving 
Inspection, Construction Inspection, Main and 
Service Inspection and Survey career paths. The 
following new job classifications and corresponding 
minimum and maximum hourly wage rates arc 
established (before application of the general wage 
increase): 
Minimum Maximum 
Field Ops Inspector "A" $23,54 £25.03 
Field Ops Inspector "B" $21.90 $22.36 
Field Ops Inspector "C" $19.37 $20.53 
The wage progression schedule for each new job 
classification is 60 months, and progression intervals 
set in accordance with existing practice. 
d. The following job classifications will be eliminated: 
Construction Inspector (#2851), Construction 
Inspector "B" (#2854), Construction Inspector "A" 
(#2852), Paving Inspector (#2717), Paving Inspector 
"B" (#2718), Paving Inspector "A" (#2720) and 
Inspector Paving (#2386). Employees who are in the 
job classifications Construction Inspector "A" 
(#2852) or Paving Inspector "A" (#2720) on October 
15, 2001 will be placed in the job classification Field 
Operations Inspector "A" at their current wage rate 
(before application of the general wage increase). 
e. The job classifications Survey Person (#2806) and 
Survey Person Post 98 (#2691) will be eliminated, 
and the responsibilities of those job classifications 
assumed by employees in the job classification Field 
Operations Inspector "B". 
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f, Effective October 16, 2001, the job classification 
Service Person C Mtr & Appl Post 92 (#2726) is 
retitled Service Person C Post 98, 
Client Services Career Path 
A modified career path is established for the Customer Relations Group 
job classifications, and various wages will be aligned across several 
areas, providing career path opportunities for employees and flexibility 
for CRG. A chart showing the modified career path is attached as 
Appendix 3 
a. Effective October 16, 2001, the job classification Associate 
Customer Service Representative Post 01 is established, with a 
wage progression schedule of 48 months, from a minimum 
weekly wage rate of $395.00 to a maximum weekly wage rate 
of $750.00 (before application of the general wage increase), 
and with progression intervals set in accordance with existing 
practice. Employees who are in the job classification 
Associate Customer Service Representative (#2739) on 
October 15,2001 will remain at their current weekly wage rate 
and their current wage progression schedule (before 
application of the general wage increase). 
b. Effective October 16, 2001, the job classification Customer 
Service Teller Post 01 is established, with a wage progression 
schedule of 36 months, from a minimum weekly wage rate of 
$398.00 to a maximum weekly wage rate of $545.00 (before 
application of the general wage increase), and with 
progression intervals set in accordance with existing practice. 
Employees who are in the job classification Customer Service 
Teller (#2247) on October 15, 2001 will remain at their 
current weekly wage rate and their current wage progression 
schedule (before application of the general wage increase) and 
in their existing career path, insofar as they will retain the 
opportunity for promotion to the job classification Associate 
Customer Service Representative (#2739) with the pre-
October 16, 2001 wage progression. 
c. (1) Effective October 16, 2001 the job classification Voicelink 
Representative (#2632) is retitled Customer Service Assistant 
and has a 36-month wage progression schedule, from a 
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minimum weekly wage rate of $395,00 to a maximum weekly 
wage rate of $425.00 (before application of the general wage 
increase), and with progression intervals set in accordance 
with existing practice. Employees who are in the job 
classification Voicelink Representative (#2632) on October 
15, 2001 are increased to the new minimum weekly wage rate 
of $395.00 (before application of the general wage increase) 
effective October 16,2001. 
(2) Effective October 16, 2001, the job classification 
Voicelink Rep P/T (#2652) is retttled Customer Service 
Assistant P/T. 
3. The Company may hire persons in the entry level job classifications at 
any prescribed rate above the minimum provided that all employees in 
such classifications receiving less than the rate at which such hiring 
takes place shall be increased to such rate. 
4. Employees holding unit accretion jobs on or before July 15, 1986 will 
be paid at the wage rates for that position which include the general 
wage increases given in ihe October 15, 1986 agreement (called "pre" 
wage rates). Employees entering into a unit accretion job after July 15, 
1986, will be paid at the wage rates applicable to the "post" position. 
5. Appropriate schedules wilt reflect the above provisions relating to 
wages. 
6. Wage progression 
Wage progression schedules reflect the changes in wage rates. 
7. Career Pathing Committee 
a. The Company and Union recognize the importance of 
providing employees with the opportunity to advance within 
the Company. The Company and Union agree to establish a 
Career Pathing Committee to examine and explore career 
pathing structures, to give employees greater job flexibility 
and opportunities for growth and development in the various 
areas of the Company while at the same time enhancing 
Company productivity, flexibility and efficiency in a rapidly 
changing marketplace. The Committee wilt also 
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examine wage progression issues related to career patting. 
b. The Company and the Union agree that a career path will 
be established to allow utility employees to transfer to 
KHES. The parties agree to establish a joint Career 
Pathing Committee with representatives of KHES to 
explore and promote career growth opportunities in KHES, 
including granting preference in hiring to utility 
employees. 
Shift Differential 
Pay practices regarding payment of shift differential shall be as 
follows: 
a. Shift differential will be paid to employees normally 
scheduled to work on a shift which has hours between 6:00 
p.m. and 6:00 a.m. only, in accordance with the following 
rules: 
i. Employees normally scheduled to work on a shift 
shall receive a differential of 7 1/2% per hour for the 
actual hours worked between the hours of 6:00 p.m. 
and 12:00 midnight. 
ii. Employees normally scheduled to work on a shift 
shall receive a differential of 8% per hour for the 
actual hours worked between the hours of 12.00 
midnight and 6:00 a.m. 
b. Employees hired after October 15, 1998 who are normally 
scheduled to work on a shift shall receive a fixed shift 
differential of $ 0.75 per hour for the actual hours worked 
between 6:00 p.m. and 6:00 a.m. 
Wage Progression Plan 
a. The Company and the Union have agreed to a plan for making 
wage increases within the wage rate ranges applicable to the 
classifications set forth in appropriate schedules which also 
reflects the stipulated Progression Points and Progression 
Intervals applicable to the plan. 
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b. Increases to Progression Point 
Employees below the Progression Point of their classification 
shall be considered for progression increases to the amounts 
and at the intervals set forth in appropriate schedules. 
Increases up to the Progression Point may be withheld only for 
good and sufficient cause, and the Union shall be notified at 
the time of such withholding. 
c. Increases from Progression Point to Maximum 
Employees at the Progression Point shall be considered for a 
progression increase to the maximum set forth in appropriate 
schedules. Increases above the Progression Point shall be 
determined ai the discretion of the Company, h»t shall be 
subject to appeal through the grievance and arbitration 
procedure in case of any claim that the Company has acted in 
an arbitrary or capricious manner in its determination of such 
increases. 
d. Effective Dates of Increases 
Effective dates of all increases under this plan will be the 
beginning of the week following the completion of the 
applicable intervals. 
10. The Company will confer with the Union should any dispute arise as to 
the classification of any individual employee, and, should the parties be 
unable to agree, the matter shall be considered a grievance subject to 
the procedure herein provided for the adjustment thereof. 
11. In the case of the promotion of any employee from one rating to 
another, the maximum of which is more than the maximum of the 
employee's former rating, such an employee shall be entitled to a 
minimum increase in compensation of $6.00 per week except in the 
event that such increase would result in a rate in excess of the 
established maximum in which case the employee shall be paid the 
maximum rate. If the minimum increase above provided results in a 
rate above the nearest applicable progression rate as set forth in 
appropriate schedules, then the rate for such employee shall be 
increased to the next higher applicable progression rate. Employees 
who are informed that they have been selected for a promotion shall 
receive the rate of the classification to which they are 
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promoted no later than thirty (30) days after the date they are so 
informed. 
Temporary Assignments 
a. Employees temporarily assigned to a higher classification 
shall receive at least the minimum rate of pay of such higher 
classification while so assigned in accordance with existing 
practice; employees temporarily assigned to lower 
• classifications shall receive the regular rate of the higher 
classification while so assigned. 
b. Unless the parties have agreed to a temporary assignment for a 
longer period before such assignment is made, no such 
assignment shall continue for more than three (3) months. 
However, in any case after an employee has been temporarily 
assigned, the Company may seek the approval of the Union 
for an extension of the temporary assignment beyond such 
three-month period and the approval of the Union shall not be 
unreasonably withheld. 
c. In any case in which a temporary assignment continues for 
more than a week, the affected employee shall for the duration 
of said assignment receive holiday pay on the basis of the 
higher rate and, should the assignment be further continued, 
sick benefits may be adjusted to meet the equities of the 
individual case. 
d. A clerical employee while temporarily assigned for more than 
two (2) weeks to a higher classification, when the maximum 
of the employee's classification is equal to or greater than the 
minimum of the higher classification, shall receive a minimum 
increase in compensation of $6.00 per week, commencing 
with the third week of such assignment and for as long as such 
assignment shall continue. 
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Summer Employees 
Wage rates for summer employees will be increased by the general 
wage increases as follows: 
a. Clerical 
Effective October 16,2001, $299.70 per week; 
Effective October 16,2002, $310.19 per week; 
Effective October 16,2003, $32! .05 per week; 
Effective October 16,2004, S332.29 per week. 
b. Physical 
Effective October 16,2001, $8.15 per hour; 
Effective October 16, 2002, $8.44 per hour; 
Effective October 16,2003, $8.74 per hour; 
Effective October 16, 2004, $9.05 per hour, 
Direct Deposit of Wages 
a. The Company will no longer issue paper pay checks to 
employees, but will instead directly deposit the wages of every 
employee directly into the bank account or accounts specified 
by the employee for that purpose, 
b. This direct deposit of an employee's wages shall not cause any 
employee to be subject to an administrative, processing or 
other fee by their bank. However, the Company does not 
guarantee that a bank or automatic teller machine network will 
not charge a transaction fee for other transactions. The 
Company agrees that it will endeavor to arrange for employees 
to have access to a free personal checking account at a local 
bank or financial institution, at no cost to the Company. 
c. The practice of providing salary advances to employees has 
been discontinued, except that the Company will provide 
salary advances, for vacation pay only, by direct deposit upon 
timely request by an employee. Vacation pay advances shall 
be provided by direct deposit not earlier than the regular pay 
day immediately preceding the employee's vacation. 
d. In accord with the parties' Agreement regarding the direct 
deposit of wages, the Company and the Union agree to 
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eliminate all prior practices of providing employees with 
additional paid or unpaid time off during the work day to cash 
or deposit payroll checks or otherwise obtain cash from the 
employees' personal bank accounts. 
Due to the substantial benefits to both the Company and the 
Union and its members with respect to their agreement 
regarding the direct deposit of wages, including the savings 
realized by both the Company and the employees in 
eliminating paper paychecks and bank teller transactions and 
their associated fees, the benefit to employees in having their 
wages available earlier in the payday than under present 
payroll practices, and in consideration of other benefits 
secured by the Union under this Collective Bargaining 
Agreement, the Union expressly intends the direct deposit 
agreement to be a knowing and voluntary waiver of the 
provisions of Section 192 of the New York State Labor Law 
and any similar statute or regulations, and it is the 
understanding and intent of the parties that such waiver is 
valid and enforceable with respect to and on behalf of the 
individual members of the Union who are employed by the 
Company. 
Article XI 
GAINSHARING AWARD PROGRAM 
The Company and the Union agree to continue an annual Corporate Gain sharing 
Award Program, whereby regular full-time employees and, effective calendar 
year 1999, temporary full-time and temporary part-time employees who are 
members of the Union will be eligible for monetary awards for their 
contributions to achieving employee and corporate financial goals. Goals for the 
program will be set by the Company each plan year and must be approved by 
the Company's Board of Directors for each year. Goals will be communicated 
to employees as soon as practicable after approval. 
The structure of the gainsharing award program for calendar year 1999 includes 
corporate and group performance goals, with certain financial triggers.' The 
awards range from 0% to 5% of an employee's actual annual base wages. 
Awards will be calculated based on an employee's actual base wages earned 
during the fiscal year and the Company shall use its best efforts to distribute the 
awards as soon as practicable following the end of the plan year. An employee 
must be employed with the Company at the time of distribution of awards to be 
eligible to receive an award. 
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Effective calendar year 1999, in the instances set forth below, gainsharing 
awards will be prorated as follows: 
a. Regular full-time and temporary full-time employees who 
have been employed for the full plan year are eligible for a full 
potential award. 
br Temporary part-time employees who have been employed for 
the full plan year and who worked an average of at least 20 
hours per week are eligible for a gainsharing award in the 
amount of 50% of what a temporary full-time employee in the 
same job classification would receive. 
c . Full-time, temporary full-time and temporary part-time 
employees who have not been employed hr the full plan year 
are eligible for a gainsharing award in accordance with the 
following schedule: 
Employed before January 3); Eligible for full 
potential award 
Employed between February I Eligible for 50% of 
and June 30: potential award 
Employed on or after July 1: Not eligible for award 
Amounts received under this Program shall be included in the employee's 
regular rate for purposes of computing daily and weekly overtime pay for the 
applicable fiscal year and will be treated as compensation for puq>o$es of the 
Company's Retirement Plan benefit calculations in the year the payments are 
actually received. However, amounts received under this program after 
retirement or death will not be treated as compensation for purposes of the 
Company's Retirement Plan benefit calculations. Amounts received under this 
Program shall not be included in the determination of any other benefits or 
compensation. 
The parties agree that the administration of this Program, including modifying 
the structure of the Program, the setting of goals, the determination of whether 
goals have been met, and the computation of awards, if any, under this Program 
is in the sole discretion of the Company and shall not be subject to the grievance 
and arbitration procedure or review by any third party, court or agency. 
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Article XII 
HOURS OF WORK AND OVERTIME 
1. The Company shall be free to fix the hours of work for each employee, 
provided that a normal workday shall consist of not more than eight (8) 
hours, and except in the case of certain clerical ratings for employees 
hired before October 15, 1986, as hereinafter provided, a normal 
workweek for each employee shall consist of not more than forty (40) 
hours. Such hours shall be exclusive of the daily lunch period of not 
more than one (1) hour, but shall include rest periods as now or 
hereinafter permitted by the Company under its rules and regulations or 
as provided by law. 
2. The normal workweek for employees in clerical ratings who were hired 
before October 15, 1986, and who formerly had a normal workweek of 
less than forty (40) hours has heretofore been established at thirty-
seven and one-half (37.5) hours. Employees working in said ratings 
shall be compensated for all time worked in excess of thirty-seven and 
one-half (37.5) hours in the particular week at straight time rates, and 
for time worked in excess of forty (40) hours in the particular 
workweek as herein generally provided. Miscellaneous vacation days 
and holidays shall be counted as days worked for the purpose of 
computing weekly overtime and for the purpose of the payment 
provided in Subdivision 2 of Article XIII. 
3. For employees hired after October 14, 1986, the normal workweek for 
all clerical ratings shall be forty (40) hours, and such employees shall 
be paid at the rate of pay specified in the agreement. 
4. Hours of employment during each day, shall, with the exception of 
luncheon or supper recess, be continuous, except as in accordance with 
present practice. 
5. a. Any work performed in excess of eight (8) hours per day or 
forty (40) hours per week shall be considered overtime and 
shall be paid for at the rate of one and one-half (1 1/2) times 
the regular rate; provided however, that no employee shall be 
permitted to work overtime or receive any payment for 
overtime unless said overtime shall, prior to the beginning 
thereof, have been approved by the Company's supervisor or 
with the supervisor's authority, and further provided that in 
the case of an employee who receives overtime or premium 
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compensation for work on a particular day, the hours worked 
on such particular day shall not be considered for the purpose 
of computing weekly overtime compensation to be paid to 
such individual, except as in accordance with existing 
practices of the Company. 
b. Overtime work shall be equalized among employees as far as 
is practicable. 
c. Should any of the holidays recognized in Article XV hereof 
occur during the workweek, such holidays shall be deemed 
time worked (eight hours or seven and one-half hours, as the 
case may be) for the purpose of computing weekly overtime 
(i.e., time in excess of forty (40) hours) and for the purpose of 
the payment provided in Subdivision 2 of Article XJI1. 
6. A shift employee required to work continuously through two successive 
shifts shall be afforded a meal not later than two (2) hours after the end 
of the first shift or a meal allowance in lieu thereof. Employees other 
than shift employees shall be afforded a meal or a meal allowance in 
lieu thereof when required to work continuously two (2) hours or more 
overtime. Any employee, who by reason of an emergency call-in, is 
required to report to work two hours or more prior to the start of the 
employee's scheduled working time, and is required to continue to 
work through the employee's normal work day, shall be afforded a 
meal, not later than four (4) hours after the time the employee started 
working, or a meal allowance in lieu thereof. It is understood that time 
off for meals is not compensable. 
7. The meal allowance is as follows: 
a. October 16,2001 through December 31,2001 $ 9.00 
b. January 1,2002 through December 31,2002 $ 9.25 
c. January 1,2003 through December31,2003 $ 9.75 
d. January 1, 2004 through October 15,2005 $10.00 
8. a. The Union agrees to cooperate with the Company in the 
creation of 10 hour and 12 hour shifts in those areas of the 
Company where the Company deems it appropriate. These 
shifts will be structured so that they will not cost 
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(he Company more, including overtime costs, than would an 8 
hour shift. 
b. The Company will solicit employees to voluntarily work 10 
hour and 12 hour shift schedules, and the Union will not 
discourage employees from volunteering for such shifts. 
c. The parties agree that if the number of volunteers in any Area 
falls below the 10 and 12 hour shift schedules' staffing 
requirements, as determined solely by the Company, then such 
shifts shall be staffed, after notice to the Union, first with 
employees (in inverse seniority order) hired after October 15, 
1995 (such employees having been hired with the 
understanding that such shift work is a required condition of 
employment), then with employees (in inverse seniority 
order), who transfer into the subject department after October 
15, 1995 (such employees having transferred with the 
understanding that such shift work is a required condition of 
the transfer). Should such shifts still not be fully staffed, the 
Union and the Company will meet in an effort to find a way to 
bring about sufficient staffing. The Company reserves the 
right to determine if it has a sufficient number of employees to 
proceed with a shift, and to discontinue a shift upon seven 
days' notice. 
Article XIII 
SUNDAY AND HOLIDAY WORK 
1. A premium of thirty percent (30%) shall be paid for straight time worked on 
Sunday. An employee entitled to overtime (including call-in) compensation 
for Sunday work shall not be eligible for such premium, it being understood 
that the payment of such premium is limited to straight time only. 
2. Employees (whether or not called in) required to work on a day on which 
they are not scheduled to work and when such day represents their seventh 
consecutive day of work shall be paid two times the regular rate for work on 
such day, 
3. Employees required to work on a holiday referred to in Article XV hereof 
shall receive their regular day's pay and in addition time and one-half their 
applicable rate for work on such day. 
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Article XIV 
PAY FOR CHANGE OF SCHEDULE 
AND CALL-IN 
1. In fhe case of a change in an employee's regular working schedule, 
unless the employee is given twenty-four (24) hours' notice of said 
change, the employee shall then be entitled to compensation at one and 
one-half (1 1/2) times the regular rate for the first eight (8) hours worked 
by the employee, pursuant to said change of schedule. 
It is understood that this premium in the case of a change of schedule 
without proper notice, shall not be payable with respect to time worked 
by an employee for which the employee is entitled to additional 
compensation pursuant to Paragraph 3 of Article XIII with respect to 
holidays. 
2. An employee, called in on any day on which the employee is not 
scheduled to work (excepting Sundays and holidays recognized by this 
agreement), and when the employee is not entitled otherwise to time 
and one-half for work on such day, shall receive compensation at one 
and one-half (1 1/2) times the regular rate for work on such day. 
3. An employee called in to work on a Sunday on which the employee is 
not scheduled to work and when the employee is not entitled otherwise 
to overtime pay for work on such day, shall be at one and one-half (1 
1/2) times the regular rate for work on such day. 
4. An employee called in to work on a holiday recognized by this 
agreement on which the employee is not scheduled to work and when 
the employee is not entitled otherwise to overtime pay for work on such 
day, shall receive compensation at one and one-half (1 1/2) the regular 
rate for work on such day in addition to the employee's regular day's 
pay. 
5. An employee (whether or not called in), required to work on any day 
on which the employee has not been scheduled to work, shall receive a 
minimum of four (4) hours pay, any allowed time (as distinguished 
from time worked) to meet this minimum to be at the employee's 
regular rate. 
6. An employee will be deemed to be called in to work if, on the last 
working day prior to the day on which the employee is 
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requested to report, the employee is asked to report for work on any 
day when the employee is not scheduled to work, provided such request 
be made after the employee has left the Company premises, or (if 
employed elsewhere than at a plant or office of the Company) such 
request be made after the employee has quit work and left the 
employee's particular place of employment, wherever that may be. 
Article XV 
HOLIDAYS AND PERSONAL DAYS 
1, With respect to the following: 
New Year's Day 






Day after Thanksgiving Day 
Christmas Eve 
Christmas Day 
An employee shall receive pay for each of the above, provided that the 
employee shall have worked a full day upon the employee's last 
scheduled working day preceding such holiday, and also upon the 
employee's first scheduled working day succeeding such holiday, 
unless the employee's absence on either of such days occurred with the 
express consent of the employee's supervisor. 
2. Should any of the holidays recognized above fall on an employee's 
scheduled day off, or on a Saturday in the case of an employee whose 
normal workweek is five (5) days, Monday to Friday, such employee 
shall not be deprived of the employee's holiday rights if eligible 
therefor pursuant to the proviso in Subdivision 1 above. It is agreed, 
however, that the Company shall have the right to determine whether or 
not such a holiday is to be celebrated by giving time off to the 
particular employee, but in any event such holiday rights (pay and/or 
time off) will be accorded on the next preceding or the next succeeding 
working day when feasible, and if this is not feasible, within two (2) 
weeks before or after the date on which such holiday occurs. 
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3. If a holiday falls on a Sunday and it is celebrated on Monday, Monday 
shall be considered the regular holiday. If a holiday falls on a Saturday, 
the Friday before or the Monday following shall be considered the 
regular holiday at the election of the Company. 
4. The provisions hereof are subject to applicable state and federal 
legislation changing the date on which any of such holidays shall be 
celebrated. 
5. a. An employee shall receive pay for two personal days in a 
calendar year. 
b. The Company through its Employee Benefit Plan for Local 
101 Members, will provide recipients of Perfect Attendance 
Awards with a floating personal day in lieu of these recipients 
receiving cash payments or savings bonds. This floating 
personal day must be taken during the calendar year in which 
it was awarded, and will be based upon perfect attendance in 
the previous year. Perfect Attendance Awards will be 
awarded to employees who have actually worked the entire 
previous twelve months without any unexcused absences, or 
absences due to sickness or injury, absences due to sickness in 
family or absences due to disciplinary suspensions during that 
twelve month period. 
c. Personal days shall be granted and scheduled on a calendar 
year basis at the request of the employee in accordance with 
the Company's needs. The Company will use its best efforts 
to grant personal days requested by an employee for purposes 
of religious observance. 
Article XVI 
VACATIONS 
1. Vacations with pay shall be granted in accordance with the terms and 
conditions hereinafter set forth as follows: (a) one (1) week to 
employees hired on or before September 30 of the preceding calendar 
year; (b) two (2) weeks to employees hired on or before September 30 
of the second preceding calendar year; (c) three (3) weeks to employees 
who have completed four and one-quaner (4 1/4) years of service as of 
December 31 of the preceding calendar year; (d) four (4) weeks to 
employees who have completed thirteen and three-quarter (13 3/4) 
years of service as of December 31 of the preceding 
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calendar year; (e) five (5) weeks to employees who have completed 
tweftty^hiee (23) years of service as of December 11 of the preceding 
calendar year; (f) six (6) weeks to employees who have completed 
thirty-three (33) years of service as of December 31 of the preceding 
calendar year. 
With respect to Subdivision 1(a), employees hired on or after October 1 
of a calendar year will receive no vacation in the next calendar year and 
one (1) week in the subsequent calendar year. 
Hourly-paid employees entitled to vacations of one (I), two (2), three 
(3), four (4), five (5) or six (6) weeks shall receive forty (40), eighty 
(80), one hundred twenty (120), one hundred sixty (160), two hundred 
(200) or two hundred forty (240) hours' pay, as the case may be. 
Should any of the holidays recognized by this agreement be celebrated 
during a vacation period, the particular employee shall be entitled to an 
additional day off with pay (eight (8) hours in the case of hourly-paid 
employees), which shall not necessarily be contiguous to the 
employee's vacation period. 
An employee shall receive vacation pay at a rate higher than the 
employee's regular rate in the following instances: (a) in case the 
employee has worked in a higher rated position for a period of at least 
three (3) months prior to the employee's vacation and it is reasonable to 
assume that the employee would have continued on such assignment 
had the employee not gone on vacation, or (b) in case, at the time the 
employee takes vacation, the employee is regularly assigned as a relief 
person in higher-paid jobs on a definite schedule, or (c) in case the 
employee is a utility person regularly assigned on shift to cover 
absenteeism; in each such case an employee's vacation rate will be 
based on an average rate, exclusive of overtime and premium pay, 
computed for the three (3) months immediately preceding the vacation 
period. In every other case, the rate of pay for vacation purposes shall 
be the regular rate at which the particular employee is then being 
carried on the payroll (as distinguished from the rate at which the 
employee may actually be compensated on temporary assignment) 
during the normal workweek immediately preceding the vacation 
period. 
Whenever practicable, the Company shall grant vacations on a 
consecutive basis and at the time desired by the employee; but 
vacations must be taken within the twelve month period 
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following the date upon which they become due and may not be 
accumulated. 
Employees shall not be permitted to forfeit their vacations for 
additional pay from the Company except (a) in case of rettrement under 
the Employees' Retirement Plan for Local 101 Members on other than 
January I of any year, such an employee shall have the option of taking 
vacation in the usual manner or receiving pay in lien of vacation, or (b) 
in case of an employee otherwise entitled to a vacation, who was on the 
active payroll of the Company as of December 31 immediately 
preceding retirement and who is retired under the Employees' 
Retirement Plan for Local 101 Members on January 1 of any year, such 
an employee shall receive pay in lieu of vacation for the year in which 
the employee retires, or (c) In any other case as the Company, in its 
discretion, may determine. 
Vacation rights vest hereunder on December 31 of the particular year, 
but only in qualified employees having the requisite prior service with 
the Company who are on the payroll and (except for those employees 
who retire January J under the Employees' Retirement Plan for Local 
101 Members) who are actually employed by the Company on 
December 31. 
Vacation rights vested as above provided shall not be divested by 
reason of the death of a particular employee; in such a case payment 
will be made to the executors or administrators of such employee or to 
other persons pursuant to the decedent estate law. 
In addition to the rights provided in Subdivisions 6 and 7 above, 
employees retiring under the Employees' Retirement Plan for Local 
101 Members shall be entitled to a pro-rated vacation in the year of 
retirement, e.g.: employees retiring on February 1 would be entitled to 
one-twelfth of their vacation rights; employees retiring on December I 
would be entitled to eleven-twelfths of their vacation rights. Similarly, 
in the case of a deceased employee, vacation benefits will be pro-rated 
and paid to the spouse or estate of a deceased employee, in addition to 
the payment specified in Subdivision 8 above. 
Full-time temporary employees who have been employed by the 
Company for at least twelve (12) consecutive months immediately 
preceding December 31 of any calendar year will be allowed one week 
of vacation with pay in the immediately following calendar year. 
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11. Part-time employees who have been employed by the Company for at 
least twelve (12) consecutive months for an average of at least twenty 
(20) hours per week immediately preceding December 31 of any 
calendar year will be allowed twenty (20) hours or vacation with pay in 
the immediately following calendar year. 
12. Effective October 16, 2001, employees will not be eligible for vacation 
pay advances. 
Article XVII 
LEAVES OF ABSENCE 
1. Leaves of absence may be granted at the discretion of the Company for 
not more than six (6) months and extended for a similar time, and when 
so granted or extended the employee shall be assured of a return to 
employment without loss of standing. Applications for leaves of 
absence or extension thereof must be made in writing to the Human 
Resources Division of the Company and the granting of such leaves of 
absence or extension thereof must be in writing from the Human 
Resources Division. 
2. Any employee elected or appointed to an office in the Union which 
requires a continuous and extended absence from the employee's 
regular work, shall, upon written application therefore, as herein above 
provided, be granted such leave of absence without pay and without 
loss of seniority for such time as such office is held, but in order to 
maintain the employee's service record with the Company said leave of 
absence must expire within thirty-six (36) months after the same is 
granted, but may, at the discretion of the Company, be extended. 
3. The Company's family leave policy shall include parental leave of up 
to three (3) months for fathers and adoptive parents of children under 
school age with a reimbursement of those costs for health insurance 
which normally would be paid by the Company, if the employee 
returns to work after the leave to full time active duty status for a 
period of six (6) months. 
4. If you are a member of the reserves, you may receive full pay for two 
(2) weeks only of military leave each year, 
5. The Company and the Union agree to establish a joint committee to 




1. In the event an employee shall become unable to perform the 
employee's normal duties because of a mental or physical disability, 
the Company will attempt but shall not be required to provide the 
employee with work. En any such case, an employee having fifteen 
(15) years or more of service but less than twenty (20) years shall not 
be subject to a reduction in compensation in excess of 10% of the rate 
of the employee's compensation at the time the disability was incurred, 
In any such case, an employee having twenty (20} years or more of 
service shall not be subject to any reduction in the rate of the 
employee's compensation at the time the disability was incurred. In its 
attempt to provide such a disabled employee with work, the Company 
will net confine itself to employment opportunities in a particular area, 
but will seek to find a place for the employee throughout the Company. 
1. Should any disabled employee become aggrieved by reason of any 
change of status suffered in connection with any such disability, the 
matter shall be handled as a grievance under the grievance procedure 
prescribed in this agreement but shall not be subject to arbitration 
hereunder. 
3. The Long-Term Disability (LTD) Insurance Plan will be provided to 
employees and administered by the Company through a payroll 
deduction. The Company agrees to offer this insurance as part of its 
Flexible Benefits Program, the full cost of which will be paid by the 
employee through an after-tax payroll deduction. 
4. The Company values the work of its employees and recognizes their 
valuable contributions to the continuing success of the Company. 
When an employee is unable to perform the full duties of the 
employee's job because of injury, the well being of both the Company 
and the employee are adversely affected. 
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To this end, the Company and the Union agree to form a Workers' 
Compensation Committee to expedite the review and processing of 
employee claims and treatment in connection with injuries sustained by 




Pension benefits are provided in accordance with the terms and 
conditions of the Employees* Retirement Plan of KeySpan Energy for 
Local 101 Members and nothing herein contained shall modify or 
change such Retirement Plan in any respect, except as follows: 
a. The early retirement allowance has been improved by 
eliminating the 2% per year early retirement reduction for 
employees who retire at or after the age 55 and before age 60 
and whose ages and years of credited service combined equal 
at least 85. 
b. Effective January 1, 1991, upon the death of an employee in 
active service, the surviving spouse shall receive a retirement 
allowance equal to the greater of (i) the spouse's benefit as 
currently calculated under the Retirement Plan, which benefit 
is the employee's retirement allowance actuarially reduced to 
take into consideration the employee's age at death if it is less 
than age 60 and the payment of a 50% survivor's benefit or 
(ii) the amount calculated as if the employee retired on a 
disability retirement immediately before dying and selected a 
50% survivor's benefit. 
c . Commencing on or after January 1> 1990, the disability 
retirement allowance payable on or after a Plan member's 
normal retirement date shall equal the disability retirement 
allowance payable prior to the member's normal retirement 
date, reduced by One Dollar {$ 1.00) per month. 
The Union agrees that it will pay the Company One Hundred dottars 
($100.00) each month on behalf of each Union officer participating in 
the Plan who is on a leave of absence from the Company due to his or 
her position as a Union officer. 
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3. Effective April 1, 2002, the Employees' Retirement Plan of KeySpan 
Energy for Local 101 Members ("Plan") will be amended with respect 
to disability retirements as follows: 
a. If an employee with fifteen (15) or more years of service at 
age 45 or over becomes disabled, as determined by the long-
term disability carrier or the Social Security Administration, 
the employee may retire as early as age 55 and will receive 
continued service accruals under the Plan to age 65, with 
benefits calculated using the employee's current salary for 
each year until retirement 
b. If an employee with at least ten (10) years of service becomes 
disabled, as determined by the long-term disability carrier or 
the Social Security Administration, the employee may retire as 
early as age 55 and will receive two (2) years added to the 
employee's service accruals under the Plan 
c. All employees with ten (10) or more years of service who are 
eligible for disability retirement under the Plan will be eligible 
for retiree medical, dental and life insurance benefits. 
4. Effective December I, 2001, the Employees' Retirement Plan of 
KeySpan Energy for Local 101 Members ("Plan") will be amended to 
add a new level income benefit option, which may be elected as early 
as age 55 and which would provide the retiree approximately 50% of 
the social security benefit that would be paid at age 62, in addition to 
the pension benefit, so that the retiree's income would remain 
approximately the same before and after reaching age 62, when social 
security benefits would begin. 
5. The Company will provide a new Cash Balance Retirement Plan for 
employees who are members of Local 101 and who are hired on or 
after October 16, 2001. Employees hired on or after October 16, 2001 
are not eligible to participate in the Employees' Retirement Plan of 
KeySpan Energy for Local 101 Members, except for persons who are 
employed by the Company as full-time temporary employees on 
October 15, 2001 and who are subsequently hired by the Company in 
its sole discretion as regular employees. 
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Article XX 
EMPLOYEE SAVINGS PLAN 
As described in detail in the KeySpan Energy Employee Savings Plan for Local 
101 Members, the Company shall make a matching contribution to the Savings 
Plan equal to one-third of the first Thirty Dollars ($30,00) of Deferred Cash 
Contributions made by a member to the Savings Plan each week, which the 
member invests in the Company Common Stock Fund. The Company's 
matching contribution will be used to purchase Company Common Stock for the 
member's account under the Savings Plan and such Common Stock will be 
purchased at the prevailing discount under the Savings Plan. The complete 
Savings Plan documents contain the vesting schedule for these matching 
contributions and other aspects of the Savings Plan. 
Article XXI 
EMPLOYEE BENEFIT PLAN 
1. The Company will maintain a Flexible Benefits Program for employees 
who are members of the Union. 
2. To encourage stress-free timely commuting, as well as provide a 
benefit to commuting employees, as soon as practicable after January 1, 
1999, the Company will implement an employee-paid pre-tax 
Transitchek Program. 
Transitchek is a voluntary program open to all regular full-time 
employees who have completed three months of continuous service and 
enables employees to deduct up to $65.00 a month ($780 per year) 
from their wages before taxes to purchase Transitchek vouchers. 
Transitcheks will be distributed on a quarterly basis. 
Employees will be made aware that the employee's participation in the 
program reduces the amount of his or her wages that are subject to 
federal, state and local taxes, including PICA, and that this will reduce 
an employee's Social Security benefits. 
3. The Company agrees to reintroduce on a one-year trial basis an 
Employee Suggestion Program to reward employees for the 
implementation of their ideas that result in productivity improvements 
or cost savings. The Company will discuss with the Union the details 
of the Employee Suggestion Program before its introduction. The' 
Company reserves the right to discontinue this Program at any time. 
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The Union agrees that the Company's administration, modification 
and/or discontinuance of this Program is in the Company's sole 
discretion and is not subject to the grievance and arbitration provisions 
of this agreement, 
4. The Company has established a smoke-free workplace policy 
throughout all of the Company's facilities. However, at the request of 
the Union, the Company agrees to designate two rooms in the 
Greenpoint facility as "smoking areas." At the present time, these two 
locations are the LNG Control House Smoking Lounge and a room in 
the Fleet Services CSD Garage (formerly the Chauffeur's room). The 
Company reserves its right to change the location of the two designated 
smoking rooms in the Greenpoint facility. The Union agrees not to 
contest the Company's elimination of all other smoking rooms in all of 
its facilities, including its building at One MetroTech Center. 
5. Effective January 1, 2002, the Company will offer to employees a plan 
administered by The Metropolitan Life Insurance Company (MetLife), 
through which employees may opt to purchase and pay for automobile 
and homeowners insurance for their personal cars, homes and other 
personal property through payroll deductions. The Company may 
modify or discontinue this plan in its sole discretion and such 
modification or discontinuance is not subject to the grievance and 
arbitration provisions of this agreement, 
Article XXII 
GROUP LIFE INSURANCE 
I. a. Effective January 1, 1999, the Company shall maintain group 
life insurance coverage for its eligible employees to provide 
death benefits equal to two (2) year's current compensation 
which shall be payable to the estates or designated 
beneficiaries of such employees. 
b. The Company agrees to continue to offer additional life 
insurance to employees who are members of the Union and 
insurance to their spouses and dependents as part of its 
Flexible Benefits Program, the full cost of which will be paid 
by the employee through an after-tax payroll deduction, 
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2. The Company shall also provide in the case of active employees, 
insurance coverage for accidental death or dismemberment equal to one 
(1) year's current compensation. 
3. The Company shfdl provide, in the case of active employees, in 
addition to the above, Occupational Death Insurance with coverage of 
$50,000.00. 
4. a. For employees hired before October 15, 1986, there shall be 
no reduction in the coverage provided in Subdivision la. above 
for the first year following an employee's normal retirement 
from the employ of the Company; but thereafter the amount of 
coverage shall be reduced ten percent (10%) each year 
commencing with the second year following retirement, 
except that coverage shall in no event be reduced more than 
fifty percent (50%). This paragraph did not become effective 
until June 1,1957. 
b. Effective January 1, 1994 (or such earlier date as the 
Company, in its sole discretion, deems appropriate), 
employees hired before October 15, 1986, there shall be no 
reduction in the coverage provided in Subdivision la. above 
for the first year following an employee's normal retirement 
from the employ of the Company; but thereafter the amount of 
coverage shall be reduced ten percent (10%) each year 
commencing with the second year following retirement and 
five percent <5%) each year commencing with the sixth year 
following retirement, except that coverage shall in no event be 
reduced more than seventy-five percent (75%). The 
provisions of Subdivision 4a. and not the provisions of this 
Subdivision apply to employees who have attained the age of 
60 before the actual effective date of this Subdivision. 
c. There shall be no reduction in the coverage provided in 
Subdivision la. and 1 b. above in the case of either disability or 
early retirement from the employ of the Company until the 
second year following the date of normal retirement for the 
particular individual whose coverage shall then be reduced as 
above provided as if the individual had been retired on the 
individual's normal retirement date. This paragraph did not 
become effective until J une 1,1961. 
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d. Employees hired after October 14, 1986, shall, upon normal 
retirement from the employ of the Company, have group life 
insurance coverage in the sum of $10,000.00. 
e. Employees who retire from the employ of the Company after 
age 65 will receive a cumulative reduction in the amount of 
life insurance in accordance with the applicable foregoing 
reduction schedule (Subdivision 4a., 4b., 4c. or 4d.\ based 
upon their age at retirement, in the year of retirement from the 
employ of the Company. Thereafter, these employees will be 
subject to the applicable annual reductions. 
5. Employees hired after October 15, 1989 must have completed at least 
15 years of service with the Company at retirement from the employ of 
the Company at a minimum age of 55 to be eligible for retiree life 
insurance benefits in effect at the time of the employee's retirement 
from the employ of the Company. 
6. Employees enrolled in the Company's group long term disability or 
group universal life insurance plans as of April I, 2000 will receive a 
' cash payment based upon the number of shares allocated by The 
Metropolitan Life Insurance Company (MetLife) for the insurance 
contracts held by the plans. These payments will be made to 
employees no later than December31, 2001. 
Ankle XX11I 
HEALTH INSURANCE 
1. An eligible employee may elect the individual or family coverage 
offered to the Union members by Group Health Insurance ("G.H.I.") 
Medical and Hospital under the Premier or Standard Plan, and/or Group 
Health Preferred Dental Insurance. 
2. The health insurance coverage and carrier may not be changed in any 
manner without agreement between the Company and the Union. 
3. In case an eligible employee elects individual or family coverage 
available under any form of contract offered by G.H.I. Medical and 
Hospital, or Group Health Preferred Dental Insurance, the Company 
shall establish and pay new monthly contributions commensurate with 
the costs of the modified medical plans to be offered to employees who 
are members of the Union, less the employee contributions set forth in 
Subdivisions 5,6 and 12, and subject to Subdivision 7, below. 
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4. H.I.P. Plan 
a. Weekly employee pre-tax payroll contributions for employees 
currently enrolled in coverage with Health Insurance Plan 
("H.I.P.") will continue to be $1.00 for individuals and $2.00 
for the family plan until December 31,2001. 
b. Effective January 1,2002, the H.I.P. Plan will be discontinued 
and will no longer be offered by the Company to any 
employee who is a member of Local 101. 
5. G.H.I. Premier Medical Plan 
a. Modifications 
The Company will continue to offer the current Group Health 
Incorporated ("G.H.L") health insurance plan ("Premier Plan") 
for employees who are Local 101 members and their eligible 
dependents, with the following modifications: 
1. Effective January 1, 2002, co-payments for high-tech 
radiology procedures will be $25.00 per procedure. 
2. Effective January 1, 2002, dental insurance will be 
offered through the separate G.H.L Preferred Dental 
Plan. 
3. Effective January 1, 2004, co-payments for office 
visits to G.H.L participating doctors will be $12.00 • 
per visit. 
b. Employee Contributions 
Weekly employee pre-tax payroll contributions for employees 
electing coverage under the existing G.H.L Premier Plan, as 




Period Individual Plan Family Plan 
10/16/01-12/31/02 $11.50 $19.75 
01/01/03-12/31/03 $12.00' $21.00 
01/01/04-12/31/04 $13.50 $24.00 
01/01/05-10/15/05 $14.50 $27.50 
c. Prescription Drugs 
I. Effective January I, 2002, the co-payments for 
prescription drugs under the G.H.I. Premier Plan will 
be as follows: 
Retail Mail Order 
(30-day supply) (90-day supply) 
Generic $ 0.00 $ 0.00 
Formulary $ 10.00 $20.00 
Non-Formulary $ 15.00 $30.00 
2. Effective January 1, 2004, the co-payments under the 
G.H.I, Premier Plan for Non-Formulary prescription 
drugs will be increased to $20.00 retail (30-day 
supply) and $40.00 mail order (90-day supply). 
3. Effective January 1, 2005, the co-payments under the 
G.H.I. Premier Plan for Formulary prescription drugs 
will be increased to $15.00 retail (30-day supply) and 
$30,00 mail order (90-day supply), and the co-
payments for Non-Formulary prescription drugs will 
be increased to $25.00 retail (30-day supply) and 
$50,00 mail order (90-day supply). 
G.H.I. Standard Medical Plan 
a. Initial Plan and Modifications 
Effective January 1, 2002, the Company will offer a new 
G.H.I, group health insurance plan ("Standard Plan") for 
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employees who are Local 101 members and their eligible 
dependents. 
1. Effective January I, 2004, co-payments for office 
visits to G.H.I, participating doctors under the 
Standard Plan will be $25.00 per visit. 
Employee Contributions 
Weekly employee pre-tax payroll contributions for employees 
electing coverage under the G.H.I. Standard Plan will be as 
follows (not including dental coverage): 
Employee 
Weekly Contributions 













c. Prescription Drugs 
The co-payments for prescription drugs under the G.H.I. 
Standard Plan will be as follows: 
Retail Mail Order 
(30-day supply) (90-day supply) 
Generic $10.00 $20.00 
Formulary $20.00 $40.00 
Non-Formulary $30.00 $60.00 
The Company contributions and employee contributions toward the 
cost of G.H.I, health insurance coverage are based upon an agreement 
by G.H.I, that the cost of its combined hospital and medical programs 
will not increase beyond certain capped percentages unless a) a 
government-initiated change above and beyond the normal trend (e.g., 
the New York Health Care Reform Act) occurs either on a Federal, 
State or local level which affects all of G.H.I.'s hospital or medical 
clients and the New York City metropolitan area marketplace as a 
whole; or b) the number of covered Local 101 members varies by 10% 
or more from January 1, 2003 to December 31, 2003 and by 20% 
overall from January 1,2004 through December 31,2004. 
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Should such a government-initiated change occur or the number of 
covered Local 101 members vary to the extent which increases the 
premiums above the agreed upon GHl caps, the employees and the 
Company shall share the additional premium expenses equally. 
However, should the Company establish a subsidiary which results in 
such a variation of Local 101 members which increases the premiums 
above the agreed-upon G.H.I, caps, the Company and Union will 
negotiate by whom the increase should be paid. 
G.H.I, has established a premium rate stabilization fund, which will 
remain in effect through November 30, 2005. The positive balance 
presently remaining in this fund as of October 15, 2001 shall be the 
sole property of the Company and shall be released to the Company by 
G.H.I, pursuant to the terms of the premium rate stabilization fund 
agreement. In addition, any dividends payable after October 15, 2001 
shall uiso be the soie properly of the Company. 
The Union agrees that the Company, in its discretion, may utilize 
alternate funding arrangements for the payment of G.H.L premiums, 
such as a retrospective rate rider or other deferred premium 
arrangement, insured minimum premium or self-funded administrative 
services only arrangement. 
The Company and the Union agree to continue the joint Company -
Union Health Insurance Committee of designated representatives from 
the Union and the Company. This Committee will monitor health 
insurance costs and explore cost containment methods, and has the 
authority to implement any additional modifications which both the 
Company and the Union deem appropriate at any time during this 
agreement. 
In any case of the death of an active employee having ten years or more 
of credited service who is survived by a spouse, the payments aforesaid 
shall be continued for a period of one year but only during the life of 
such spouse. A surviving spouse may continue participation in the 
health insurance program thereafter by paying the contributions 
necessary to maintain the coverage. 
G.H.I. Preferred Dental Plan 
a. Effective January 1, 2002, the Company will offer a new 
G.H.I. Preferred Dental Plan. 
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b. Employee Contributions 
Weekly employee pre-tax payroll contributions for employees 
electing coverage under the G.H.I. Preferred Dental Plan will 
be as follows: 
Employee Weekly Contributions 













13. G.H.I.'s annual premium renewal dates for Medical, Hospital and 
Dental coverage is January I. 
The pooling level is $200,000 per individual. 
15. a. Effective January I, 2002, employees will receive a $700.00 
per year cash payment, less applicable withholding taxes, from 
the Company for each year that they elect not to enroll in any 
health insurance plan maintained by the Company, The cash 
payment and the employee's election will be made in 
accordance with existing practice, 
b. Effective January 1, 2002, employees will receive a $150.00 
per year cash payment, less applicable withholding taxes, from 
the Company for each year that they elect not to enroll in the 
G.H.I. Preferred Dental Plan. Employees who elect not to 
enroll in the dental plan will not be eligible to enroll in the 
plan for two (2) successive years, i.e., the year they opt out 
and the following year. The cash payment will be made in 
accordance with existing practice. 
16. The waiting period for eligibility for health insurance shall be waived 
for full-time temporary employees who have been employed by the 
Company for at least twelve (12) consecutive months and who attain 
the status of a full-time regular employee. 
17. The waiting period for eligibility for health insurance shall be waived 
for part-time employees who have been employed by the Company 
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for at least twelve (12) consecutive months for an average of at least 
twenty (20) hours per week and who attain the status of a full-time 
regular employee. 
The following rules will apply to health maintenance coverage for 
married couples when both spouses are full-time employees of the 
Company or its subsidiaries: 
a. Both spouses may elect individual plan coverage. 
b. One spouse may elect family plan coverage (if that spouse has 
a child or children) and one spouse may elect individual plan 
coverage. The spouse that elects individual plan coverage 
may not be a dependent under the family plan coverage of the 
other spouse and, therefore, will not be eligible to submit any 
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c. One spouse may elect family plan coverage and the other 
spouse may elect to be a dependent under this family plan 
coverage. The spouse who elects to be a dependent (a) will be 
eligible to submit claims for reimbursement under the family 
plan coverage and (b) will not be treated as having opted out 
of coverage under Subdivision 15 of this Article and, 
therefore, will not be entitled to receive the cash payment 
described in that Subdivision. 
The Union's share of the Escrow Accounting as of October 15, 2001 
shall be released to the Company, and there shall be no further Escrow 
Accounting. 
The premium rates applicable to the Sponsored Children Group 
(children who are between the ages of 19 and 25 and are full-time 
students) are as follows: 
a. For the period October 16, 2001 through December 31, 2001, 
the employee contribution for each sponsored child will 
continue to be the current contribution of: 
Q.H.I, medical/hospital/vision $44.16 per month 
H.I.P. medical/hospital/vision $ 0.00 per month 
G.H.I, dental $ 3.51 per month 
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b. For the period January 1, 2002 through December 31, 2002, 
the employee contribution for each sponsored child will be: 
G.H.I.Premier $51.45 per month 
medical/hospita l/vision 
G.H.I. Standard medical/hospital/vision $45.45 per month 
G.H.I. Preferred Dental $ 8.55 per month 
c. For the period January 1, 2003 through October 15, 2005, the 
employee contributions for G.H.I, coverage for each 
sponsored child will be 75% of the premiums, and the 
Company contributions will be 25% of the premiums. 
Article XXIV 
SAME SEX DOMESTIC PARTNER BENEFITS 
1, Effective January 1, 1999, an employee with a same sex domestic 
panner meeting the criteria in subparagraph (b) will be eligible for 
medical and dental benefits, sick-in-family benefits, death-in-family 
benefits and family and medical leave for this partner. It is the intent of 
the parties that these benefits would be the same as, but not greater 
than, would be provided to a married employee or the spouse of an 
employee. The Company agrees to explore the availability of pension 
benefits for a same sex domestic partner, so long as this is lawful, does 
not disqualify the Company's pension plan, and does not provide a 
greater benefit than would be provided to a married employee or the 
spouse of an employee. 
2. A same sex domestic partner is defined as one who shares a committed 
relationship with an employee that is meant to be of lasting duration 
that meets all of the following criteria: i) The parties live together and 
have been living together on a continuous basis; ii) The parties 
maintain a close and committed personal relationship involving shared 
responsibilities; iii) Neither party is legally married to anyone nor has 
had another domestic partner within the prior six months; iv) The 
parties are not related by blood in a manner that would bar marriage in 
the state of their residence; v) Both parties are at least 18 years of age; 
and vi) The parties have registered as domestic partners by filing a 
Domestic Partner Affidavit, and have not terminated their domestic 
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partnership by the filing of a termination statement, or by the marriage 
of either party. 
A Certificate of Domestic Partner Registration from the City of New 
York will be required for use by KeySpan Energy for the sole purpose of 
determining eligibility for benefits. If the parties do not reside in New 
York City, a notarized Declaration of Same Sex Domestic Partnership, 
which can be obtained from HRD, wiii be required. 
Article XXV 
EXISTING BENEFITS 
Other existing benefits may not be withdrawn nor may provisions for the 
welfare of employees be changed for the Hfe of this agreement or of any renewal 
thereof. 
Article XXVI 
FACILITIES IN AID OF AGREEMENT 
1. For the purpose of giving notice to its members of its meetings and 
making announcements to its members the Union shall have the right to 
make reasonable use of the regular bulletin boards of the Company, 
provided that all such notices shall be submitted to the Human 
Resources Division for approval and posting, and provided further that 
such notices and announcements shall be restricted to: 
a. Notices of meetings of the Union; 
b. Notices of its elections; 
c. Notices of its appointments to office and the results of its 
elections; and 
d. Notices of its social, educational or recreational affairs; 
and provided further that such notices and announcements shall contain 
nothing political or controversial or reflecting upon the Company, any 
of its employees (or any labor organization among its employees), and 
the Company may refuse to post notices, announcements or other 
material which would violate any of the provisions of this paragraph. 
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2. The Company will not make any promotion or transfer of any 
employee which affects the employee's existing status as an officer, 
delegate or steward of the Union, without first obtaining the consent of 
the .Union which shall not be unreasonably withheld. Such evidence 
respecting the identity of the officers, delegates and stewards of the 
Union, and respecting the extent of their authority, shall be supplied to 
the Company as it may reasonably require. 
3. Union delegates shall be given reasonable time off with pay to discuss 
grievances of employees on Company property and on Company time 
but only to such extent as does not neglect, retard or interfere with the 
work or duties of such delegate or with the work or duties of the 
employees. 
Article XXVII 
WORK BY OUTSIDE CONTRACTORS 
1. The Company shall not use outside contractors except that it may do so 
substantially to the extent followed in the period from April 1, 1963 
through April 1, 1975. 
The Company in any event shall not use outside contractors for the 
performance of work usually done by its regular employees, so as to 
result in the discharge or layoff of regular employees or in a reduction 
in their rate of pay. In any case in which it is proposed to use an 
outside contractor for work usually done by the regular employees of 
the Company which does not result in the discharge or layoff of regular 
employees or in a reduction in their rate of pay, the Union shall be 
given notice and an opportunity to be heard before the contract is let. 
2. The Outside Contracting Committee established to study and resolve 
outside contracting issues between the Union and the Company shall be 
continued. The Committee shall include and/or be responsible to a 
Company officer. The Union shall choose its own representative. The 
Company will provide current and future contracts involving work 
regularly performed by Local 101 bargaining unit members, and give 
the Union notice and an opportunity to be heard before such contracts 
are let. Disputes that cannot be resolved by the Committee shall be 
appealed to the Company Vice President responsible for the area whose 
work is being done by the contractor. 
3. The Union and the Company both recognize that the Company's 
decision about whether to utilize the services of an outside 
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contractor is driven by the need of the Company to reduce the cost of 
its services, and provide those services as efficiently and expeditiously 
as possible while maintaining the quality of those services and 
increasing customer satisfaction. To this end, the parties agree that, for 
the one-year period ending on October 15, 2002, in any case in which 
the Company uses or proposes to use an outside contractor for work 
regularly performed by Local 101 bargaining unit members, the Union 
retains the right within 21 days of the date the Company gives notice to 
the Union to demand that a neutral factfinder make findings of fact 
with respect to the cost savings and efficiencies resulting from such 
contract. Such a fact-finding shall be scheduled within 21 days and the 
fact-finder shall issue a decision within one week. 
The neutral fact-finder shall be mutually agreeable to the parties. The 
neutral fact-finder shall have the authority to conduct hearings and 
receive evidence and testimony with respect to such contract. The 
neutral fact-finder shall render findings of fact only with respect to the 
cost savings and efficiencies resulting from the use of such outside 
contractor. The neutral fact-finder shall have no power to make 
recommendations with respect to the use of the outside contractor, to 
alter or modify the terms of the particular contract or to direct that 
either party take any action with respect to the particular contract. The 
administrative costs of any hearings, including the fee of the neutral 
fact-finder, are to be shared equally by the Company and the Union. 
Either party may present such written findings of fact to the Company 
Vice President responsible for the area whose work is being done by 
the contractor for his or her consideration in resolving any disputes. 
4. The Union agrees that during the term of this agreement, the Union 
waives its right to have any third party, agency, board or court resolve 
contracting out and/or related issues. 
5. Starting on or about March 1, 1999 and for a period of one year from 
the date it starts, the Company agrees to allow the Union to bid on work 
for which the Company proposes to use outside contractors, subject to 
the following. 
i. Bids must be submitted to the Company within deadlines 
established by the Company in its sole discretion. 
ii. The Union shall be given no less notice than any other 
potential bidder. 
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iii. Employees must have the ability and equipment to perform the 
work in a cost competitive, efficient, and expeditious manner. 
iv. Employees must possess the requisite skills to perform the 
work at the time of bidding and will not receive training from 
the Company to perform such work. 
v. The Company reserves the right to add to or modify these 
parameters, after consultation with the Union. 
Without waiving any of its rights to use outside contractors for this 
work or any other work, the Company agrees to eliminate the use of 
outside contractors for its current "Phone for Success" Telemarketing 
Program, 
This work will be distributed to employees who are determined in the 
Company's sole discretion to be qualified to perform the work, 
The wage rate for the telemarketing work performed by these 
employees will be equivalent to the minimum wage rate of the job 
classification Clerk House-Heating B 40 Hr (#2239) at the position's 
new weekly minimum wage rate of $352.40 (before application of the 
general wage increases), 
Article XXVIII 
MANAGEMENT TRAINEES 
The Company may continue the hiring and training of Management Trainees 
and shall at the Union's request confer with the Union regarding the practice and 
entertain suggestions from the Union for the improvement thereof 
Article XXIX 
SAFETY AND SAFETY COMMITTEES 
1. The Company will continue to exert every reasonable effort to provide 
and maintain safe and healthy working conditions and the Union will 
cooperate to that end and will encourage its members to work in a safe 
manner. 
2. Protective devices, wearing apparel and other equipment necessary for 
the proper protection of employees in any area from injury, shall be 
provided by the Company when in its judgment the use of 
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such equipment is appropriate in the light of the conditions existing at 
the time in the particular area. Any new device deemed necessary by 
the Company for the safety and health of the employees will be 
provided by the Company. 
The Company will welcome suggestions from the Union and its 
representatives for the better protection of the safety and health of the 
employees and every such suggestion will be carefully considered by 
the Company, The Company-wide Joint Safety and Sanitation 
Committee shall be continued. This Committee shall consist of three 
(3) representatives of the Union and three (3) representatives of the 
Company. The Committee shall meet at reasonable intervals upon the 
request of either the Company or Union. 
The Union may select representatives to serve on the various local 
emanating from the Union for the protection of the safety and health of 
the Company's employees, may be made. In any case in which the 
Union is dissatisfied with the disposition made of problems relating to 
safety and health, the Union representative may ask to be heard by the 
Company's Executive Safety Committee which shall hold a meeting for 
this purpose to which the Union's representative shall be invited and at 
which the Union's representative shall be given an opportunity to make 
a full statement of the Union's position. 
The Department of Transportation is in the process of issuing 
regulations requiring pipeline operators to develop, implement and 
maintain a written qualification program for employees performing 
certain tasks on pipeline facilities. The intent of the regulations is to 
ensure a qualified workforce and safe work place by reducing the 
probability and consequence of incidents caused by human errors. 
The Union agrees to cooperate with the Company in implementing any 
programs, tests and evaluations which are necessary to comply with the 
Department of Transportation Pipeline Operator Qualifications 
Regulations. 
The Company and the Union agree that existing two-person areas will 
remain intact. The Company and the Union also agree to establish a 
joint committee to periodically review any issues regarding the safety 
of CFS service persons assigned to work in the field and where 
appropriate to consider and recommend measures such as temporary 
two-person areas; utilizing employees on light duty as the second 
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person in a two-person area; offering NYPD educational programs; and 
other measures as deemed appropriate by the Company it) its sole 
discretion. 
Article XXX 
INCENTIVE PAY COMMITTEE 
The Union and the Company agree to form an Incentive Pay Committee to 
examine and evaluate Incentive Pay programs. 
Article XXXI 
PILOT PROGRAMS 
A. Take Home Vehicle Pilot Program 
1. As a means of increasing job efficiency and productivity, and as an 
added convenience both to the Company and the Union and its 
members, KeySpan Energy, with the consent of the Union, has 
implemented a Take Home Vehicle Program on an experimental 
basis. 
2. In order to participate, employees must meet the eligibility 
requirements established by the Company in its sole discretion. 
The Union agrees to use its best efforts to encourage participation 
by its members. 
3. Work related travel includes travel to and from the employee's first 
and last work assignment of the day and all travel incidental to the 
work day, which includes, but is not limited'to, fueling the 
vehicles, transporting tools or supplies, etc. 
4. Incidental activities performed at the employees' place of 
residence or during their commute to and from their first and last 
job sites of the day does not entitle the employee to compensation 
for such time. 
5. All employees will be compensated beginning from their first job 
of the day and ending with the completion of their last job of the 
day. Employees will not be compensated for commuting time 
from their home to the first job site at the beginning of their shift, 
and/or their last job site at the end of their shift to their home. If an 
employee is unable to garage the Company vehicle at the 
employee's place of residence, the Company will provide the 
employee with a parking space for the Company vehicle at an 
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existing Company facility. 
6. All employees assigned a take home vehicle are required to be at 
their first job by their shift start time, regardless of where the 
Company vehicle is parked overnight. 
7. The Company has the right, in its sole discretion, to establish and 
modify guidelines in all aspects of the Take Home Vehicle Policy. 
The Company will consult with the Union on any substantial 
changes it makes to the program. 
8. Employees shall not be responsible for any costs associated with 
maintenance, repair and upkeep of the vehicle, or increased tolls 
incurred while commuting in the Company vehicles over and 
above what the employee would ordinarily pay if commuting in the 
employee's own vehicle. 
9. Employees may not take home vehicles for any purpose other than 
for travel incidental to the work day. Any use of the take home 
vehicles for purposes other than work related travel must be pre-
approved by the employee's supervisor. 
10. Employees will be required to follow the rules and procedures for 
use of take home vehicles promulgated by the Company. 
Unauthorized use of the take home vehicles or failure to comply 
with these rules and procedures will be grounds for discipline. 
1L The Union and the Company expressly intend that this take home 
vehicle program complies with the Employee Commuting 
Flexibility Act of 1996 and, as such, the Union and the Company 
agree that all travel and activities performed by employees which 
are incidental to the use of such vehicle for commuting shall not be 
compensable. 
B. Experimental Meter Reading Incentive Program 
1. As a means of improving meter reading efficiency, accuracy and 
productivity, as well as maintaining and enhancing customer 
satisfaction, effective August 17, 1998, the Company, with the 
consent of the Union, has implemented a Meter Reading Incentive 
Program on an experimental basis for an indefinite period. The 
Company will modify the program as described below as soon as 
practicable after October 16,2001. 
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2. Employees who are performing meter reading work and who are 
paid less than $600 per week base wages (before application of the 
general wage increase) and who perform a complete regular meter 
reading route only (not a skip route or partial route) will be eligible 
for monetary awards for achieving meter reading goals established 
by the Company as follows: 
a. Each eligible meter reader who reads 3% more meters a route 
than the average productivity (number of meters read divided 
by number of meters) for that route shall receive an additional 
SI 5.00 for that day, and, if he maintains an average of such 
productivity over the course of a workweek, an additional 
$25.G0fbrthatweek. 
b. Each eligible meter reader who reads 7% more meters a route 
than the average productivity (number of meters read divided 
by number of meters) for that route shall receive an additional 
$20.00 for that day, and, if he maintains an average of such 
productivity over the course of a workweek, an additional 
$50.00 for that week. 
c. Each eligible meter reader who reads 10% more meters a route 
than the average productivity (number of meters read divided 
by number of meters) for that route shall receive an additional 
$25.00 for that day, and, if he maintains an average of such 
productivity over the course of a workweek, an additional 
$75.00 for that week. 
d. "Average productivity" for a route shall be based on the actual 
productivity experienced during the period October 1, 2001 to 
January 31,2002. 
e. The maximum sum of "per day" incentive payouts that may be 
received by an eligible meter reader in any week will be 
$125.00. 
f. The maximum "per week" incentive payout that may be 
received by an eligible meter reader in any week will be 
$75.00. 
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g. To be eligible for the award, all readings must be achieved 
within the regular, eight (8) hour work day and cannot be 
performed during overtime. 
h. Monetary awards under the Program shall be payable weekly 
and are subject to applicable withholding taxes. 
i. The Company has the right to discontinue or modify any and 
all aspects of the Program, including the setting of goals, the 
determination of whether goals have been met, and the amount 
of incentive compensation. 
Article XXXI1 
SYNERGY SAVINGS 
The Union agrees to work jointly witn the Company to achieve savings in 
connection with the merger between KeySpan Energy Corporation and Long 
Island Lighting Company. 
Article XXXIII 
ELECTRIC STORM RESTORATION 
On occasion, electric utility services on Long Island are disrupted by major 
storms, equipment malfunctions, accidents, acts of sabotage or other events. In 
order to facilitate efficient restoration of customer service on Long Island 
following such events and achieve maximum customer satisfaction, KeySpan 
Energy will, when necessary, be called upon to provide additional manpower, 
equipment or other emergency assistance in affected territories of LIPA, In 
accordance with KeySpan's commitment to LIPA, KeySpan Energy shall 
establish an Electric Storm Restoration training and call out program for all 
employees who are members of Local 101. The Union agrees to cooperate and 
woTk jointly with the Company in providing emergency assistance for electric 
storm restoration purposes in areas outside of the Union's jurisdiction in 
accordance with tbe terms and conditions agreed to in the Electric Storm 
Restoration Agreement (see Appendix 1). 
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Article XXXIV 
SCOPE OF AGREEMENT 
This agreement shall be binding on the Company and the Union, their 
successors and assigns and on the employees of the Company in the unit 
referred to for the term hereof and for the period of any renewal. 
Article XXXV 
FEDERAL OR STATE LAWS 
Should any valid Federal or State Law or the final determination of any Board or 
Court of competent jurisdiction, render illegal any provision of this agreement, 
the provision or provisions so affected shall be made to conform to the taw or 
determination and otherwise the agreement shall continue in full force and 
effect. 
Article XXXVI 
DURATION OF AGREEMENT 
1. This agreement shall continue in effect until and including October 15, 
2005 and from year to year thereafter as long as the Union continues to 
be the established and exclusive bargaining representative in the unit 
referred to, and unless and until either party notifies the other in writing 
not less than sixty (60) days prior to the expiration of this agreement or 
any automatic yearly extension thereof, that either party elects to 
terminate this agreement. 
The terms of this agreement shall not during the term hereof be 
modified or changed in any way other than by the mutual consent of 
both parties hereto evidenced in writing. 
2. This agreement settles and disposes of all matters which are the subject 
of collective bargaining between the parties for its term and for any 




For the purpose of giving notice required, or permitted to be given by this 
agreement, the Company may be addressed at its office at One MetroTech 
Center, Brooklyn, New York, attention of the Secretary, and the Union at its 
office at 5724 Second Avenue, Brooklyn, New York, attention of the President. 
Notices may be given by mail addressed as above and when so mailed, proper 
notice shall be deemed to have been given. 
]N WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have signed this agreement as of 
the day and year first above written. 
Local 101, 
Utility division, KcySpan Energy 
TWV 
Marsha Spinowitz ' William G. Bollbach 
President Vice President, 




Transport Workers Union International 
Michael O'Brien 
International Vice President 
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Appendix 1 
EMERGENCY ELECTRIC STORM RESTORATION 
1. In accordance wilh KeySpan Energy's commitment to L1PA, Brooklyn 
Union shall establish an Electric Storm Restoration training and call out 
program for all employees who are members of Local 101. 
On occasion, electric utility services on Long Island are disrupted by 
major storms, equipment malfunctions, accidents, acts of sabotage or 
other events. In order to facilitate efficient restoration of customer 
service on Long Island following such events and achieve maximum 
customer satisfaction, Brooklyn Union will, when necessary, be called 
upon to provide additional manpower, equipment or other emergency 
assistance in affected territories of KeySpan Energy. 
2. The Union agrees to cooperate and work jointly with the Company in 
providing emergency assistance for electric storm restoration pwposes 
in areas outside of the Union's jurisdiction. 
3. In order to accomplish the goal of having all Company employees who 
are members of Local 101 qualified to participate in electric restoration, 
the Union agrees that all of its members shall be trained to serve in the 
capacity of either Survey or Two Person Secondary Crews. 
a. To ensure that all employees are knowledgeable of and qualified 
to perforin their assigned Emergency Restoration tasks, 
employees shall be trained as set forth below: 
Assignment Training Days 
Survey Three (3) days 
Two Person Secondary Crew Five (5) days 
b. All training days shall be comprised of an eight (8) hour day. 
Attendance at training shall be deemed time worked for 
payroll purposes. 
4," In the event of an Emergency Restoration Call Out, employees who 
serve in the capacity of Survey Person shall be compensated at their 
regular rate of compensation. 
5. In the event of an Emergency Restoration Call Out, employees who 
serve on a two person secondary crew will perform duties 
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commensurate with those of either a Senior Linesman (lead person) or 
Second Step Apprentice, Employees who are called upon to perform 
these duties will be compensated at the rate established for those duties, 























































All employees who are called out to participate in an Electric Storm 
Restoration shall be compensated from the time the employee reports to 
a Brooklyn Union facility to pick up required vehicles until the time 
that the employee reports back to a Brooklyn Union facility and drops 
off any Brooklyn Union equipment and/or vehicles. 
Employees assigned to work in Nassau or Suffolk counties for electric 
storm emergency restoration purposes, and who are required to board 
away from home, shall receive straight pay at the rate two (2) hours for 
every eight (8) hours for the hours that they are idle. The Company 
will cover the costs of all lodging. 
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8. Employees required to use their personal vehicle during their electric 
storm restoration assignment, who have completed a Company leasing 
form, shall receive full insurance coverage in case of any damage or 
accidents. Additionally, employees will be compensated fifty-one 
dollars ($51.00) per day for the first one hundred (100) miles and 
additional mileage costs for each mile thereafter. 
9. The use of Brooklyn Union employees for electric storm restoration 
purposes in Nassau and Suffolk is a new program. Accordingly, a) this 
agreement may not address all of the situations which may arise and all 
of the terms and conditions which should apply to Brooklyn Union 
employees performing this work; and b) the Company must reserve the 
right to modify the terms of this agreement as it deems appropriate. 
The Company and the Union will address and resolve any problems 
that may arise in connection with employees performing this work. 
DATED: August 11,1998 
THE BROOKLYN UNION GAS COMPANY 
LOCAL 101, Utility Division, Transport 
Workers Unioo of America, AFL-CIO 
By: By: 





















For All Employees Hired Before July 16,1980 And 
All Employees Now in Non-Entry Level Job Classtflcations 
Hired Before July 16,1983 
Schedule A - 1 
October 16, 2001 - October 15, 2002 
PAGE: 1 
LOCAL lOI WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE A • t EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 14,2001 TO OCTOBER IS, 2002 
FOR ALL EMPLOYEES HIRED BEFORE JULY H, l«t0 AND 
ALL EMPLOYEES NOW IN NON-ENTRY LEVEL JOB CLASSIFICATIONS HIRED BEFORE JULY 16,19« 





















ACCT ENGR SK POST 
ACCT ENGR SRPfcE 
ACCT tNCR 37,5 HR 
ACCTPOST 
A O C T P O S T « 4 f t 0 a R 
AOCT PRE 
ACCTMPJJ.SHR 
ACCTCJ ASST CORP 31 5HR 
ACCTG ASST DIST 37.5 KR 
ACCTG ASST SRCORP 31.SH1L 
ACCTO ASST SR COW* 40 HR 
ACCTG ASST SR 37 J HR 
ACCTG ASST 37.5 HR 
ACCTG CLERK. 1 FT 31,5 HR 
ACCTG CLERK 7, PT40 HR. 
ACCTG CLERK 3 FT 37.5 HR 
ADM ASST C5Q POST 
ADM ASST CSD PRE 
ADM ASST MAT MOT POST 37.5 HR 


































































































































































































































LOCAL lOl WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE A - I EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 16, JOOI TO OCTOBER IS, 2M2 
FOR ALL EMPLOYEES HIRED BEFORE JULY 16,19S0 AND 























ADM ASST METER KEF AIR TOST 
ADM ASST METER. REPAIR PRE 
ADM ASST SYS SUP POST 
ADM ASST SYS SUP PRE 
ADM ASST WORK COMP POST 
ART A PRODUCTION ASST POST 
ASSOC CUSTOMER SERVICE 
ASST CHEMIST 
ASS.TEWVORPOST 
ASST HELD REP 
ATTEND GARAGE 
ATTEND OARAGE ALTER FUEL 
AUTO MECH A FLD TRAINER 
AUTO MECHANIC 











































































































































































































LOCAL 101 WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE A - 1 EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1«, 2001 TO OCTOBER 15, 2002 
FOR ALL EMPLOYEES HIRED BEFORE JULY 16. 1980 AND 






















CHA UFPEUR TRACTO R. TRAILER 
CHEMIST 
CHEM1CTSBN10R37JHR. 
CHIEF CLERK GAS OPER POST 
CLK ACCTC NO 1 ACCT37SHR 
CLKACCTG NO 137.5 HR 
CLK ACCTCi NO 2 37.5 HR 
CLK ACCTQ M > 3 3 7 . S 1 « 
CLKACCTf iNO. 1C1AS 
CLKACCTCN0.2C1A5 
CLK ACCTO NO.2 ACCTG POST 92 
CLK CWTL SR CVSJACCT }7 SHR 
CLKCOMMNO 1 37.JHRPOST92 
CLK COMM NO.2 37.5KR FOST92 
CLK COMML ASST 11T3 37J HR 
CLK COMML IND APPL 37.5 HR 
C L K C O M M L 1 W U 7 . 5 K R 
CLK COMMJ- HO 2 TREAS 37.5 ItR 
C L K C Q M M L N 0 2 5 7 . 5 H R 
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LOCAL lOI WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE A - 1 EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 16,2001 TO OCTOBER IS, 3002 
FOR ALL EMPLOYEES HIRED BEFORE JULY 16,19R0 AND 























CLK CONS AN ALVS i l J HE 
CLK O W T R O L COST SF.R 40HR 
O X OJNTROL PROP MA INT 37.3 
CLK DEPOSIT 37.J HR 
CUt EXECUTIVE 37S HR 
CLK OEM CUST SER 4O.0 H» 
CLK GEN MAILS MGT 
CLK GEN NO 1 37.3 HR 
CLK OEM NO 1 W K R POSTS9 
CLK GEN NOT. 37.SKR 
CLKGENN013J .JHR 
CUC GEN NO] QCST 
CUC GEN TREASURY 37,1 HR 
CLK GEN 1 MKT ADV 37.5 HR 
CLK GEN t PURQC 37.5HR 
CLK GEN 2 MKT ADV 37 J HR 
CLK HD tXAlWSECTY 37.} HR 
CLK H D C 0 M M L )7,J HR 
CLK. HD SECTION ACCTO POST 
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LOCAL lOl WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDIILE 
SCHEDULE A - 1 EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 16,2001 TO OCTOBER 15,1001 
FOR ALL EMPLOYEES HIRED BEFORE JLLY 16,19S0 AND 
























CLK HD URBAN AFFAIRS 
CLK HEAD CONTROL 37.5 
CLK HEA&CLIST SVC 37.5 HR 
CLK HOUSE HEATINO 31.5 HR 
CLK HOUSE HEATOG A 37.SHK 
CLK HOUSE KEATNG B POST St 
CLK INVENT CTL MMD 31.5 Hft 
CLK METER REPAIR SR 
CLKMTH RPR HEAD 37.S HR 
CLK PRICE MKT ADV 31.5 HR 
CLK SPECIAL LEDGER 37.5 HR 
CLK STCK MAT MOT 37 j HR 
CLK STCK MKT ADV 31.5 HR 
CLK STCK STWKV TRUCK OP 37.3 
CLK TELLER PT 37.5 HR 
CLK TELLER FT 40 HR 
CLK TELLER 31.5 HR 
CLK TELLER 37.5 HR POST 92 
CLK TRAfPlC 37.5 HR 

















































































































































































































LOCAL lOI WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE A - 1 EFFECTIVE OCTOBER K, 2001 TO OCTOBER IS, 2002 
FOR ALL EMPLOYEES HIRED BEFORE JULY 1«, lfflO AND 


























COMPUTER LIBRARIAN SR3T.5 
CORROSION TECH HELPER 
CORROSKW TECHNKLMi 
CORROSION TECHNICIAN FRE 92 
CORROSION TECHNICIAN SR 
CREW LEADER 
CU5T INQUIRY REP FT 37.5 HR 
CUSTINOUIR V REP FT 40 HR 
CUSTSERV REP 37,5 
CU5T SERVICE REF40HR 
CUSTODIANS RECORDS ASST 37.5 
CUSTODIANS RECORDS 37 J HR 
CUSTOMER SERVICE ASSOC 
DATA ENTRY COOW> 37.5 HR 
DELIVERER 
DISPATCHER POST OS 
DISPLAY ASSISTANT 37 J HR 
DISPLAY ASST APFRNT 37.5 HR 





































































































































































































































LOCAL lOI WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE A - I EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 16,2091 TO OCTOBER 15, 2001 
FOR ALL EMPLOYEES HIRED BEFORE JULY 16,1980 AND 























DISPLAY DESIGNER SR 40 0 HR 
DISPLAY DESIGNER 37J HR 
DISPLAY PRSON-CONST SNR M. i 
D15JTCHDISTRJ7.5HR 
D1STTCH DICTR 40 HR 
D1SPTCH ORDER 
D1SPTC1I TRANSF 37.5 HR 
DISJTCH TRUCK DIST 37.5 FIR 
DRAFTING CLERK 31.3 HR 
DRAFTING TECH SR 37 5 HR 




ELECT SYSTEMS SUPPORT 
ELECTRONIC TECH RADIO L1C 
ENGINEER A I M GAS Of ER POST 
ENGINEER ASSTTO 37.5 HR 
ENGINEER ASST TO400 HR 
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LOCAL lOl WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE A - 1 EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 16,2001 TO OCTOBER 15,2402 
FOR ALL EMPLOYEES HIRED BEFORE JULY 16,198* AND 























ENVIRONMENTAL ANALYST 37.S 
BJUIPMENT MAMTAINER 
FCM APPRENTICE 
K M APPRENTICE SENIOR 
K M APPPENTIO; TRAINEE 
fCM ELEdNSTMIMEWTTECH 
FCM MECHANIC 
FCM MECHANIC A 
FCM MECHANIC F I D FACILITIES 
FCM MECHANIC SENIOR 
FCM PROCESS TECHNICIAN 
FCM PROCESS TECHNICIAN A 
FCM PROCESS TECHNICIAN SR 
FIELD OPERS INSPECTOR A 
FIELD OPCRS INSPECTOR 6 
FIELD OPBRS INSPECTOR C 
FIELD REP 40 HR 
FIELD REP40HR POST 92 
FIELD REPRESENT 
HELD REPRESENT OFFVCE 
MIN 
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PROGRESSION SCHEDULE IN YEARS 
FIRST 
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26.69 
39.15 




























2 8 4 4 
1,187 J 7 
16.98 
2 U 9 
1206 



































































2 5 1 7 
27.74 
2715 
3 0 1 8 
25.98 



























2 I J 5 
PAGE: 9 
LOCAL lOl WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE A - 1 EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 16,2001 TO OCTOBER 15,101)1 
FOR ALL EMPLOYEES HIRED BEFORE JULY 16,1980 AND 























FIELD SERVICES APPRENTICE 
FINA*£IAL ASST POST 37. J HR 
FITTER 
FLD TK ELECT/MECH GAS 0PNS 
FLD TR IN STRUMENTINSP 
FLD TR SYS CAS OPER 
GATE GUARD 
GRAPHICS TECHN SR 37 J HR 
GRAPHICS TECHN 37 j HR 
GSO DISTiSTATlON FLD TRNR 
GSO DlSTiSTATlON SR RID TRNR 
CSO DISTRICT ASSISTANT 
GSO DISTRICT ASST TRAINEE 
GSO HOLDERPERSON 
GSO MECHANIC PRESSURE 
GSO STATION i FIELD OPERATOR 

















































































































































































LOCAL 1 Ol WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE A-1 EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 16,1001 TO OCTOBER 15,2001 
FOR ALL EMPLOYEES HIRED BEFORE JULY I*, 1980 AND 







• 2 9 0 ! 



















I N D M T L INSPECTOR POST 4»HR 
BID APPL INSPECTOR PRE 
INSPECTOR EWG POST 
INSPECTOR ENO PRE 
INSPECTOR INSTRUMENT MIR RPR 
INVESTIGATOR B POST 
INVESTIGATOR B POST <M 
INVESTIGATOR B POST 9 ] 40 HR 
INVESTIGATORS PRE 
INVESTIGATOR B PRE 40.0 HR 
WAPtT FTRE EO GAS OP SYS SUP 
MAINTAINER INSTRUMENT 
MAINTAINER PERSON FIRE EQUIP 
MAINTAINER FROVERINDtCAT A 






























U l t . W 

















J 7 I ! 
P.P. 
D.a 






U 3 6 . 2 * 
U 3 6 . 2 * 
U 7 8 . 1 S 
U 7 M 5 
1.27(15 
27.22 















































U 3 1 7 9 









































I.I 72.1 6 
27.22 


























U 4 1 S 0 
1J41S0 

























U 1 3 J J 
U ! 3 » 






PAGE: I I 
LOCAL lOl WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE A - I EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 16, 2001 TO OCTOBER 15,1002 
FOR ALL EMPLOYEES HIRED BEFORE JULY 16.1980 AND 
























MECH D K T A FLDTR CdC 
MECH DIST A FLO TRAINER 
MECHD1STAPOST93 
MECH DIST B 
MECH DIST B POST 9 ! 
MECH METER A 
MECH METER B 
MECH METER SPECIAL 
MECHSYSTSUPPT 
MESSENGER 37.1 HR 
METER READER POST 96 
METRETEKTECH 
OPER DtST C POST 92 
OPER DISTC POST 98 
OPER DISTRIBUTION C 
OPER SCREENALL^CKHOE/PAYLDR 
OPER SLF-UJG VEH GVW 2600*+ 
OPERATOR SR OFFStTE 
OPNSASSTDIST 
OPNSASSTDIST 




























































































































































































LOCAL lOl WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE A -1 EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 16,2001 TO OCTOBER 15,2002 
FOR ALL EMPLOYEES HIRED BEFORE JULY 16,1M0 AND 

























OPR ASSISTANT SNO 
0 « C TRAINEE POST W 
OPR CHIEF LNG 




CffR IHSTKEBUnON B FOOT 9S 
OPR DUMP TRUCK I.;T+ 
O r e HOIST CHEKEY FCXER(LK) 
OPR LEAD DATA ENTRY 37J HR 
O r e LEAD MlCltO MACH 37,3 HR 
OPR LEAD REPR0MACH 37-S HR 
OPR LEAD SYSTEMS IT.} HR 
OPRLNG 
O r e L N O A S S T 
OPR MAO. INSERT MACT37.5 HH 
OFROiT-srre 
OPR REPROMACH SR J7.S HR 







S N » 


























































1 « « 





























































I L » 
' 
»10,7« 



























LOCAL lOl WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE A - I EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1«, 2001 TO OCTOBER 15,2002 
FOR ALL EMPLOYEES HIRED BEFORE JULY IS. 1980 AND 

























OPR STATION A L1C 
OPR STATION B 
OPR SYSTEMS A 37,5 HR 
OPR SYSTEMS 37 3 HR 
OPR TELEPHONE NGHT 37.5 HR 
OPR TELEPHONE 37.5 HR 
OPRTELPHONEPT37J5HR 
OPR WORD PROCESS 
PA1WTER 
PAINTER BODY TRANSP 
PARTS PERSON TRANS 
PHOTOG ASST APPR 37 5 UR 
PHOTOG ASST 37.5 HR 
PHOTOG37.5HR 
PLANT PROTECTION PERSON 
PLANT PROTECTION PERSON SR 
PUBLIC RELATIONS ASST POST 
READER. METER 
READER METER WIGHT SKIP) 

































































































































































































LOCAL lOI WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE A - 1 EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 16,2C0I TO OCTOBER 15,200Z 
FOR ALL EMPLOYEES HIRED BEFORE JULY 16,1980 AND 
ALL EMPLOYEES NOW IN NON-ENTRY LEVEL JOB CLASSIFICATIONS HIRED BEFORE JULY 1*. 1983 
\ 
! TITLE DESCRIPTION 
2131 




















REP CAD 37.5 HR 
REP CUSTINQSR 37.3 HR 
REP CUSTINQ 37.3 HR 
REPCUSTWQ40HR 
REPD45rOFFPT37.SHR 
REP BIST OFF PT 400 HR 
REP DIST OFF 37.S HR 
REP D1ST OFHCE SR 37.5HR 
REP DIST OFFICE SR 404 HR 
RET ENFJMJY COWSERV 
REP REGULATORY INQY 37.1 HR 
REP SPEC LEDGER SR 37S HR 
SENIOR PHOTOGRAPH EH 
SEPARATOR PERSON 
SNOW REMOVAL L101 
SNOW REMOVALOTCALL M L I 0 1 
SPECIAL INQUIRY ANAL POST 
SPECIAL INQUIRY ANAL PRE 
SR ARTAPKODUCnON ASST PRE 
STENO CLERICAL 3T.S HR 




























































































































950 J 1 
92448 






















































































LOCAL lOI WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE A - 1 EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 16, MW1 TO OCTOBER IS, IBM 
FOR ALL EMPLOYEES HIRED BEFORE JULY 16, 1980 AND 























STOCX PERSON liATA PROCESSING 
STOCK PERSON 37.5 HR 
STRXPR ASST MATMGT17 SHR 
STKXPR ASST SR MAJ APPi. 
STRKPR ASST SR MATMGT 37.5HR 
STRKPR ASST SR STORY 37 S HR 
SURVEY OPR TRUCK 
SVC PERSON A COORD D? 
SVC PERSON A F I D TR 
SVC PERSON A FLD TRN D/F 
SVC PERSON A GEN APPL-
SVC PERSON B APPL 
SVC PER SON C METER & APPL 
SVC PERSON C POST 9* 
SVC PERSON O LOCK UNLOCK 
SVC PERSON TRAINEE CSD 
SVC SPECIAL DIST 37,5 HR 
SYS ASST SYS SERVICES POST 
SYS ASST SY S SERVICES POST 
SVS PROCESSOR DIST 37.5 HR 



































































PROGRESSION SCHEDULE IN YEARS 
FIRST 

































































































































LOCAL 101 WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE A • I EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 16, 2M1 TO OCTOBER 15,2002 
FOR ALL EMPLOYEES HIRED BEFORE JULY 16,19*0 AND 




















TECHNICIAN PROCESS A 
TELEPHONE SERV REP 37.3 HK 
TELLER HEAD37.S HR 
TTMEKEEP SVS SUPP 37.3 HR 
TOOL REPAIR PERSON 
TOOL REPAIR PERSON A 
TYPIST STATISTICAL 37 _5 HR. 
UPHOLSTERER 
UPHOLSTERER A 
unurv PERSON SYS SUPP 
UTILITY WAREHOUSE PERSON 
WATCH GUARD 
WATCH GUARD & PORTER 
WELDER 
WELDER A 
WELDER A QUALIFIED 























































































































































ALL TITLE CODES FROM 2900 - 2999 ARE UACCRETION TITLES 
Schedule A - 2 
October 16,2002 - October 15, 2003 
PAGE: 17 
LOCAL lOl WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE A - 2 EFFECTIVE OCTOBER IS, ZOOl TO OCTOBER 15, 2003 
FOR ALL EMPLOYEES HIRED BEFORE JULY 16, 1980 AND 
ALL EMPLOYEES NOW IN NON-ENTRY LEVEL JOB CLASSIFICATIONS HIRED BEFORE JULY 16,1983 
TITLE DESCRIPTION 





















ACCT ENGR SR PRE 
ACCTENGR37.SHR 
A c e r r o s r 
A c c r r o s i M 4 O . O H R 
ACCTPRE 
ACCT REP 37.1 HR 
ACCTG ASST CORP 37.SKR 
A c c r e A S S T D I S T 37. J K R 
ACCTG ASST SR C O W 37.SHR 
ACCTO ASST 5 * CORP 40 HR 
ACCTG ASST SR37.SKR 
ACCTG ASST 37.5 HR 
ACCTO CLERK 1 FT 37.1 HR 
ACCTG CLERK 2 PT 40 HR 
ACCTG CLERK 3 FT 37.S HR 
ADM ASST CSD POST 
ADM ASST CSD PRE 
ADM ASST MAT MGT POST 37.5 HR 




































a ( j 0 7 
738.81 
M 3 . 1 * 






















I 2 4 I . M 
1.1S3.T6 
1297.81 








































6 M 0 S 
1,01 J.T3 
I.I+2J7 
















































1,012 J ! 





































































LOCAL 101 WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE A • I EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 16,1002 TO OCTOBER 15,2003 
FOR ALL EMPLOYEES HIRED BEFORE JULY 16,1980 AND 























ADM ASST METER REPAIR POST 
ADM ASST METER REPAIR PRE 
ADM ASST SYS SUP POST 
ADM ASST $YS SUP PRE 
ADM ASST *OPJC COM? POST 
ART & PROMOTION ASST POST 
ASSOC CUSTOMER SERVICE 
ASST CHEMIST 
ASSTEuriURPOST 
ASST HELD REP 
ATTEND OARAGE 
ATTEND GARAGE ALTER FUEL 
AUTO MECH A FLD TRAINER 
AUTO MECHANIC 




CHAUFTEUR DISTRICT OPS 






































































































































































































LOCAL lOl WAGE PROGRESSIOPF SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE A - 2 EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 16,2001 TO OCTOBER IS, 2003 
FOR ALL EMPLOYEES HIRED BEFORE JULY 16,1980 AND 























CHAUffCUK TRACTOR TRAILER 
CHEMIST 
CHEMIST SENIOR 37S KR 
CHIEF CLE&K.GASOTER POST 
CLK ACCTG NO I ACCT 37.5 KR 
CLKACCTGN013T.5HR 
CLK AOCTO NO I 3T.S HR 
CL&ACCTCN03 JJJHR 
CLKACCTGNO I C W S 
CLK ACCTG NO. 3 CIAS 
CLKACCTO MOJ ACCTC tOSI 92 
CLK CNTL SR CUST ACCT 3T.SHR 
C L K C O M M N O l 37JHRPOSI92 
CUC COMM N(U37,5HR rOSTM 
CLK COMML ASST KD U l HR 
CLK COMML [ND APPL 37.5 HR 
CLK COMML NO 1 37.5 HR 
CLK COMML NO 1TREAS 37.3 HR 
CLK COMML N 0 3 37J HR 
CLK COMML NO 3 37.1 HR 
MIN 
2 M I 
t.054.13 
U U J S 
4*4.17 
















M A X 








































( H I * * 





























6 0 5 * * 
708.40 
1013,31 



















































































M 1 M * 
979.6} 
966.04 



















LOCAL IOI WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE A - 2 EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 16,2002 TO OCTOBER 15,2(103 
FOR ALL EMPLOYEES HIRED BEFORE JULY 16,1980 AND 






















CLK CONS ANAL VS3.7.5 11R 
CLK CONTROL CUST SER 40! [R 
CLK CONTROL PROP MA1NT 37.3 
CLK.DePOEJT37.JHR 
CLK EXECUTIVE 37.J HR 
CLK GEN CUST SER 40 0 >IR 
CLKCENMATLSMGT 
CLK GEN NO 1 37.5 KR 
CLK.GENNO140HRPOSTB9 
CLK GEN NO 2 37.3 KR 
CLK GEN NO 3 37.5 HR 
CLKGENNOIQCST 
CLK GEN TREASURY 37.5 KR 
CLK GEN 1 MKT AT>V J7.5 HR 
C r . K C E N J P U R W n . 5 H R 
CLK GEN 2 MKT ADV 37.5 EiK 
CUU1DCLAIMISECTY 37.5 HR 
CLK HDCOMML 37.5 HR 
CLK HD SECTION ACCTC POST 
































































































































































































































LOCAL l O l WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE A - 2 EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 16, Z0D2 TO OCTOBER 15, WW 
FOR ALL EMPLOYEES HIRED BEFORE JULY 16,1980 AND 






















CLK HD URBAN AFFAIRS 
CLK HEAD CONTROL 37-5 
CUE HEADCUST SVT J7J HK 
CLK BOUSE KEATWO 37.5 HR 
O X HOUSE HEATNG A 37. SWt 
CLK HOUSE HEATHO B POST 98 
C IK INVEWrCTLMMD27 .5HR 
CLK MEIER REPAIR SR 
CLK MTK RPR HEAD )7S HR 
CLK PRICE M K T A D V M . S H R 
C U t SPECIAL LEDGER 37.5 HR 
CLK STCK MAT MC7T 37 J HH 
CLK STCKMKTADV 37.5 HR 
CLK STCK STNRY TRUCK OF 37.! 
a jCTCLL£RFT37 .5HR 
CLK TELLER FT 40 HR 
CLK TELLER 37.5 HR 
CLK TELLER 31,5 HR TOST 92 
C1K TRAFFIC 37.5 HR 






























































U t t J 4 
82366 

















































































































































LOCAL 101 WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE A • I EFFECTIVE OCTOBER I*. 2.007. TO OCTOBER 15, 2003 
FOR ALL EMPLOYEES HIRED BEFORE JULY l«, 1980 AND 
ALL EMPLOYEES NOW IN NON-ENTRY LEVEL JOB CLASSIFICATIONS HIRED BEFORE JULY 16,19B3 
! i 
























COMPUTER LIBRARIAN SE 37.5 
CORROSION TECH HELPER 
CORROSION TECHNICIAN 
CORROSION TECHNICIAN THE. 92 
CORROSION TECHNICIAN SH 
CREW LEADER 
CUST INQUIRY R IP FT 17.1 HH 
cusr INQUIRY REP FT 40 HR 
CUST SERV REP 37.5 
CUST SERVICE H IP AH HR 
CUSTODIANS RECORDS ASST37.5 
CUSTODIANS RECORDS 37.5 Hit 
CUSTOMER SERVICE ASSOC 
DATA ENTRY COORD 37.5 HR 
DELIVERER 
DISPATCHER POST 98 
DISPLAY ASSISTANT 37.5 HR 
DISPLAY ASST APPRWT 37.S Hit 


















I9 . l t 
1.122.05 














































1 JO 1,88 


































































































































































LOCAL IOI WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE A • I EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 16, ZOO! TO OCTOBER IS, HUB 
FOR ALL EMPLOYEES HIRED BEFORE JULY ]«, 19W AHD 











1 I H 









J » B 
224! 
TITLE DESCRIPTION 
OBFLAV OESWWER SB -MA HR 
DISPLAY DESIGNER 3TJ HK 
DtSJtAV HLSOtMTDKST SNR 37J 
WStTCH BtSTR 1T.S m 
IHSFTTEf W S I R 40 KR 
DISTICH ORDER 
D1STTCM TRANSP JTJ Hit 
DtSFTCH TRUCK WST IT5 HR 
DRAFTING CLERK I T J HR 
DRAFTING TECH SR37J HR 
DRAFTING TECH 17 J HR 
DRIP PERSON 
ELECT 
ELECTA GAS OPNS 
ELECT SVSl tMS SUPPORT 
ELECTRONIC TECH RADIO U C 
ENGINEER AIDE GAS OTCR TOST 
ENGINEER ASCT TO 37.5 HR 
HMJC1EER ASST TO 44.0 HR 




« . T J 
1,«MJ2 
i . o » 3 i 
















M « X I 4 
U « . » ) 
i ^ X J J 
L m * i 
1.13347 
l . l » . « 
H 6 . U 
LOMTJ 
8 » . l l 
I . 1 W H 














l , W M « 
1 ,1»»* 
1,144.90 
« ] M 
l j «» .W 



























M J * 
ajs 
N.40 





M 4 I J 4 
ifiOSI 
1,000.50 







B & t O 
24#» 
25.77 













942 J * 
















t . l » . R 





l j O » « 

























































LOCAL lOl WACE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE A - J EFFECTIVE OCTOBER IS, 200Z TO OCTOBER 15,1003 
FOR ALL EMPLOYEES HIRED BEFORE JULY 16,198* AND 

























ENVIRONMENTAL ANALYST 37.5 
EQUIPMENT MAINTAIN ER 
FCM APPRENTICE 
FCM APPRENTICE SENIOR 
PCM APPRENTICE TRAINEE 
FCM ELEOINSTOUMENT TECH 
FCM MECHANIC 
FCM MECHANIC A 
FCM MECHANIC F I D FACUJTIES 
FCM MECHANIC SENIOR 
FCM PROCESS TECHNICIAN 
FCM PROCESS TECHNICIAN A 
FCM PROCESS TECHNICIAN SR 
FIELD OPERS INSPECTOR A 
FIELD OPERS INSPECTOR B 
FIELD OPERS INSPECTOR C 
FIELD KEF 40 HR 
F1ELDREP40HRPOST92 
HELD REPRESENT 






































































































25 J 6 
2351 


















































































































LOCAL lOl WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE A-2 EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 16,2t02 TO OCTOBER 1S.2MO 
FOR ALL EMPLOYEES HIRED BEFORE JULY 16,19S1 AND 
























FIELD SERVICES APPRENTICE 
FINANCIAL AS3T POST 37J HR 
FITTER 
FLD TR ELECTVMECH CAS OFNS 
FLO TO WSTRtlMENT MSI1 
FLD TR SYS GAS OPER 
GATE GUAM] 
GRAPHICS TECHH SR 37,5 HI 
GRAPHICS TECHN 37J W 
CSO WST/STATKW FU> TRKR 
GSO WSTiSTATTOr* SR FLD TRNR 
CSO DISTRICT ASSISTANT 
OSO DISTRICT AS5T TRAINEE 
CSO HOLDERFEKSON 
OSO MECHANIC PRESSURE 
CSO STATION k FIELD OPERATOR 
















































































































































































LOCAL lOl WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEPULE 
SCHEDULE A - 2 EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 16,10O2 TO OCTOBER 15, HW3 
FOR ALL EMPLOYEES HIRED BEFORE JULY «,19811 AND 

























JND APfL INSPECTOR. POST 40HR 
1ND A P R INSPECTOR. PRE 
INSPECTOR EMC POST 
INSPECTOR ENO PRE 
INSPECTOR INSTRUMENT MTR RPR 
INVESTIGATOR R POST 
W VESTICATOR B VGST "Si 
INVESTIGATOR BK)CT 9540 KR 
INVESTIGATORS PRE 
INVESTIGATOR 6 PRE «K0 HB 
MA1NT FIRE EO GAS OP SYS SUP 
MAINTA1NER INSTRUMENT 
MAINTAINER PERSON FIRE EQUIP 
MAI1TTA1NER PROVER INMCAT A 
M AINTAtNeR PROV ER WCHC ATQft 
MECII 
MECHADISTOPNS 
M I C H APPLIANCE 



































































































































































































LOCAL lOl WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE A -1 EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 16,2M2 TO OCTOBER IS, 2003 
FOR ALL EMPLOYEES HIRED BEFORE JULY 16,19S0 AND 























MECH DI5T A FLDTK Q/C 
MECHMSTJ* FLD7KAIKER 
MECH D1ST A POST 94 
MECH D i m ' s 
MECH DIST B P O S T n 
MECH METER A 
MECH METER B 
MECH METE* S K O A L 
MECHSYSTSUFPT 
MESSENGER 37$ HR 
METER READER COST 98 
METRETEK TECH 
OPER DIST C POST 92 
OPE*DIST CPOST 98 
0P6K DISTRIBUTION C 
OPE1SCREENAUJBCKHOBIPAVIOR 
OPER S U 4 . D C VEH CVW 26000* 
OPERATOT SR. OFFSTTE 
OPNSASST DJST 
OPN5ASSTD1ST 
OPNSASST GAS O K 
MIN 


























































































































































































LOCAL 101 WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE A - 2 EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 14, 2002 TO OCTOBER 15, 2003 
FOR ALL EMPLOYEES HIRED BEFORE JULY 1*. 1980 AND 
























OPR ASSIST ANT SNO 
OPR C TRAINEE POST 98 
OPR CHIEF I M C 
OPR CH1EP SNO/LNO 
OPRDATAPROCM33 
OPR DISTRIBUTION A 
OJ"R DISTRIBUTION B 
OPR DISTRIBUTION B POST 98 
OPR DUMP TRUCK U T t 
OPR HOIST CHERRY PCKER(UC) 
OPR LEAD DATA ENTRY 37.i HR 
OPR LEAD MJCRO MACH 37.5 HR 
OPR LEAD RSPRO MACH 375 HR 
OPR LEAD SYSTEMS 27.S HR 
OPR.LN0 
OPRUiCASST 
OPR MAIL INSERT MACK37.5 HR 
OPROPF.StTH 
OPR REPKO MACH SR 37.3 HR 

































































































































































LOCAL lOl WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE A - 2 EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 16,2002 TO OCTOBER 15,2003 
FOR ALL EMPLOYEES HIRED BEFORE JULY IS, 1980 AND 

























OFR STATION A UC 
OCR STATIONS 
OTIt SYSTEMS A 37.5 HR 
OPR SYSTEMS 37.5 HR 
Of* TELEPHONE NGST 37.5 HR 
OFR TELEPHONE 37.5 HR 
OPRTELPHONEPT37.5HR 
OFK WORD PROCESS 
PAINTER 
PAINTER BODY TRANSP 
PARTS PERSON TRANS 
PHOTOe ASST APPR 37, J HR 
njOTOGASSmiHR 
PHOTOC 37.5 MR 
PLANT PROTECTION PERSON 
PLANT PROTECTION PERSON SR 
PUBUC RELATIONS ASST POST 
READER METER 
READER METER (NIGHT SKIP) 






























































































































































































LOCAL 101 WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE A - 2 EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 16, 2002 TO OCTOBER IS, 2(103 
FOR ALL EMPLOYEES HIRED BEFORE JULY 16.1980 AND 























REP CAD 37.5 HR 
REP CVSY JNQ SR 37. J HR 
REP CUST1WJ 37.5 HR 
MPCUSTWCMOHR 
REPDISTOFFPTJ7.JIIR 
REP DIST OFF PT 40.0 HR 
REP DIST OFF 37,5 HR 
REP DIST OFFICE SR 37.JHR 
REP DIST OFFICE SR 40.0 H R 
RJPENERGVCONSERV 
REP REGULATORY INQY37.5 MR 
REP SPEC LIDGERSR 37.5 HR 
SENIOR PHOTOGRAPHER 
SEPARATOR PERSON 
SNOW REMOVAL L101 
SNOW REMOVAL OT CALL IN LI 01 
SPECIAL [NQUIRV ANAL POST 
SPECIAL INQUIRY ANAL PRE 
SR AHTSPRODUCTION ASST PRf 
STENO CLERICAL 37 _5 HR 



















































































































































































































LOCAL lOl WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE A - 2 EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 16,2002 TO OCTOBER IS, 2003 
FOR ALL EMPLOYEES HIRED BEFORE JULY 16,1980 AND 























STOCK PERSON DATA PROCESSING 
STOCK PERSON 31,5 HR 
STRKPR ASST JtlATMCT J7.SKR 
STRKPR ASST SR MAJ APPL 
STRKPR ASST SR MATMOT 37. JTf R 
STRKPR ASST SR STNRY 37 5 HR 
SURVEY OPR TRUCK 
SVC PERSON A COORD DF 
SVC PERSON A IT.D TR 
SVC PERSON A FLO TRN D T 
SVC PERSON A CEtf APPL 
SVC PERSON BAPPL 
SVC PERSON C METER A APPL 
SVC fCRSONC POST 9S 
SVC PERSON D LOCK UNLOCK 
SVC PERSON TRAINEE CSD 
SVC SPECIAL WST 37.5 HR 
SYS ASST SYS SERVICES POST 
SYS ASST SYS SERVICES POST 
SYSraOCESSORDiST 31.5 HK 
SYS PROCESSOR MST40 HR 
MIN 
*34.*l 
6 3 4 I I 
972.90 
1. DBS 22 
1.041.90 
1.011.66 































































































































































































LOCAL lOl WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE A - 2 EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 16,1002 TO OCTOBER 15,1003 
FOR ALL EMPLOYEES HIRED BEFORE JULY 16,1980 AND 
ALL EMPLOYEES NOW IN NON-ENTRY LEVEL JOB CLASSIFICATIONS HIRED BEFORE JULY 16,1983 




















TECHNICIAN PROCESS A 
TELEPHONE SERV R » 31.5 Hit 
TELLKRHEAD37,SHR 
T1MEKEEPSYS SUPP H.5 HR 
TOOL REPAIRPERSON 
TOOL REPAIR PERSON A 
TYPIST STATISTICAL 37.5 HR 
UPHOLSTERER 
UPHOLSTERER A 
UTILITY PERSON SYS SUPP 
UTILITY WAREHOUSE PERSON 
WATCH GUARD 
WATCH GUARD & TORTES 
WELDER . 
WELDER A 1 
WELDER A QUALIFIED 
WORK MEASUREMENT ANALYST 
























































U « , 9 & 
20.77 




























































































ALL TITLE CODES FROM 290O - 2W9 ARE UACCRETION TITLES 
Schedule A - 3 
October 16,2003 - October 15,2004 
PACE; 33 
LOCAL lOl WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE A - 3 EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 16,2003 TO OCTOBER IS, 2(104 
FOR ALL EMPLOYEES HIRED BEFORE JULY 16,1980 AND 






















ACCT ENGR SR POST 
ACCT ENGR SR PRE 
ACCTfcNCRM.SHR 
ACCT POST 
ACCT POST 92 4O.0HR 
ACCT PRE 
ACCT REP 37 5 HR 
ACCTC ASST CORP 37 5HR 
ACCTC ASST D1ST 37.3 HR 
ACCTO ASST SR COB? 37.5HR 
ACCTQ ASST SR CORP 40 1IR 
ACCTGASSTSR37.5MR 
ACCIG ASST 37.S H » 
ACCTO CLERK IPT37.SHR 
ACCTO CLERK 1 PT40 f [R 
ACCTG CL^RK J PT 37.5 HR 
ADM A5STC5D POST 
ADM ASST CSD PRE 
ADM ASST MAT MGT POST 37.5 HR 
ADM ASST MAT MGTPRE 
MIN 
936.16 






























































































































































































































LOCAL 101 WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE A - 3 EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 16, 2003 TO OCTOBER 15,2004 
FOR ALL EMPLOYEES HIRED BEFORE JULY 16,1980 AND 






















ADM ASST MEIER REPAIR TOST 
ADM ASST METER REPACK PRE 
ADM ASST SVS SUP POST 
ADM ASST SYS SUP PRE 
ADM ASST WORK COMP K>ST 
ART & PRODUCTION ASST POST 
ASSOC CUSTOMER SERVICE 
ASST CHEMIST 
ASST EDITOR fOST 
ASST FIELD RET 
ATTEND GARAGE 
ATTEND GAB-AGE ALTER FUEL 
AUTO MECH A FLD TRAINER 
AUTO MECHANIC 









W M T 
1,079.04 

































































































































































































LOCAL lOl WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE A - 3 EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 16, J003TO OCTOBER 15,1004 
FOR ALL EMPLOYECS HIRED BEFORE JULY 16,1980 AND 






















CHAUFFEUR TRACTOR TRAILER 
CHEMIST 
CHEMIST SENIOR 37 i HR 
CHIEF CLERK GAS OPER POST 
CLKACCTGNO t ACCT37.5HR 
CLKACCTGN0 137.SHR 
CLKACCTGN02 37.5HR 
C L K A C C I G N 0 3 37.5HR 
CLKACCTCNO. 1 CIAS 
CLK ACCTG NO. 3 CIAS 
CLKACCTGN0.2ACCTGPOST92 
CLK CNTL SR CUST ACCT 17 5HR 
CLKCOMMN0.137.3HRPOST92 
CLK COMM MO J 37.JHR POST92 
CLK COMML ASST HD 37.5 HR 
CLK COMML INP APPL 3? J H * 
CLK COMML NO 1 37.5 HR 
CLK COMML NO 2 TREAS 37.3 HR 
CLK COMML NO 2 J.1.5 HR 









































































































































































































LOCAL lOl WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE A - 3 EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 16,2003 TO OCTOBER 15,1004 
FOR ALL EMPLOYEES HIRED BEFORE JULY 16,1»» AND 






















a * cows ANALYS » u rat 
CLK CONTttOL CUST SER 4UHR 
cue CONTROL rtaof MAINT JTJ 
CLK DEPOSIT J7.3HR 
cue EXECUTIVE ST.S l a 
CUE GET* CUST SER 40.0 HR 
CL& GEN MAILS MGT 
CLK GEN NO 1 37.1 KR 
CLK GEN NO 140 KR P O S T * 
C L K C E N N 0 2 3 J J H R 
CUC GEN N O } 37 J KR 
CLKGENNOIQCST 
CLK GEN TREASURY J1JHR 
CLK GEN 1 M K T A 0 V 17,5 HR 
CUE GCN 1 PURQC 37.SWI 
CLK GEN 1 MKT ADV 37.5 HR 
C1K HDCLAIWSECTY 37.J HR 
CLK HDOOMML 37J HR 
cut HD SECTION Accra POST 







l . W f H 
733J3 
W7. i l 























« M . H 
MWI.S9 
l , f l». j« 
IJ094.16 























« M . « 




PROGRESSION SCHEDULE IN YEARS 
FIRST 
3MOS 
7 1 1 M 
191. J1 
Kta> 




















M i l O 











77!, I t 
I .OJUI 
l .O i lJ l 
(,*DS*! 
I . I47J2 
6MOS 



































S3 J. SO 
I.B74J6 
1,0T4« 
l /W? .» 
1,211.37 
6MOS 






























































U W O B 1^2214 
1J37.50 1,375.54 
913.10 











LOCAL lOI WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE A - 3 EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 16,2003 TO OCTOBER 15, 20M 
FOR ALL EMPLOYEES HIRED BEFORE JULY 16,1980 AND 






















CLK HD URBAN AFFAIRS 
CLK HEAD CONTROL 37J 
CLK HEAD CVST SVC 37.3 HR 
CLK HOUSE H E A T J N O 37.5 HR 
CLK HOUSE HEATMG A 37.5HR 
CLK HOUSE HEATNG B POST9S 
CLK IN VENT CTL MMD M.S HR 
CLK METER REPAIR SR 
CLK MTR RPR HEAD 11-S HR 
CLK PRICE MKT ABV 17.3 HR 
CLK SPECIAL LEDGER 37.5 HR 
C1.K STOC M AT MCT 37.5 UK 
CLK STCKMKT ABV J7.S HR 
CLK STCK STNRY TRUCK OP 37 J 
CLK TELLER PTJ7.5HR 
CLK TEU.ER PT 40 HR 
CLK TELLER 37 5 HR 
CLK TELLER 17 J HR POST 92 
CLKTRAtT)C37,5!lK 































































8 j 3.51 
















































































































































LOCAL lOI WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE A - 3 EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 16,1003 TO OCTOBER IS, 2004 
FOR ALL EMPLOYEES HIRED BEFORE JULY 16, t*g0 AND 





















U S ] 
I I w 
COLLECTION CONTROLLER 
COLLECTOR 
COMPUTER LIBRARIAN SR 37 J 
CORROSION TECH HELPER 
CORROSION TECHNICIAN 
CORROSION TECHNICIAN PRE 91 
CORROSION TECHNICIAN SR 
CREW LEADER 
CUST WQUIRY REP FT 37.5 HR 
CUST INQUIRY REP rr «o KR 
CUST SERV REP 37.S 
CUST SERVICE REP 40 H* 
CUSTODIANS RECORnSASSI »_S 
CUSTODIANS RECORDS 37J HR 
CUSTOMER SERVICE ASSOC 
DATA ENTRY COORD 31.5 HR 
DELIVERER 
DISPATCHER POSTM 
DISPLAY ASSISTANT 37.J KR 
DISPLAY ASST APPRNT 37. J HR 
DISPLAY DESIGNER SR 37.5 HR 
MIN 


























































































































































































































3 L » 
l.WS.n 








LOCAL 10) WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE A • 3 EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 14,2003 TO OCTOBER 15,1004 
FOR ALL EMPLOYEES HIRED BEFORE JULY 16,1980 AND 
ALL EMPLOYEES NOW IN NON-ENTRY LEVEL JOB CLASSIFICATION!! HIRED BEFORE JULY 16,1983 






















DISPLAY DESIGNER S* 10.0 HR 
DISPLAY OESIGttEK 37.5 Hft 
DISPiAY PR50N-CONST SNR 37.5 
D1SPTCH D1STR 37 5 Hit 
D1SPTCHDISTR40HR 
DISFTCH ORDER 
DISFTCH TRAN5P 37.5 HR 
DISFTCH TRUCK OIST37J HR 
DRAFTING CLERK J7J HR 
DRAFTING TECH SR37.S HR 
DRAFTING TECH 37,5 HR 
•RIP PERSON 
ELECT 
ELECT A GAS OPKS 
ELECT SYSTEMS SUPPORT 
ELECTRONIC TECH RADIO UC 
ENGINEER AIDE GAS OPER POSIT 
ENGINEER ASSTT037.5 HR 
ENGINEER ASST TO 40J3 HR 

































































































































































































LOCAL 101 WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE A - 3 EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 16,ID03 TO OCTOBER 15,20*4 
FOR ALL EMFLOVEES HIRED BEFORE JULY 16,1»M AND 

























ENVIRONMENTAL ANALYST 37,3 
EQUIPMENT MMNTAWHt 
FCM APPRENTICE 
FCM ArPlENTKE SENIOR 
FCM AiTRENTICE TRAINEE 
FCT4-£L£C«VSTR(JMEWTECH 
FCM MECHANIC 
FCM MECHANIC A 
FCM MECHANIC FLD FACILITIES 
FCM MECHANIC SENIOR 
FCM PROCESS TECHNICIAN 
FCM PROCESS TECHNICIAN A 
FCM PROCESS TECHNICIAN SR 
FIELD OFERS INSPECTOR A 
FIELD OFURS INSPECTOR B 
FIELD OFERS INSPECTOR C 
FIELD RE* 40 HR 
FIELD REP 40 HR POST 92 
fTELOKENtESEKT 























































































































































































































LOCAL lOI WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDILE 
SCHEDULE A - S EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1«, 2003 TO OCTOBER IS, 1004 
FOR ALL EMPLOYEES HIRED BEFORE JULY 16, 19*0 AND 























FIELD SERV ICES A FPRENT1CE 
FINANCIAL ASST POST 17J SIR 
FITTER 
FLD TR eUiCT/MECH GAS O W S 
FLD TR INSTRUMENT [NSP 
FUJTRSYSOASOPER 
GATEGUARD 
GRAPHICS TECf LN SR 37.S HR 
GRAPHICS TECHN 37.5 HR 
GSO DISTBTATION FLO TRMR 
CSO DISTvSTATlON SR F L D T R N R 
GSO DISTRICT ASSISTANT 
GSO DISTRICT ASST TRAINEE 
CSO HOLDEKPERSON 
CSO MECHANIC PRESSURE 
GSO STATION & FIELD OPERATOR 
















































































































































































LOCAL 101 WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE A - 3 EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 16. 2903 TO OCTOBER IS, IflM 
FOR ALL EMPLOYEES HIRED BEFORE JULY 16,1980 AND 





* 2 X » 
•2916 
* 2 M * 
2374 




• M M 
M i l 
2421 









END AFPL INSPECTOR KKT40HR 
DO! AfPL INSPECTOR PRE 
INSPECTOR ENC POST 
INSPECTOR. ENO PRE 
INSPECTOR INSTRUMENT MTR RPR 
INVESTIGATOR B POST 
INVESTIGATOR B POST "W 
INVESTIGATOR B POST M 40 HE? 
INVESTIGATOR B PRE 
INVESTIGATOR B PRE 40.0 HR 
M A B d FtRE E 0 CAS OP SYS S W 
MAlNTAINER INSTRUMENT 
MMHT Ac«rai reason FIRE EQUIP 
MAlNTAINER PROVES INCHCAT A 
MAINTAINED PROVER INDICATOR 
MECH 











9 U 4 1 
9*4.01 
1,106.89 




2 5 3 * 
2B.14 
27J7 






































































! .»» . !? 
l.»VJ.7S 
1,01 J. 7J 
1.144.13 
I.144J3 
U 4 4 83 
2*22 
2611 
































































































4 M 0 S 6MOS 
PAGE: 43 
LOCAL lOl WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE A -3 EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 16,2003 TO OCTOBER 15,1004 
FOR ALL EMPLOYEES HIRED BEFOttE JULY 16,1980 AND 























MECH DIST A H D TR (>C 
MECH DIST A F I D TRAINER 
MECHOISTAPOSTPB 
MECH DIST B 
MECH DIST B POST W 
MECH METER A 
MECH METER B 
MECH METES. SPECIAL 
MECHSYSTSUPPT 
MESSENGER 37,3 HR 
METER READER POST 98 
METRETEKTECH 
OPER DIST C POST 92 
OPER DIST C POST 98 
OPES DISTRIBUTION C 
Open SCREENALUBCKHOE7PAYLDR 
OPER SLF-LDG VEH GVW 16000+ 































































































































































































LOCAL lOI WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE A - J EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 16,2003 TO OCTOBER IS, 2004 
FOR ALL EMPLOYEES HIRED BEFORE JULY 1«, 1W0 AND 
























OTR ASSISTANT SHQ 
OPR C TRAINEE POST 98 
OPR CHIEF LNG 
OPR CHIEF SN&LNG 
OPRDATAPROCN03 
OPRMSTRDU710NA 
OPR DISTRIBUTION B 
DPR DKTRIBUIMWB POST 9! 
OPR DUMP TRUCK 1.5T+ 
OPR HOIST CHERRY FCKERflJC) 
OPR LEAD DATA ENTRV 37 5 KR 
OTR LEADMICRO MACH 37.5 HR 
OPR LEAD KEPRO MACH 37.5 KR 
OPR LEAD SYSTEMS J7.S HR 
OPR LNG 
OPRLNGASST 
OPR MAIL [NSEJtTMACH37.5 HR 
OPR OFF-SHE 
•PR REPRO MACH SR 37.5 KR 
































































































































































LOCAL lOl WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE A -3 EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 16.2003 TO OCTOBER IS, 2M4 
FOR ALL EMPLOYEES HIRED BEFORE JULY 16,191W AND 
ALL EMPLOYEES MOW IN NON-EISTRY LEVEL JOB CLASSIFICATIONS HIRED BEFORE JULY l«, ITO3 
TITLE DESCRIPTION 
2536 





















OPR STATION A LLC 
OpR STATION B 
OPR SYSTEMS A 17 5 HR 
OPR. SYSTEMS 37.5 HR 
OPR TELEPHONE HGHT 37 5 MR 
OPR TE1EPHONE 37.5 HR 
OPRTELPHONE ( T 37 j HR 
OPR WORD PROCESS 
PAINTER 
PAINTER BODVTRAMS? 
PARTS PLRSON TRANS 
PHOTOG ASST APPR 37 J HR 
P310TOG ASST J 7.5 HR 
PHOTOG 37.! KR 
PLANT PROTECTION PERSON 
PLANT PROTECTION PERSON SR 
PUBLIC RELATIONS ASST POST 
READER METER 
READER MET E m NIGHT SKIP ( 































































































































































































LOCAL lOl WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE A - 3 EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 16,2003 TO OCTOBER 15.1004 
FOR ALL EMPLOYEES HIRED BEFORE JULY 16,1W0 AND 























REP CAD 17.5 HR 
REP CUSriNQSK 37.5 HR 
REPCUSTINQ37.5 HR 
R£PCtfSTINQ40HR 
REP MST OFF PT 37.5 HR 
REP DtsroFF r r « i> HR 
REP DIST OFF 37.3 HR 
REPHSTOpFICESRJl.JHR 
REP D1ST OFFICE 5R 40.0 HR 
REP ENERGY CONSERV 
REP REGULATORYINQY 37.5 HR 
REP SPEC LEDGER SR 31J tilt 
SENIOR PHOTOGRAPHER 
SEPARATOR PERSON 
SNOW REMOVAL U 6 1 
SNOW REMOVAL OT CALL IN Lid 1 
SPECIM.n« )U lRY»tM.POST 
SPECIAL INQUIRY ANAL PRE 
SR AKTAPRODUCTtON ASST PRE 
STENO CLERICAL J7J HR 









1.0 I t 49 
1.0I&49 
738,25 







































































































































































































LOCAL 101 WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE A - 3 EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 16,2003 TO OCTOBER IS, 2004 
FOR ALL EMPLOYEES HIRED BEFORE JULY 1 6 , 1 9 » AND 























STOCK PERSON QATA PROCESSING 
STOCK PERSON 37.5 HR 
STRKPR ASST M A T M C T 37.5HR 
STRKPR ASST SR MA] APPL 
STRKPR ASST Sll MATMCT 37.5HR 
STRKPR AS$TSRSTNRV375HR 
SURVEY OPR TRUCK 
SVC PERSON A COORD DF 
SVC PERSON A T/LDTR 
SVC PERSON A H.D TRN Dlf 
SVC PERSON A <?Etf APPL 
SVC PERSON B APPL 
SVC PERSON C METER A APPL 
SVC PERSON C POSTS! 
SVC PERSON O LOCK UNLOCK 
SVC PERSON TRAINEE C5D 
SVC SPECIAL tMST 37.3 HR 
SVS ASST sirs SERVICES POST 
STVS ASST SYS SERVICES POST 
















































































































































1 . I6U2 






















































LOCAL 101 WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE A - 3 EFFECTIVE OCTOBER IS, J0O3 TO OCTOBER 15,2004 
FOR ALL EMPLOYEES HIRED BEFORE JULY It , 19*0 AND 



















T I T L E DESCRIPT ION 
TECHNICIAN PROCESS A 
TELEPHONE SERV REP 37. J HR 
TELLER HEAD )7 J HR 
TTMEKEEP SYS SUPP 3T.S HR 
TOOL REPAIR PERSON 
TOOL REPAIR PERSON A 
TYPIST STATISTICAL 37.5 HK 
UPHOLSTERER 
UPHOLSTERER A 
UTILITY PERSON SYS SUPP 
UTILITY WAREHOUSE PERSON 
WATCH GUARD 
WATCH GUARD & PORTER 
WELDER 
WELDER A 
WELDER A QUALIFIED 























1,0! 3.4 i 
1,120.37 















P . P . 
















U M J K 
l l j i 

















3 M O S 










































































ALL TITLE CODES FROM 2900 - 2999 ARE UACCRETION TITLES 
Schedule A - 4 
October 16, 2004 - October 15, 2005 
PAGE: « 
LOCAL 101 WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE A - 4 EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 16, 2004 TO OCTOBER 15,2005 
FOR ALL EMPLOYEES HIRED BEFORE JULY IS, 1980 AND 
AIL EMPLOYEES NOW IN NON-ENTRY LEVEL JOB CLASSIFICATIONS HIRED BEFORE JULY 16,19*3 
1 
TITLE DESCRIPTION MIN MAX P. P. 
, "2509 


















* » I 5 
ACCT ENGKSK POST 
ACCT ENGRSJL PRE 
ACCT ENCB ITS HR 
ACCT POST 
ACCTPOSTM « .«HR 
ACCT PRE 
ACCT REP 37.5 KR 
ACCTO ASST CORP 37,5HR 
ACCTG ASST DfST 37.3 KR 
ACCTC ASST SR C O W 37.5HR 
ACCTG ASST 5RCORJ> 40 HR 
ACCTO ASST SR 37,9 HR 
ACCTS ASST 37,5 KR 
ACCTO CLERK ] PT ) 7 i H» 
ACCTG CL£RK1PT40HR 
ACCTO CLERK 3 FT 37.3 HR 
ADM ASST CSO POST 
ADM ASST CSD PRE 
ADM ASST MAT MOT POST 37 J HR 























































! 1 6 : » 
3)1,51) 
1.1SI.07 
U » . 4 1 
1041.92 
ty*>m 























U 9 0 J 4 
1,139.85 



































































































































A M O S 
105966 
CMOS 




LOCAL lOI WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE A - 4 EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 16,2094 TO OCTOBER 15, 20(15 
FOR ALL EMPLOYEES HIRED BEFORE JULY 16,1980 AND 
ALL EMPLOYEES NOW IN NON-ENTRY LEVEL JOB CLASSIFICATIONS HIRED BEFORE JULY 16,1983 





















ADM ASST METER REPAIR POST 
ADM ASST METER REPAIR PRE 
ADM ASST SVS SUP POST 
ABM ASST SYS SUP PRE 
ADM ASST WORK COMP POST 
ART ft PRODUCTION ASST POST 
ASSOC CUSTOMER SERVICE 
ASST CHEMIST 
AS ST EDITOR POST 
ASST FIELD REP 
ATTEND GARAGE 
ATTEN D GARAGE ALTER. FUEL 
AUTO MECH A FLO TRAINER 
AUTOMECHAM1C 








































































































































































































LOCAL l O l WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE A - 4 EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 16,2004 TO OCTOBER 15, IMS 
FOR ALL EMPLOYEES HIRED BEFORE JULY 16,1980 AND 
ALL EMPLOYEES NOW IN NON-ENTRY LEVEL JOB CLASSIFICATIONS HIRED BEFORE JULY 16, IMS 
, 





















CHAUFFEUR TRACTOR TRAILER 
CHEMIST 
CHEMIST SENIOR 37,5 HR 
CHIEF CLERK G AS OPER POST 
CLK ACCTG NO J ACCT J7J HR 
CLK ACCTG NO 1 37 J HR 
CLK ACCTG NO 2 37.1 HR 
CLK A C t T Q N O 3 37 J HR 
CLK ACCTG NO. 1 CIAS 
CLK ACCTG NO. 3 CIA* 
CLK ACCIG N0.2 ACCTG P0ST9J 
CLK CNTL SJt CUST ACCT J7.5HK 
CLKCOMMN0.13J.4.HRPOST92 
CLK COMM NO,2 J7JHR POST92 
C1XCOMMLA5STHD37JHR 
CLK COMMLIND A PPL 3 7.1 HH 
CLK COMML NO 1 33.5 HR 
CLK COMML NO 2 TKEAS 37.5 HR 
CLK COMML NO 2 37.5 HR 
CLK COMML N O ) 37.1 HR 












































































































































































6 M O S 
1.307.99 























LOCAL lOI WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE A - 4 EFFECTIVE OCTOBER IS, 1004 TO OCTOBER IS, IMS 
FOR ALL EMPLOYEES HIRED BEFORE JULY 16,1980 AND 
ALL EMPLOYEES NOW IN NON-ENTRY LEVEL JOB CLASSIFICATIONS HIRED BEFORE JULY 16,198J 
! ' , 





















CLK CONS AMALYS J M HR 
CLK CONTROL CUST SER 40KR 
ClJt CONTROL PROP MAIN!37 . i 
CLX DEPOSIT 375 HR 
CLK EXECUTIVE 37.JHR 
CLK GEN CUST SER 40.0 HR. 
CLKCENMATLSMGT 
CLK GEN NO 1 ITS HR 
C L K < j £ N N O l 4 0 H R P O S T O 
C L K C E N N Q 2 3 1 5 H X 
CLK GEN NO 3 37.5 HR 
CLKGENMCHQCST 
CLK GEN TREASURY 37 5 HR 
CLK OEN I MKT ADV 37.) HR 
CLKGEN1PURQC37.5KR 
CLK GEN 2 MKT ADV 375 HR 
CLK HD CLA1WSECTY 31 S HR 
CLK. HO COMML37.5 HR 
CLK HD SECTION ACCTG POST 


























































) . ! 47,43 
1,268.70 
1,427.12 
































































































































































LOCAL lOI WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE A - 4 EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1*, 2004 TO OCTOBER 15, ZM5 
FOR ALL EMPLOYEES HIRED BEFORE JULY 16,19M AND 
ALL EMPLOYEES NOW IN NON-ENTRY LEVEL JOB CLASSIFICATIONS HIRED BEFORE JULY 16.1M3 
1 • • • : 






2 * 0 




2 l » 
m i 





i l k 
l i t * 
2)23 
' 
CLE HD URBAN AFFAIRS 
CUC HEAD CONTROL J7.J 
CLK HEAD CUSTSVCJ7JHR 
ClJt HOUSE HEATING Jl J Hit 
CLK HOUSE HEATJM A 37.5HR 
CLK HOUSE HEATNO B POST W 
CLK WVENT CTL M M D 3T,J H E 
CLK METER REPAIR SR 
CLK MTR I F « HEAD 3T.5 HR 
CLK PRICE MCTADV 37.J HR 
C U t SPECIAL LEDGER 37J HR 
CLKSTCKMAT uaryr.t HR 
CLK STCIC MKT ADVJ7 ,5 HR 
CLK STCK STKKr TRUCK OP 37.3 
CLK TELLER FT 171 HE 
CLK TELLER PT 40 HR 
CLK TELLER IT J HR 
CLX TELLER SI.) HR ?OST W 
CLK TRAFFIC 37J HH 










M U 7 
911.17 
183.60 













l . f f i l ! 
1,131.63 
I J O M I 
1,039,(6 
l f «T. tS 
9W.M 




















































I I E ! .33 







U I 9 . 3 ] 





































 4 > M U S 
1,147,43 





























W 9 . M 
aaoo? 
l , 2 7 i * I 
M5J2 
d M U S 












I j O D J * 
1J»* .« 
M8.72 
U M . W 
931.17 














LOCAL 101 WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE A - 4 EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 16,2084 TO OCTOHER IS, 2WK 
FOR ALL EMPLOYEES HIRED BEFORE JULY IS, I9W AND 
ALL EMFLOYEES NOW IN NON-ENTRY LEVEL JOB CLASSIFICATIONS HIRED BEFORE JULY 16,1983 
, 
TITLE INSCRIPTION MIS MAX P.P. 






















COMPUTER UBRAR1AN SR 37.5 
CORROSION TECH HELPER 
CORROSION TECHNICIAN 
CORROSION TECHNICIAN PRE M 
CORROSION TECHNICIAN SR 
CREW LEADER 
CVSTINQUIR V REP PT 37. J HR 
CUST INQUIRY REP FT 40 HR 
CUSTSERVREPJ1 5 
cusr sEnvice REP « FIR 
CUSTODIANS RECORDS ASST 37.5 
CUSTODIANS RECORDS J? .J T[R 
CUSTOMER SERVICE ASSOC 
DATA ENTRY COORD 37.5 HR 
DELIVERER 
DISPATCHER POST 98 
DISPLAY ASSISTANT 37.5 MR 
DISPLAY ASST APPRNT 37.1 HR 
DISPLAY DESIGNER SR 37.S HR 
I,U 14.73 
946.43 

















74 J .31 
1.206.90 











































































































































































































LOCAL lOl WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE A - 4 EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 16, ZMM TO OCTOBER 15, IMS 
FOR ALL EMPLOYEES HIRED BEFORE JULY 16,1980 AND 
ALL EMPLOYEES NOW IN NON-ENTRY LEVEL JOB CLASSIFICATIOIVS HIRED BEFORE JULY 14.1983 



















H i t 
2243 
DISPLAY DESIGNER Sf. 40,0 HR 
DtSPLAV DESIGNER 37.5 HR 
DISPLAY PBSON-COKST SNR 37.S 
D1SPTCMDISTRJT.JHR 
D B P T C H D U n t J O H R 
D1SPTCH ORDER 
HSPTCH TRANS? 37JKR 
DISPTCH TRUCK (MST J7.S rat 
DRAFTING CLERK 37J HR 
DRAFTING TECH SR37J HR 
DRAFTING TECH J M HR 
DRIP PERSON 
ELECT 
ELECT A GAS OPNS 
ELECT SYSTEMS 5UWORT 
ELECTRONIC TECH RADIO L[C 
ENGINEER AEDE OAS OPER POST 
ENGINEER ASST TO 37.5 HR 
ENGINEER ASST TO 40 0 HR 





















U " , 1 0 
1 2 S M I 

























U S ) A t 
919.31 
1.176.91 





































































































T H I R D 
6MOS 
U » . 7 1 
1209 30 


































LOCAL lOl WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE A - 4 EFFECTIVE OCTOBER I*, 1004 TO OCTOBER 15,2005 
FOR ALL EMPLOYEES HIRED BEFORE JULY 16,1980 AND 
ALL EMPLOYEES NOW IN NON-ENTRY LEVEL JOB CLASSIFICATIONS HIRED BEFORE JULY 16,1983 























ENVIRONMENTAL ANAL VST 37.5 
E(JUIPMEtfT MAINTAIN BR 
FCM APPRENTICE 
PCM APPRENTICE SEN LOR 
FCM APPRENTICE TRAINEE 
FCM ELEC/INSTRUMENTTECH 
FCM MECHANIC 
FCM MECHANIC A 
FCM MECHANIC FLD FACILITIES 
FCM MECHANIC SENIOR 
FCM PROCESS TECHNICIAN 
FCM PROCESS TECHNICIAN A 
FCM PROCESS TECHNICIAN SR 
E1ELD OPERS MSPECTORA 
FIELD OPERS INSPECTOR B 
FIELD OPERS INSPECTOR C 
HELD REP JO HR 
FIELD REP 40 HR POST 92 
FIELD REPRESENT 
FIELD REPRESENT OFFICE 
30,73 














































































































































































I J 13.49 





































LOCAL lOl WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE A - 4 EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 16,1004 TO OCTOBER 15.2005 
FOR ALL EMPLOYEES HIRED BEFORE JULY 16,1980 AND 
ALL EMPLOYEES NOW IN NON-ENTRY LEVEL JOB CLASSIFICATIONS HIRED BEFORE JULY It, 1981 






















HELD SERVICES APPRENTICE 
FBWJCLAL ASST POST3T.J HR 
rrrt tR. 
F I D TR ELECT7MECH GAS OPNS 
FLD TH INSTRUMENT INSP 
FLDTRSYSGASOPER 
GATEOUAIU} 
GRAPHICS TECKN SR 375 HR 
GRAPHICS TECHN 3 7,i HR 
OSODIST/STATiaNFLDTRNIt 
GSO D1ST/STATION SR FLD TRNR 
GSO DISTRICT ASSISTANT 
CSO DISTRICT ASST TRAINEE 
G5OH0LDERPERS0N 
GSO MECHANIC PRESSURE 
CSO STATION ft FIELD OPERATOR 























































1 ^  1 JJ67 
li02$,36 
32,4* 
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PAGE; 58 
LOCAL 101 WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULL 
SCHEDULE A - 4 EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 16,2904 TO OCTOBER 15,2005 
FOR ALL EMPLOYEES HIRED BEFORE JULY 16,19M> AND 
ALL EMPLOYEES NOW IN NON-ENTRY LEVEL JOB CLASSIFICATIONS HIRED BEFORE JULY 16,1983 
1 
























IND APPL INSPECTOR POST 40HR 
W D APPL INSPECTOR PRE 
INSPECTOR ENG POST 
INSPECTOR ENG PRE 
INSPECTOR INSTRUMENT MTR RPR 
INVESTIGATORS POST 
INVESTIGATOR B POST V ! 
1NVESTIGATORBPOST9S40HR. 
INVESTIGATOR B PRE 
INVESTIGATOR B PRE 40.0 HR 
MAINT FIRE EQGAS OP SYS SUP 
MAINTAINER INSTRUMENT 
MAINTAINER PERSON FIRE EQUIP 
MAINTAINER PROVER IKMCAT A 
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PAGE; 39 
LOCAL lOl WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE A - 4 EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 16,2«04TO OCTOBER 15,2003 
FOR ALL EMPLOYEES HIRED BEFORE JULY I*, 19*0 AND 























MECH D B T A FLO TR < K 
MECHDICTAPLDTRAJ!«R 
MECHDISTAPOSTW 
MECH D B T B 
MECH D1ST B POST 98 
MECH METER A 
MECH METERS 
MECH MEIER SPECIAL 
MECH SYST SUPPT 
MESSENGER 37,5 HR 
METER READER POST 98 
METRETEKTECH 
OPER DIST C POST 92 
OPERDISTCPOSTM 
OPCT DISTRIBUTION C 
OPER SCREENALl/BCKHOr/PA YtOR 
ORER SLF-LDC VEH CVW 26O0O. 
OPERATOR 5R. O F F S m 
OPNSASSTDIST 




























































































































































































LOCAL lOl WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE A - 4 EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 16,2004 TO OCTOBER 15, 2005 
FOR ALL EMPLOYEES HIRED BEFORE JULY 16,1W0 AND 
ALL EMPLOYEES NOW IN NON-ENTRY LEVEL JOB CLASSIFICATIONS HIRED BEFORE JULY 16,1983 
, 






















DPR A DIST OPNS 
OPR ASSISTANT SNC 
OPR C TRAINEE POST 98 
OPR CHIEF LNG 
OPR CHIEF SNG/UIG 
OPRDATAPROCN03 
OPR DISTRIBUTION A 
OPR DISTRIBUTION B 
OPR DISTRIBUTION B POST 9 ! 
OPRDUMPTRUCKI.5T+ 
OPR HOIST CHHRKYPCKEFHJO 
OPR LEAD DATA ENTRY 37.5 HR 
OPR LEAD MICRO MACH *7 -5 HR 
OPR LEAD REPRO MACH J7 5 HR 
OPR. LEAD SYSTEMS 37.5 1<R 
OPR LNG 
OPR LNG ASST 
OPR MALL INSERT MACH37 5 HR 
OPR OFF-SITE 






























































































































































LOCAL tOl WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE A-4 EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 16,2004 TO OCTOBER 15,2005 
FOR ALL EMPLOYEES HIRED BEFORE JULY 16,1980 AND 
ALL EMPLOYEES NOW IN NON-ENTRY LEVEL JOB CLASSinCATIONS HIRED BEFORE JULY 1C, 15*3 























OPR STATION A U C 
OPR STATION B 
OPR SYSTEMS A 37JHR 
ORft SYSTEMS 11 .5 HR. 
OCR TELEPHONE NGHT 17.S HR 
OPR TELEPHONE 37 J HR 
OPR TELFHONE PTTT.J HR 
OPR WORD PROCESS 
FAINTER 
PAINTER BODY TRANSP 
PARTS PERSON TRANS 
PHOTOO ASST APPR 17.1 HR 
PHOTOGASST37JHR 
PHOTOO 37.5 HR 
PLANT PROTECTION PERSON 
PLANT PROTECTION PERSON 5R 
PUBLIC RELATIONS ASST POST 
READER METER 
R E A M S METER (NB3HT SKIP) 



















































9 7 9 n 
2564 
21.40 
2 6 » 
MS 52 
I J M I . T T 




















































































I j O M l ! 





























n S A i 
961.48 
1,039.16 














LOCAL lOl WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE A - 4 EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 16,2004 TO OCTOBER 15, IBOS 
FOR ALL EMPLOYEES HIRED BEFORE JULY 16,19H0 AND 
ALL EMPLOYEES NOW IN NON-ENTRY LEVEL JOB CLASSIFICATIONS HIRED BEFORE JULY 16,1983 






















RE? CAD 37.5 HR 
REP CUSTINQSR 37.5 HR 
REP CUSTINQ 37.1 HR 
REPCUST1NQ40HR 
REPDISTOFFPTJ7 5KR 
R IP DIST OFF PT 40 0 HR 
REPDlSTOFFM.SbUL 
REP DIST OFFICE SR37.5HR 
REP DIST OFFICE SR 40.0 HR 
RJ3P ENERGY CONSERV 
RIP REGULATORY [NQY 371 HR 
REP SPEC LEDGER. SR 17.5 HR 
SENIOR PHOTOGRAPHER 
SEPARATOR PERSON 
SNOW REMOVAL LI01 
SNOW REMOVAL OT CALL IN LI 01 
SPECIAL INQUIRY AfcAL POST 
SPECIAL INQUIRY ANA L PR£ 
SR ARTfiFRODUCTlON A5ST PRB 
STENO CLERICAL 37,5 HR 










































































































































l . '4* . i l 






































































LOCAL 101 WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE A -4 EFrECTIVE OCTOBER 16,1004 TO OCTOBER 15,2005 
FOR ALL EMPLOYEES HIRED BEFORE JULY 16,1980 AND 
ALL EMPLOYEES NOW IN NON-ENTRY LEVEL JOB CLASSIFICATIONS HIRED BEFORE JULY 16,19*3 



















* I W 
2601 
24*4 
STOCK PERSON DATA PROCESSING 
STOCK PERSON 37 J HR 
STRKPH ASST MATMOT 37 JWR 
STRKPK ASST SR MAJ APfL 
STRXPR ASST SR MATMCTJI.SHR 
STRKFR ASSTSR STNRY 37.1 HR 
SURVEY OPR TRUCK 
SVC PERSON A COORD DP 
SVC PERSON A FLO TR 
SVC PERSON A fLD TRN D/F 
SVC PERSON A GEN ATM. 
SVC PERSON HAPW. 
SVC PERSON C METER * A T F L 
SVC PERSON C POST 98 
SVC PERSON D LOCK UNUJCK 
SVC PERSON TRAINEE CSO 
SVC SPECIAL WST37.3 HR 
SYS ASST SYS SERVICES POST 
SYS ASST SYS SERVICES POST 
SYS PROCESSOR DlST 37 J HR 



















































































H i . 19 
888.19 
M l 14 














































































































LOCAL lOl WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE A -4 EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 16,2004 TO OCTOBER 15,20(15 
FOR ALL EMPLOYEES HIRED BEFORE JULY 16,198(1 AND 
ALL EMPLOYEES NOW IN NON-ENTRY LEVEL JOB CLASSIFICATIONS IJIRED BEFORE JULY 16,1983 
I : 



















TECHNICIAN PROCESS A 
TELEPHONE SEK V JtEP 37.S Hit 
TELLER HEAD J l S H R 
TIM EKIEP SYS S W P 31,5 HR 
TOOL REPAIR PERSON 
TOOL REPAIR PERSON A 
TYPIST STATISTICAL 37.J KR 
UPHOLSTERER 
UPHOLSTERER A 
UTILITY PERSOtf SYS SUPP 
UTILFTY WAREHOUSE PERSON 
WATCH GUARD 
WATCH GUARD 4 PORTER 
WELDER 
WELDER A 
WELDER A QUALIFIED 






















































3 J W 
1.236 7} 
22-36 




























































































ALL TITLE CODES FROM 2900 - 2999 ARE UACCRETION TITLES 
Schedule C/D 
For All Employees Hired After 
July 15,1983 And Before October 15,1986 
Schedule C/D -1 
October 16, 2001 - October IS, 2002 
PACE; 65 
LOCAL lOl WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE C/D- 1 EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 16,2001 TO OCTOBER IS, 1002 
FOR ALL EMPLOYEES HIRED AFTER JULY 15,19*3 AND 























ACCT ENGR SR PRE 
A C C t E N O R l f j M R 
ACCT POST 
ACCT PRE 
ACCT REr 57.5 M l 
ACCTG ASST CORP 37. JHR 
ACCTG ASSTDIST 37.5 HJt 
ACCTG ASST SR CORF 37_5Wt 
ACCTG ASST SR 57.5 HH 
ACCTG ASST 37.5 HR 
ACCTG CLERK I FT 37.5 HR 
ACCTG CLERK ) M 37.5 HR 
ADM ASST CSD POST 
ADMASSTCSDFRE 
ADM A S S Y M A T MOT POST 37.5 HR~ 
ADM ASST MAT MCTPR6 
ADM ASST METER REPAIR POST 
ADM ASST METER REPAIR PRE 













































































M M < 
840.16 








































907 J I 






































































































l . l i j . l i 
' ~lJ07lii 

















_r , IT9«_ 













































LOCAL lOl WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE CJU - 1 EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 16,2001 TO OCIOBER 15, 2001 
FOR ALL EMPLOYEES HIRED AFTER JULY 15,19S3 AND 























ADM ASST 5YSSUPT/RE " 
ADM ASST WORK COMP POST 
A R T * m i D U C T l O U ASST P O S T " _ 7 
ASSOC CUSTOMER SERVICE 
ASST CHEMIST 
ASSTEDrTORPOST 
ASST FIELD REP " 
ATTEND GARAGE 
ATTEND GARAGEALTER FLtEL_ "' 
AUTOMECTAFLDT I lArNE l f 
AUTOMECHAN1C _ "_ __" _ ' „ 
AUTO MECHANIC A 
A l ^ O T E C K N K l A N ^ ' 
BLACKSMITH'A' 
CARPEfTTEK _ ' 
CHAUFFEUR DISTRICT OPS 
CIUUFFEUK EXECUTIVE _ ~ ~^ 
CHAUFFEUR TRACTOR TRAILER. ~ 
CHEMIST ."__".""" 1 
CHEMIST SENIOR 37.5HR ' 
CHIEF CLERK GASOPER POST _ ~~ 












... - y - M 
2S.60 
2 j i j 























'. _ J*'*l 



































































































































































































M T T 
'~26loo" 
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PAGE: 67 
LOCAL lOI WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE C/D- I EFFECTIVE OCTOBER It, ZOOI TO OCTOBER IS, 2002 
FOR ALL EMPLOYEES HIRED AFTER JULY 15,1983 AND 






















CLKACCTCNcTl IT j f j j J l 
CLX ACCTG NO 2 37,s"ffli 
C I K A C C T G N 0 3 3 7 . S H R 
CLX ACCTG NO 1 CIAS 
CLKACCTCN0"2C1A5" ' 
C U C A C C T G N O 2 A C C T G P O S T 9 2 
C L X C N T L S R C U S T A C C T W ^ H R " 
CLK COMM NO, I 37.5HR fOST92 
CLK COMM N O J 17.3HR POST?: 
CLK COMML A53THD 37.5 HR 
C L K C 0 M M L WO A P n . 37 J HR 
CLK COMML NO 1 17 J HK 
CLECOMMLNO2TREAS J7.3 HR 
CLK COMMLNO 3 J7 J EOt 
CLK COMMLNO 3 37J HK 
CLKCON5 ANALYS 37.1 HR 
CLK CONTROL CUST 5EK40HR 
CLK COJfTROL PROP MAINT37.3 
CTJtueposrDT.sHR 
C L K E y E C T m V E i i . J H R 









S M S * 
737 .29 
561.75 


































































' " " " M3.75" 










i t J . l ' f 




















































































_ _ I 7 4 _ 7 * 








« J 0 3 
833.34 


























































































































UOCAL !OI WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE C/D - 1 EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 16,2001 TO OCTOBER IS, 2002 
FOR ALL EMPLOYEES HIRED AFTER JULY 15,1983 AND 


























CLK GEN NO 1 40 Hfl 
CLK GEN NO 2 37.5 HR 
CLK GEN NO J 37.5 Hit 
CLKGENNOlQCSt 
CLK OEM TREASURY1 37.S HR 
CLKGENIMKTADV37 .5 I1R 
CLKGEN1PUROC37.3HR 
CLK OEN 2 MKT ADV 3T.J HR 
CLK HD CLA1M/SECIV 37.5 HR 
CLKHDCOMML37.5HR 
CLK HO SECTION ACCtG POST 
CLK HD SECTION ACCTO PRE 
CLKHDURBANAFFA1R5 
CLK HEAD CONTROL 37.3 
CLK HEAD CUST SVC J1 3 HR 
CLK HOUSE [(EATING 37.3 HR 
CLK HOUSE HEATNG A 37.5HR 
CLK HOUSE HEATNOB POST 9 ! 
CLK HOUSE HEATOG B 37.3 HR 
CLK CNVEW CTLMMD 37.S HR 






































































































































































































































































































































LOCAL tOl WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE C/D- I EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 16,2001 TO OCTOBER 15,2001 
FOR ALL EMPLOYEES HIRED AFTER JULY 15,I9M AND 







. ™n. . 
" in* 
'.
















CLK MTR RPR HEAD37.5 1IR 
CLK PUCE MKT ADV 11.5 HH 
CLK SPECIAL LEDGER 37 J HR 
CLK STCK M A T M C T m HR 
CLK STCK MKT A » V 3 1 i HR 
CLK STCK STORV TRUCK OP Vt'.i' 
C L K t i L L E R 17.5HR 
CLK TELLER 37.5 HRPOST 9 2 " "_" 
CLK TRAFFIC 31.5 HK 
CLK TYPIST I I .S'HR." 
COLLECTION CONTROLELR 
COLLECTOR 
COMPUTER LIBRARIAN SR 37,5 
CORROSION TECH ffiLPER 
CORROSION TECHNICIAN 
CORROSION TECHNICIAN PRE 93 " 
CORROSION TECHNICIAN SR 
CREWLEADER 
CUST SERV REP 37,5 
CUST SERVK7E REP40 HR 
CUSTODIANS RECORDS ASST 37.3 
CUSTODIANS RECORDS 37J HJt _ 































" ." JH*» 
9J857 












" L O I M J ' 











_ 93* . * ! 
121.35 
U 5 2 7 * 












U 3 0 * » 
608*6 
















































] " ljWl]S7 
422.07 
6MOS 




























63 l .M 
82a3S 
813.90 













































] ' 940.3* 
884.53 
















































































































































LOCAL lOl WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE C/D • 1 EFFECTIVE OCTOBER I*, 2001 TO OCTOBER IS, 1(102 
FOR ALL EMPLOYEES HIRED AFTER JULY 15,1933 AND 
























DATA ENTRY COORD 37 J HR 
DELIVERER 
DISPATCHER POET 98 
DISPLAY ASSISTANT 37.JHR 
DISPLAY ASST APPRNT 37.5 HR 
DISPLAY DESIGNER SR 37.5 HR. 
D1SPLA V OESICNER 37.5 HR 
DISPLAY PRSON-CONST SNR 37 J 
mSfTCU DISTSt J7.5 HR 
D1SJTCK ORDER 
DISPTCK IRANSP 37.5 HR 
D1SPTCH TJtUck DIST 3 7.5 HR 
DRAFTING CLERK37.S HR 




ELECTA GAS OPNS 
ELECT SYSTEMS SUPPORT 
ELECTRONIC TECH RADIO L1C 
ENGINEER AIDE GAS OPER POST 













































































































































































































































































































_ \ i t 7 J » 
1,190 84 
6MOS 


























LOCAL lOl WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE C/D - 1 EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1*. 2001 TO OCTOBER 15,2002 
FOR ALL EMPLOYEES HIRED AFTER JULY 15,1WJ AND 






















ENGINEER HOIST L»C 
ENGINEER LEC 
ENVIRONMENTAL ANALYST 17 J 
EOWPMENTMAiNTAINER 
FCM APPRENTICE 
FCM APPRENTICE SENIOR 
FCM APPRENTICE TRAINEE 
FCM ELEC/TNSTRUMENTTECH 
FCMMECHANJC 
FCM MECHANIC A 
FCM MECHANIC VLD FACILITIES 
FCM MECHANIC SENIOR 
FCM PROCESS TECHNICIAN 
FCM PROCESS TECHNICIAN A 
FCM PROCESS TECHNICIAN SJt 
FIELD OPERS INSPECTOR A 
HELD OPERS. INSPECTORS) 
FIELD OPERS WSPECTORC " " 
FIELD REP 40 HR 
FIELD REP 40 HR POST 92 
FIELD REPRESENT 


































































i ' l O M I 




































































































































































































































LOCAL lOl WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE C/D - 1 EFFECTIVE OCTOBER IS, 2001 TO OCTOBER 15, 2002 
FOR ALL EMPLOYEES HIRED AFTER JULY 15, IM3 AND 





















M i l 
23(2 
TITLE DESCRIPTION 
FINANCIAL ASST POST 37.5 KR 
FITTER 
FLDTRELECT/MECHGASOPNS 
F I D TRINSTRUMENTINSP 
FLDTRSYSGASOPER 
GATEGUARD 
GRAPHICS TECHN SR 17,5 HR 
GRAPHICS TECHN 37.5 HR 
GSODIST/STATIONFLOTRNR 
OSO DIST/STATION SR FLD TRNR 
CSO DISTRICT ASSISTANT 
OSO DiSTRtCTASST TRAINEE 
GSOHOLDERPERSON 
GSO MECHANIC PRES5U RE 
GSO STATION A FIELO OPERATOR 
























































































































































































































































































LOCAL l O l WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE C/D-1 EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 16,2001 TO OCTOBER 15,1402 
FOR ALL EMPLOYEES HIRED AFTER JULY 15,1983 AND 








. - £*" 
2 4 2 5 
~ 2 4 2 4 
M77 
1 4 2 6 







'. **P' . 
rm 
l" 1 4 * 1 
TITLE DESCRIPTION 
I N D A P P l I N S P E C T O R P O S T 4 Q K R 
'fmutLstsfectcAtiB 
INSPECTOR ENO POST ~ 
INSPBCfORENOPRE ~ ' 
INSPECTOR INSTRUMENT MTK RPR 
INVESIWiATOJt B POST 
INVESTIGATOR B PRE 
MAINT FIRE EQGAS OP SYS SfP ™ 
MAINTAINOR INSTRUMENT 
M A I N T A I N S PERSON FIRE EQUIP 
MAINTAINER PROVES 1NDCAT A 
MAINTAINER PROVER INDICATOR 
MECH 
M E C H A D i S T O m S 
MECH APPLIANCE 
MECHDISTA 
MECH DISTA FLDTR CyC 
MECH WST A FLDTRAINER 
M E C H M S T A P O S T M 
MECHWSTB _•_" '_ _ " 
MECHWSTBp6sT98 
MECHMETERA * ~ ' 
MIN 
1.019 79 




























U I J j l 
.* I.]?-?* 
































. . „..?:'7. 
27.08 





























. . ' - i 4 ! * 5 . 
1,097,71 






' " " 225* 
264* 



















'_ '. i*!A 
24.lV 
~ 22 6 9 
26.74 




















































_ j ! * ~ ' L 













" l . 0 4 2 . 0 9 
1.172 19 
.'. T*-7?. 













' 2 S J 6 
6MOS 
1,184 M 
. ' j j»18 















_ _ J ? - 3 ! 
J 6 53 
" " * ? - ! * 
22.67 
" 25 J 2 
FOURTH 




















i j a ^ t 






















































LOCAL 101 WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE O D - 1 EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 16,2001 TO OCTOBER IS, 2002 
FOR ALL EMPLOYEES HIRED AFTER JULY 15,1933 AND 
AND BEFORE OCTOBER IS, 1986 
2495 
249» 
M ' " 




















WECH METER B 
MECT) METERSPECtAL 
httCHSYSTSUPPT 
MESSENGER 37.) HR 




OPER DISTfLlBUTION C 
OPER SCREtNALUBCKJlQEfPAYLDK 





OPR ASSISTANT SNG " 
OPRCTRAINHEDIST 
OPR C TRAINEE POST 9S 
0PRCH1EFLNG 
OPR CHIEF SNOILNG 
OPR DATA PROCJIO) 













































































































































































































































" ~~ 22.90 






541 4 f 
SMOS 
2 U 0 
27 76 












































LOCAL lOl WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE Cm -1 EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1*, 2*01 TO OCTOBER IS, 2002 
FOR ALL EMPLOYEES HIRED AFTER JULY 15,1983 AND 
AND BEFORE OCTOBER 15.198* 























ore wsTMBunow B ' 
OPR CMSTWBimoN 8 POST 9S 
OPR HOIST CHERRY PCKSRILIC) 
OPR LEAD OATA ENTRY 3 7 J H R ~~ 
OPR LEAD MICRO MACH 31.5 HR 
O P R L E A D R E P R O M A C H S r j I W ~ 
OPR LEAD SYSTEMS 37.5 HR 
OPRLNG^ _ __ __ 
OPRLNOASST 
OPR M A I L INSERT M A C H J I . T K R 
OPROFF-Srra 
O T j U U i P R O M A C T ^ l T i H R ~ ~ 
OPRREPRO MACH 17.5 
O F F STATTCIN AJLJC 
^ C T ^ T T O K B " " 
O P R S Y 5 T E M 5 A ~ 3 7 , 5 H R ~ 
Q f R S Y s r a M y T J B R ^ 
OFRTELEPHONENGHT37 5 HR 
OPR TELEPHONE 17 j HR 





" lJ I .82 
915.79 
1,M13f> 







' is?! 1 











^ " 1.02114 
U4S.77 
" _ . ' _ i * 2 j 





























































" " 2 l i 7 
27 37 



















' ~ ~ 2097 



















PROGRESS ON SCHEDULE IN YEARS 
SECOND 
6MOS 
























































_ 9 M J 4 
499 22 
3193 




































« « 4 « 
57009 










~ " — 
~m.ti 
968 J J 
601,72 
603.7t" 















J " 21.82 
21J1 











LOCAL lOl WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE C/D -1 EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 16,2091 TO OCTOBER 15, 2M2 
FOR ALL EMPLOYEES HIRED AFTER JULY IS, 1«83 AND 






_ 2S78 _ 
uii' 
















OPR WORD PROCESS 
P A I N T M ] 
PAINTEX BODY TRANSP 
PARTS PERSON TRANS 
m O I O O ASST APWU1.S HR 
? H 6 T 6 6 RSST17 5 wit 
PHOTOG LABTBCHN 37J HR 
FHOTp037.JHl l __ 
PLANT PROTECTION PERSON 
PL^TPMrTECTIONPERSONSR 
PUBLIC RELATIONS ASST POST 
READER. METER 
READER METER (NIGHT SKIP) 
REPCAD37JHR 
R6TCUST1NQSR.37JHR ^ 
HEP d i S T l N Q 37.5 HR 
REP DICT OFF 37.5 HR 
REP felST OFFICE SR37.SKR 
REPENEROyCONSERV 
REP REGULATORY ]NQY"37 .5 HR 
REP SPEC LEDGER SR37.5 HR _ __ 








" m i l 
9(16.49 
;o.oi 















. " : ? ' 































J A " 















































































~ . 972,93 
931. f l 
"" 91742 









































































































































n r T H 
6Mos 
6E9 54 





















_ ? • ' • ! 
2609 
" ' . ^ • * * . 

















LOCAL lOl WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE C D • I EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 16, ZOOI TO OCTOBER 15,2002 
FOR ALL EMPLOYEES HIRED AFTER JULY IS, 1W3 AND 






2 6 « 
2*96 
2871 
2 « 7 " 












SNOW REMOVAL L10I 
SNOW REMOVAL OT CALL IN LM1 
SPECIAL INQUIRY ANAL rOST 
SPECIAL (NQIJIJIY ANAL PRE 
SRARtipROOUCTlON ASST PRE 
STENO CLERICAL 37, S HR 
S T ^ O S E C R E T A R i A L M J l f i 
STOCK CLERK SNO~37 5ft HR. 
STOCK PERSON lUTAPROCESSMO 
STOCK PERSON 37 J HR 
STRKMt ASST MATMCT 3T.5HR 
STRKPR ASST SR MAJ APPL 
5TRKPR ASST SR MATMCT 37.SHR 
STRKPK ASST SR STNRV 37,5 HR 
SURVEY OPR TRUCK 
SVC PERSON A COORD DF 
SVC PERSONA FLO TON Dff 
SVC PERSON A GEN APPL 
SVC PERSON BAPPL 















































l . l » l * 6 
U 4 0 2 2 




































— • — 





































Z T J T 
22,57 
22.07 











































. .- .. 












2 0 S 
30,32 
\ 2743 
" 22" 73" 






































































~ " 2 p 6 
2301 
22 JB 













29 J » 
27.U 
2 3 « r 
~iT44 
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LOCAL lOl WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE C/D - I EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 16,2001 TO OCTOBER IS, 2001 
FOR ALL EMPLOYEES HIRED AFTER JULY 15,1WJ AND 


















T I T L E DESCRIPT ION 
SVCPERSONCPOST9S 
SVC PERSON D LOCK ONLOCK_ 
SVC SPECIAL DIST 37.J HR 
SYS ASST SYS SERVICES POST _ 
SYs7pROCESSOR DIST JJ.S HR 
SYS PROCESSOR DIST 40 HR 
TECHNICIAN PROCESS A 
TELEPHONE SERV REP 37,5 HR 
TELLER HEAD 37.5 HR 
fJMEKEEJPSYS S U I ^ i Y j H R 
TOOL REPAIR PERSOtT 
TOOLREPA1R_PERSON A _ _ _ 
TYPIST STATISTICAL 37.5 HR 
UPHOLSTERER 
UPHOLSTERERS 
UTILITY PERSON SYS SUPP 
UTILITY WAREHOUSE PERSON 
WATCH GUARD 
V A T C H OUARD A PORTER 
WELDER 
W E L D E R A " 























' "" i j .M 
MAX 
2 lJ»6 























' i 1.37" 
981.21 







































2 9 6 . 4 * 
2 4 . 4 * 





















3 I B M 

























































































































_ 9 6 * 9 ^ 
93090 
930.90 














































l l J f 
12.55 









" ._ i 4 3 j f 










_ " ^ _ | 6 W 
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LOCAL IOI WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE C/D - 1 EFFECTIVE OCTOBER IS, 2W1 TO OCTOBER 15, 2W2 
FOR ALL EMPLOYEES HIRED AFTER JULY IS, 1983 AND 
AND BEFORE OCTOBER 15,1986 
2TM 
TITLE DESCRIPTION 
WORK MEASUREMENT ANALYST 







































ALL TITLE CODES FROM 2900 - 2999 ARE UACCRETION TITLES 
Schedule C/D - 2 
October 16,2002 - October 15, 2003 
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LOCAL 101 WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE C/D - 2 EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 16,20O2 TO OCTOBER 15,2W3 
FOR ALL EMPLOYEES HIRED AFTER JULY 15,1983 AND 
AND BEFORE OCTOBER 15,1986 
•2900 
•19 ! ] 
*2«W 
JlMI 
M t g 
2026 
1062 
~ 2 0 » ~ 
•2935~ 
" M M . 
•1951 




T I T L E DESCRIPTION 
A C C T E N G R S R P O S T " 
A C C T E H O R S R P R E 
ACCT E M R n J i w 
ACCT POST 
ACCT PRE 
ACCT REP 37. J HR 
A C C T C A S S T C O R P 1TSHSL 
A C C T C A S S T OI 'ST » T H R 
ACCTG ASST SR CORP 11. JHR 
ACCTG ASST SR 37.5 HR 
ACCTO ASST ITS HR.*" 
ACCTG CLERK 1 FT 37.J HR 
ACCTGCLERK3 FT 37~.5HR 
ADM ASST CSO POST 
A D M ASST CSD PRE 
ASM"ASST MAT MGT POST 37.S HR 
ADM ASST MAT MGTPRE 
AlJM ASST METER REPAIR POST 
A D M A S S T i ^ T C R R E P A T R V R E _ " 










924 j f 





' " L,0M.»1 
924~,M 
M A X 










a t ) 07 
27*.90~ 
1,134 I * 
_ ) ^ 7 i , K 




















" " f . j f u w 
1,171.72 
U I 8 . 0 1 
1.102.97 










































" ' " i j D o T j o ' 
1,127.91 
" I J J M I * " 
L0S2.74 
US4.1S 






e i i . « i 
919 07 
_ w».» 
















" " n j j j t j " 
84062 
m i l 
1/010-79 
1.007 14 





" . o i S S " 
1.186)6 
I . H O J T 
1.101.91 
u ) 9 , j a 





_ _ U M _ 1 * _ 
l^UiJM 
















" " I f l l ^ j j " 
U 3 M l _ 
1,05812 
1.069.77 
" T a o i j s 
1,023.ee 
6MOS 
L J 0 7 M 







1. 120,9 J 
l f lM.17 
983.05 
865.0? 
~ T o 3 6 ~ « 
1,08141 
1,095,30 






" " l . i T t M 
1,175.70 
IJJJ.4S 











" [ , 2 * 0 7 0 
1,063.32 
6MOS 









" " I J D O I M 
1,OS5.41 
l j l f t * 4 
1,134.65 
' " " i i ; « . » 
1,146.25 





U 3 3 ^ 2 
~ T320.L)" 
"~L^24".S5 





' " i f l i l i i 
fioVsi 
1.16011 




















LOCAL lOl WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE C/D - 1 EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 16, 2*002 TO OCTOBER IS, M03 
FOR ALL EMPLOYEES HIRED AFTER JULY IS, 1983 AND 
























ADM ASST SYS'SUPPRE 
ADM ASST WORK COMP POST 
ART * PRODUCTION ASST POST~ 
ASSOC CUSTOMER SERVICE 
ASST CHEMIST 
ASST EIHTDR POST 
ASST FIELD REP 
ATTEND GARAGE 
ATTEND OARAGE ALTER FUEL 
AUTO MECH A FLD TRAINER 
AUTO MECHANIC 




CHAUFFEUR DISTRICT OPS 
CHAUFFEUR EXECUTIVE 
CHALIFFEUR TRACTOR TRAILER 
CHEMIST 
CHEMIST SENIOR 37.J HR 
CHIEF CLERK GASOPER POST 



































































































































































































































































































LOCAL lOl WAGE PROGRESSIOI* SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE C/D - 2 EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 16, 2002 TO OCTOBER 15, 2MU 
FOR ALL EMPLOYEES HIRED AFTER JULY 15,19B3 AND 

























CLK ACCTG NO 1 J7.SHR 
CLK ACCTC NO 2 37.3 HR 
C L K A C C T O ' N O 1 37.5 HR 
CLK ACCTG NO. 1 CIAS 
CLKACCTGN072C1AS 
CLE ACCTG NO.: ACCTC POST 91 
CLK CNTL SIl CUST ACCT J7JHR 
CLKCOMM NO 1 37.5HR POST9I 
a i c b ^ N O J S ^ S H R K l l S T O 
CLKCOMML ASST HD 37} HR 
CLKCOMML N D APPL 37.J HR 
CLKCOMMLN0131 .3HR 
CLKCOMML NO 2 TREA5 3>J H I 
CLK COMML NO 2 37,5 HR 
C L K C O M M L N 0 3 1 7 . 5 H R ~ ~ 
CLK CONS ANALVS 37.5 HR 
CLK CONTROL CUST SER 40HR 
CLK CONTROL PROf MA1NT"J7 .3" 
CLKDEPOSrTJTJHR 
CLK EXECVTIVE 37.S HR 












































N t M 



























' Ml" j i ' 

































































































































































































































































LOCAL IOI WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE Crt) - 1 EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 16,1*01 TO OCTOBER 15,20B3 
FORALL EMPLOYEES HIRED AFTER JULY 15, MM AND 
AND BEFORE OCTOBER 15,1986 
"~ 2081 ~" 























C L K C E N N 0 1 4 0 H R 
CLKGENN0217.3HR 
CUC GEN NO 3 37.5 HR 
CLK GEN NO 1 QCST 
CLK OEM TREASURY 31J HR 
CLK GEN 1 MKT ADV J7.5 HR 
CLK GEN JPURQCM.JHR 
CLK GEN 2 MKT ADV 37.5 HR 
CLK HD CLAIM/SECTY 17,5 HR 
CLK HD COMhlL 37 5 HR 
CLK HD SECTION ACCIG POST 
CLK HO SECTION ACCTC PRE 
CLK HD URBAN AFFAIRS 
CLK HEAD CONTROL 37.5 
CLK HEAD CUST SVC 37.5 HR 
CLK HOUSE HEATING 375 HR 
O.K HOUSE HEATW5A37.JHR 
CLK HOUSE HEATOG B POST 98 
CLK HOUSE HEATNG B 37 5 HR 
CLK INVENT CTL MMD 37 5 l « 






































































































































































































































































































































LOCAL lOl WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE C/D - 2 EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 16,2002 TO OCTOBER 15,2003 
FOR ALL EMPLOYEES HIRED AFTER JULY IS, 1983 AND 
AND BEFORE OCTOBER 15,1986 
2103 " 
J^Z-

















T I T L E D E S C R I P T I O N 
ajKurikm H E A D 37.5 K R ~ ~ 
CLU PRICE MKT ADV 37.1 KR 
5 * SPECMLEpGgi J 5 M R 
CLKSTCK MAT MOT 37.5 HR "" 
CLKCTCK.MKT ADV W M l 
CLK STCK SINRV TRUCK OP 17 J 
CLK TELLER 37.5 KR 
C U T E U O t 37.5 HR POST 92 




COMPUTER LIBRARIAN Sk 37J 
OOHWOSK»f TJCH HE1PER_ _ 
CORROSION TECHNICIAN 
CfflWOMON TCCHMIcijANPRE ST 
CORROSION TECHNICIAN » " 
CPSWLEABER " " " ^ ~ 
CUSTSERVREPJTj" 
CUSTSERviCEREPWHR "~ 
CUSTODIANS RECORDS A5ST 37 J 
CUSTODIANS RECOROS JT~5 HR ™ 




























































































" " w l w 
"875.1B~ 
~ ~ S771M 
641.18 
SI 1.40 





































































































































~ J 7 3 l « 
LO27.09 




































" 9 » 01 
93525 
" *w1« 











































LOCAL lOl WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE O D - 2 EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 16,2002 TO OCTOBER 15.1003 
FOR ALL EMPLOYEES HIRED AFTER JULY 15, J9B3 AND 
























DATA ENTRY COORD 37,5 HR 
DELIVERER 
DISPATCHER POST 98 
DISPLAY ASSISTANT 37.5 HK 
DISPLAY ASSTAPPRNT31.5 HR 
DISPLAY OESICNER $R 37.S H » 
DISPLAY DESIGNER 37,5 HR 
DISPLAY PRSON-CONST SN'R 37. J 
D15PTCH DiSTTUM HR 
D1SP1CK ORDER 
D1SPTCHTRANSP 37 j HR " 
DISPTCH TRUCK DIST 37.5 HR 
DRA FTING CLERK 37.5 HR 
DRAFTING TECH SR 17.5 HR 




ELECT SYSTEMS SUPPORT 
ELECTRON1CTUCB KADIO L1C 
ENGINEER AIDE GAS OPERPOST 













































































































































































































































































































































LOCAL 101 WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE C/D - 2 EFFECTIVE OCTOBER IS, 2092 TO OCTOBER 15, 2003 
FOR ALL EMPLOYEES HIRED AFTER JULY IS, 1983 AND 






















ENGINEER HOIST U C 
ENGINEER L1C 
ENVIRONMENTAL ANAIYST 37. J 
E Q U I P M E N T M A I N T A I N E D 
FCM APPRENTICE 
FCM APPRENTICE SENIOR 
FCM APPRENTICE TRAINEE 
f C M ELEOWSTRUMENT TECH 
PCM MECHANIC 
FCM MECHANrC A" 
PCM MECHANIC FLD FACILITIES 
FCM MECHANIC SENIOR 
FCM PROCESS TECHNICIAN 
FCM PROCESS TECHNICIAN A 
FCM PROCESS TECHNICIAN SR 
FIELD OPERS INSPECTOR A 
FIELD OPERS INSPECTOR B 
FIELD OPERS INSPECTOR C 
FIELD REP 40_HR "~ 
FIELD REP 40 HR POST 92 
FIELD REPRESENT ^ 








































i l . 1 ) 






























































































































































































































































LOCAL lOl WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE CfD - 2 EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 16, IC02 TO OCTOBER 15,2003 
FOR ALL EMPLOYEES HIRED AFTER JULY 15,1583 AND 

























FINANCIAL ASST POST 37.5 HR 
(TITER 
FLD TR ELECT/MECH GAS OPN S 
fLDTS. [NSTIOUMEOT IN3P 
FLUTR SYS CAS OPER 
OATE GUARS 
GRAPHICS TECHN SR 31.5 HR. 
GRAPHICS TECHN J7.J HR 
GSO DISTJSTATTON FLO TRNR 
GSO DlST/STATtON SR FLD TRNR 
GSO DISTRICT ASSISTANT 
GSO DISTRICT ASST TRAINEE 
GSO HOLOERPERSON 
GSO MECHANIC PRESSURE 
GSO ST ATION A HELP OPERATOR 

























































































































































































































































































LOCAL lOI WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE C(D - 2 EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 16,2002 TO OCTOBER IS, 2*U 
FOR ALL EMPLOYEES HIRED AFTER JULY 15,1W3 AND 























DJD ATM. INSPECTOR POST40HR 
IND API^WWECTOR PRE 
INSPECTOR E*M POST 
I N S P ' E C T O R E W G P R E " 
INSP ECTOR INSTRUMENT W I R RFI 
W V E S T K A T O R B K J S F 
INVESTIGATOR B PRE 
MAf i f lSEEQ G AS OT S Y T S U T 
MAINTAINER INSTRUMENT 
MAINJAINERPERSONHKE EQUIP 
MAINTAINER PROVER1ND1CAT A 




M E C H M S T A 
M E C H D I S T A F L D T R Q r t 
MECH M&T A FLO TRAINER 
MECH BUST A POST 9» 
M I C H MST B 
MECH CIST B POST W 
MECH METER A 
MIN 
I.0S5.4B 
U l i J S 





























2 7 « 
2BJ* 
23.4* 





27 J» ' 
P.P. 

























I J J M 9 












26, J J 









































2 2 M 
25~79 









































































_ U 0 4 . S S 
1.24145 





































U 5 6 ^ 
UD1.02 






















_ . ._. .-
29 65 
























LOCAL lOl WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE C/D - 2 EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 16,2001 TO OCTOBER 15,MOJ 
FOR ALL EMPLOYEES HIRED AFTER JULY IS, I9M AND 























T I T L E DESCRIPTION 
MECH METER B 
MECH METER SPECIAL 
MECH SYSTSUPPT 





OPEK DISTRIBUTION C 
OPER SCREENALUBCKHOEIPAYLC 
OPEK SUF-LDG UEHCVW16004+ 
OPNSASSTDI5T 
OPNS ASST DI5T 
OPNS ASST GAS OPS 
OPKAD1STOPN5 
OPR ASSISTANT SNG 
OPRCTTIMNEEDIST 
OPRC TRAINEE POST 98 
OPR CHIEF LNG 
OPR CHIEF SNG/LNG 
OPR DATA PROC NO 3 





































































1 " 2B"04 
PROGRESSION SCHEDULE I N YEARS 























































































































































































































LOCAL lOI WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE CID - 2 EFFECTIVE OCTOBER It , 1002 TO OCTOBER 15,2M3 
FOR ALL EMPLOYEES HIRED AFTER JULY 15,1983 AND 
























OPR DISTRIBUTION B 
OPR DISTRIBUTION B POST 98 
OMi DUMP TRUCK 1JT4-
OPR HOIST CHERRY PCKERfUC) 
OPR Lf iAD DATA ENTRY 37.5 HR 
OPR LEAD MICRO MACH 37.5 HR 
OPR LEAD REPRO MACH 37.3 HR 
OPR L6AD SVSTEM5 37.J MR 
OPRLNG 
OPR LNG ASST 
OPR MAIL INSERT MACH37.S HK _ 
OPROfT-STTE 
OPR REPRO MACH SK37J HR 
OPR REPRO MACH 37.5 
OPRSNG/LNC 
OPR STATION A L1C 
OPR STATIONS 
OPR SYSTEMS A 31,1 US 
OPR SYSTEMS 37S HR 
OPR TELEPHONE NGHT J7.5 HR 
OPR TELEPHONE JT.$ HR 






































































PROGRESSION SCHEDULE IN 
FIRST 
3MOS 
~ 3 U 2 
21,32 
21.77 
2 ! 30 
S6107 
« > , W 
158,19 
























































































































































































































LOCAL lOl WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE C/D - 2 EFFECTIVE OCTOBER It , 20(12 TO OCTOBER 15, 2001 
FOR ALL EMPLOYEES HIRED AFTER JULY 15,1983 AND 























OPR WORD PROCESS 
PAINTER" " " ~ " 
PAINTER. BODY TRANSF 
PARTS PERSON T*ANS_ 
PHOTOG ASST APPR 37.5 HP. 
PHOTOG ASST 11.5 HR 
PHOTOG LAB TECKN 11.5 HR 
PHOTOG 37.3 HR 
PLANT PROTECTION PERSON 
PLANT PROTECTION PERSON SR 
PUBLIC RELATIONS ASST POST 
READER METER 
READER METER (NIGHT SKIP) 
REP CAD 37 J HR 
REP CUST INQ SR 17.5 HR 
RE* OUST INQ 37.5 HR 
REP D(ST OFF 37.5 HR 
REP HIST OFFICE SR 37 5HR 
REP ENERGY CONSERV 
REP RECLTLATORYTNQY 37 J HR 

























































































































































1 _ J £ TO 
"~ 971,94 
595.7? 


























































~ 16 36 
' ~23~*f 
546.93 














" l . O H J l " 
1*14 99 




















































































LOCAL lOl WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE C / » - 2 EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 16,2002 TO OCTOBER 15, M03 
FOR ALL EMPLOYEES HIRED AFTER JULY IS, 1983 AND 























SNOW REMOVAL L10] 
SNOWREMOVAL 0 T CALL IN L 1*1 
SPECIAL INQUIRY ANALPOST 
SPECIAL INQUIRY ANAL PRE 
SR. AKYWRODUCTION ASST PRE 
STENO CLERICAL 3?,5 HR~ 
STEWSECRETARIAl."37,SHR 
STOCK CLERK SNG 37.50 HR." 
STOCK f E R S W D A T A raOCESsTSi 
STOCK PERSON 37 j HR 
ETWtPR ASST MATMGT 37.SHR 
STRWR ASST SR MAIAPPL 
SJRKPS ASST SRMATM0T 37,3tm 
STRKPR A55TSR STNRY 37~.) HR 
SURVEY O M TRUCK 
SVC PERSON A COORD DP 
^bpERsbNAFLEp-r fT "" 
SVC PERSON A ' F L D TRN IMF 
SVC PERSONA GEN APPL 
svc PERSON BA»PL 


































U 4 0 . I I 
1.109.84 
















1.1 t i n 
_U30 ,1S 

































































PROGRESSION SCHEDULE Ks YEARS 






























































































































~ " 2 ? j 7 
23.81 


















LOCAL lOl WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE CfD • I EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 16,2002 TO OCTOBER IS, 20(13 
FOR ALL EMPLOYEES HIRED AFTER JULY IS, 198) AND 
























SVC PERSON C POST 99 
SVC m S O N D LOCK UNLOCK 
SVC SPECIAL DIST 31,5 HR 
SYS A5ST SITS SERVICES POST 
SYS PROCESSOR DIST 37 J HR 
SYS PROCESSOR DIST 40 HR 
TECHNICIAN PROCESS A 
TELEPHONE'SERV REP JI.S HR 
TELLERHEAD 37.5 HR' 
TIMEKEEP SYS SUPP 37.5 HR 
TOOL REPAIR PERSON 
TOOL REPAIR PERSON A 
TYPIST STATISTICAL 37,5 HR 
UPHOLSTERER." 
UPHOLSTERER A 
UTILITY PERSON SYS SUPP 
UTILITY WAREHOUSE PERSON 
WATCH GUARD 
WATCH GUARD & PORTER 
WELDER "~ " ' 
WELDER A 



















































































































































































































































































































LOCAL 101 WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
. SCHEDULE C/D- 2 EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 16,2M2 TO OCTOBER 15,2003 
FOR ALL EMPtOVEES HIRED AFTER JULY IS, 1983 AND 




WORK MEASUREMENT ANALYST 
YART>J>BRS0N 
MIN 













































ALL TITLE CODES FROM 2900 - 2999 ARE UACCRETION TITLES 
Schedule C/D-3 
October 16,2003 - October 15, 2004 
PAGE: 95 
LOCAL lOt WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE C/D-3 EFFECTIVE OCTOBER It, 1003 TO OCTOBER 15,2WM 
FOR ALL EMPLOYEES HIRED AFTER JULY 15,1983 AND 











M i l 
21*1 
2060 












ACCT R*P 37.5 HH 
ACCTG ASST CORP 37.5KR 
ACCTGASSTDIST37JHR J 
ACCTO ASST SH CORP J7.SHR 
ACCTG ASST SR 17.5 US 
AOCTD ASST 37.J HK 
ACCTG CLERK 1 FT 37 J HR 
ACCTG CLERK 3 PT 37S HR 
ADM ASST CSD POST 
ADM ASST CSD PR£ 
AOM ASST MAT MOT POST 17 5 B 
ADM ASST MAT MGTTKE 
ADM ASST METER REPAIR POST 
ADM ASST METER REPAIR PRE 
ADM ASST SYS SOT POST 
MIN 
«**.!* 





















M I J . 7 S 
US8.S2 



















U S J H 
U « l " 














l l l * . * 6 
1J67.46 
1.14411 





















































1 J » » H 

































U l l . M 
1,151 *4 






































1,14! j l 
1,291,94 
t, 197.45 

































1.1 (2. J J 





























































LOCAL lOI WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE C/D - 3 EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 16, JOM TO OCTOBER 15,2054 
FOR ALL EMPLOYEES HIRED AFTER JULY 15,19BJ AND 
























ADM ASST SYS SUP PRE 
ADM ASST WORK COMP POST 
ART * PRODUCTION ASST POST 
ASSOC CUSTOMER SERV1C E 
ASSV CHEMIST 
ASST EtKTOK POST 
ASSTFIELD R E P 
ATTEND GARAGE 
ATTEND GARAGE ALTER FUEL 
AUTO MECH A FLD TRAINER 
AUTO MECHAWC 




CHAUFFEUR D1STWCT OPS 
CHAUFFEUR EXECUTIVE 
CHAUFFEUR TRACTOR TRAILER 
CHEMIST ~ 
CHEM 1ST SENIOR 37.5 KR 
CHIEF CLERK CAS OPER POST 






































































PROGRESSION SCHEDULE IN YEARS 
JMO& 


















































































U 1 3 J 6 





















































27.13 27 40 
1.177 19 1,19387 
U39.50 1.332.13 





























































LOCAL 101 WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE C/D - 3 EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 16,1003 TO OCTOBER IS, 1004 
FOR ALL EMPLOYEES HIRED AFTER JULY 15,1983 AND 

























C U t A C C T C N 0 1 3 7 J « l t 
C1K ACCTG NO 2 37,5 KR 
CLK ACCTG NO 3 31.5 KR 
CLK ACCTG NO I CIAS 
CLK ACCTG NO 2 CIAS 
CLK ACCTG NO 2 ACCTG POST 92 
CLK CNTL Sit CUST ACCT 37.5HR 
CLK COMM NO.1 37.5HR FOST92 
CLK COMM N O J 37 JHR POST92 
CLK C O M M l ASST HD 37 J HR 
CLK COMML W D AJTL 37.3 HR 
C L K C O M M L N O U 7 5HR 
CLK C D M M L N 0 2 T R E 4 S 37.5 M 
CLK COMML NO 2 37 J HR 
CLK COMML NO 3 37.3 HR 
CLK CONS ANALV5 37.3 HR 
CLK CONTROL CUST SER 40HR 
CLK CONTROL PROP MAINT 37.3 
CLK DEPOSIT 37.5 HR 
CLK EXECUTIVE 37 J HR 
































































































































































































































































9 8 U 7 






























































LOCAL 101 WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE C/D - i EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 16, IMS TO OCTOBER IS, MM 
FOR ALL EMPLOYEES HIRED AFTER JULY IS, 1983 AND 
























C L K G E N N 0 1 3 7 S H R 
CLK OEM NO 1 40 HR 
CLK OEM NO 2 ITS HR 
CLK GEN NO 3 37.5 HR 
CLKGENNOIQCST 




CLKKD CLAJMfSECTY 37.5 HR 
CLKHOCOMML37.5HR 
CLK HD SECTION ACCTG POST 
CLK HD SECTK3N ACCTG PRE 
CLK HD URBAN Af FAIRS 
C IK HEAD CONTROL 37.5 
CLK HEAD CLST SVC 37.5 HR 
CLK HOUSE HEAT1N0 37.5 HR 
CLK HOUSE HEATNC A 37.5HR 
CLK HOUSE HEATMG B POST 98 
CLK HOUSE HEATNO B 37,5 HR 
CLK INVENT CTL MMD 37,5 HR 






































































































































































































































































































































LOCAL lOl WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE OD - 3 EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1«, 2003 TO OCTOBER lS t 20M 
FOR ALL EMPLOYEES HIRED AFTER JULY 15,1983 AND 

























T I T L E DESCRIPTION 
CLK MTU RPR HEAD 37.1 HR 
C L t PRICE MKT ADV 3 j J HR 
CLK SPECIAL LEDGER 37.3 HR 
CLKSTCK MAT M C I 11.S HR 
CLK STCK MKT ADV 37.5 HR 
CLK STCK STNRV TRUCK OF 37.5 
C L K m L £ R 3 1 , 5 H R / ' ' 
CLK TELLER J? .5 HR POST 92 
CLK TRAFFIC 37. J W 
CLK TYPIST 31.3 HR 
COLLECTION CONTROLLER 
COLLECTOR 
COMPUTER UBRAftl AN SR 3 7.1 
CORROSION TECH HELPER ' 
CORROSION TECHNICIAN 
CORROSION TECHNICIAN PRE 92 
CORROSION TECHNICIAN SR 
CREW LEADER 
CUSTSERVREP375 
CLOT s e i w r e REP * > H K "~ 
CUSTODIANS RECORDS ASST 37. 
CUSTODIANS RECORDS 37.5 HR 

































« 4 79~ 
Tj48.17 
693 06 
U 0 1 J I 
1' uwiAr 









" ~ 1,23121 





' 7 » . « 








l . I M M 
IBJl 
24.97 


























































































































































" I W 0 6 6 
"iJ4i.B9 
533.41 















































































































l . « 0 . * i 
~ l . lS9 .4 l ' 
19.10! 
25 J4 
MW. i l 
29J9 




" l . 2 3 U l ' 
673.6J 
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LOCAL lOt WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE O D - 3 EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 16,2003 TO OCTOBER IS, 2«M 
FOR ALL EMPLOYEES HIRED AFTER JULY**. 1983 AND 
























DATA S l h l l Y COORD 37.3 HR 
OHJVEft l l t 
DISPATCHER POST 98 
DISPLAY ASSISTANT 37 5 HR 
DISPLAY ASST APPRNT31.5 HR 
DISPLAY DESIGNER SE 37.5 HR 
DISPLAY DESIGNER 31.5 HR 
DISPLAY PRSON-CONST SNR J7.S 
D1SPTCH D1STR 31 5 HR 
DISPTCH ORDER 
B I S n C H TRAHSP 37 5 HR 
DISPTCH TRUCK D E T 37.1 HR 
DRAFTING CLERK 37.5 HR 
DRAFTING TECH SR 37.5 HR 
DRAFTING TECH 37.SHR 
DRIP PERSON 
ELECT 
ELECT A GAS OPKS 
ELECTSVSTEMSSUPPPRT 
ELECTRONIC TECH RADIO LIC 
ENGINEER AIDE GAS OPERPOST 






















































1 , I M 
1,1)4.73 
1,17140 













































































































































































































































































LOCAL lOl WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE C/D - 3 EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 16,MM TO OCTOBER 15, 2flM 
FOR ALL EMPLOYEES HIRED AFTER JULY 15,1WJ AND 

























ENGINEER HOIST U C 
ENGINEERLK" " 
ENVIRONMENTAL ANALYST 37.5 
EQUIPMENT MAINTAJNER 
FCM APPRENTICE 
FCM APPRENTICE SENIOR 
FCMAPPRENTICE TRAINEE 
FCM ELECVENSTRUMENT TECH 
FCM MECHANIC 
FCM MECHANIC A 
FCM MECHANIC FLDFACULTIES 
R : M MECPJA W C SENIOR 
FCM PROCESS TECHNICIAN 
FCM PROCESS TECHNICIAN A 
FCM PROCESS TECHWOAN SR 
FIELD OPERS INSPECTOR A 
FIELD OPERS INSPECTOR B" 
FIELD OPERS IM5PECTOR C 
FIELD REP 40 HR 
FIELD REP 4* HR POST « 
FIELDREPgESEMT 
FIELD REPRESENT OFFICE 
MIN 


































































~ l .264.M 
U50O4 
' " . 2 7 6 . 5 * 
1,182*7 


































































































U 8 7 J 9 
' 23 43 
33.56 












































































" . * • ' ' ! 
J9J9 








































1 **;•*" 22.81 
I.I 61.01 
_ _ U S 7 . 3 1 
1,192 82 
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LOCAL lOl WAGE PROGRESSION SCHPSDULE 
SCHEDULE O D • 3 EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 16, KWtt TO OCTOBER 15,1WM 
FOR ALL EMPLOYEES HIRED AFTER JULV 15, I W AMD 






















FINANCIAL AS5TPOST37.S Hit 
(TITER 
FLO I K ELECTfMECH CAS OFNS 
FLD TR INSTRUMENT ENSP 
FLOTRSYSGASOPER 
GATE GUARD 
GRAPHICS TECHN SR 37.5 HR 
GRAPHICS TECHN 37 5 HR 
CLSOOlSTfSTATlONfLOTJtNR 
0 5 0 D1ST/STAT1QM SR FLD TRNR 
GSO DISTRICT ASSISTANT 
QSQ DISTRICT ASST TRAINEE 
0SO HOLLIERPKRSON 
GSO MECHANIC PRESSURE 
GSO STATION & HELDOTERATO 



















































1.1 SI .44 

























































































PROGRESSION SCHEDULE IN 
SECOND 1 
6MOS 






» A 4 " 
30.01 
i 2M ,e t 
































































































































"" ~ ' 
K 7 | ' 
23.19 
_. . _ 
, 
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LOCAL 101 WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE C/D - 3 EFFECTIVE OCTOBER t*, 2003 TO OCTOBER 15,2004 
FOR ALL EMPLOYEES HIRED AFTER JULY 15,1983 AND 
























(ND APPL INSPECTOR POST 40HR 
IND APPL I N S P E C T O R P M 
INSPECTOR ENO POST 
INSPECTOR ENG PRE 
INSPECTOR INSTRUMENT MTK R 
INVESTIGATOR B P O S T 
INVESTIGATOR B PRE 
MAINT FIRE EOGAS OPSYS S W 
MAINT AINER INSTRUMENT 
MAINTAINOR PERSONFDtE EQM 
MAJNTAINER PROVER fNTHCAT t 




M E C H M S T A 
MECKDCSTAPLDTRO'C 
MECH OUT A ELD TRAINER 
MECHD1STAPOST98 
MECHOISTB 




U 0 0 J 5 






















U M . M 
W 1 M I 
1223.86 























































































































































































































































































LOCAL lOl WAGE PROGRESSION SCHKDULE 
SCHEDULE C/D - 3 EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 16, 20(13 TO OCTOBER IS, 2*04 
FOR ALL EMPLOYEES HIRED AFTER JULY 15,1983 AND 
























MECH METER B 
MECH METER SPtCTAL. 
MECHSYSTSUPPT 
MESSENGER 37 J MR 
METER READER POST 98 
METRETIKTECH 
OPER OUT C POST 92 
OPERDISTCPOST98 
OPER BISTJUBUTJON C. 
OPER SCREENAIUBCKHOE/PAY1 
OPER SLF-LDC VEH G VW 2W0(H-




OPR ASSISTANT SNG 
OPR.C TRAINEE D1ST 
OPR C TRAINEE POST 98 
OPR CHIEF LNG 
OPR CHIEF SNOtNG 
OPRDATAPROCN03 
































































































































































































































































































LOCAL lOl WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE OD- 3 EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 16, 2003 TO OCTOBER IS, 2004 
FOR ALL EMPLOYEES HIRED AFTER JULY IS, 1WJ AND 
























OPR DISTRIBUTION B 
owt DISTRIBUTION » POST » 
OWI)UMPTTtUCK.lJT+ 
OPR HOBTCHERRY PCKHt(LIO 
OPR LEAD DATA EKTRf 37.J MR 
OPR LEAD MICRO M M f t t t j T n R 
ore LEAP RETRO MACH l i t m 
OPR LEAD S YSTEMS 37 J"HK 
OCRLNG ' " 
OPRLNGASST 
OPR MAIL INSERT M A C K J l j HlT 
OPR OFF-SITE 
OPR.REPRO MACH SR 3 > T H R ~ "" 
OPR REPHO MACH 37.J 
OPRSNtVLNC 
OPR STATION A LIC 
m S T A T l O N B - " " ~ ~ " 
OPR SYSTEMS A 37.5 KR 
OPR SYSTEMS 37.5 HR 
OPR TELEPHONE NGHT J7J HR 
OPR TELEPHONE 3 M HR " 































J 1 J * 
2 9 1 ! 
»49.sT 
25.02 







' ~ hTa" 
266.72 
P.P. 





























































































~ 974. i f 
47JJ2" 
27.00 































































l.0 J6 03 
I,OIS.7J 






















U U 6 7 







































LOCAL 101 WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE C/D- 3 EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 16,2003 TO OCTOBER IS, 2004 
FOR ALL EMPLOYEES HIRED AFTER JULY 15, 1*83 AND 













2 1 3 6 " " 
2156 
1093 






OPR VTORP PROCESS 
PAlWrER 
PAINTER BODY TRANSP 
CARTS PERSON TRANS 
PHOTOG A5ST APPR J7.S HR 
PHOTOOA5ST37.5 HR ~ _ ~ [ 
PHOTOG LAB T E t H N J7.J HR 
PHOTOG J7.SHR 
PLANT PROTECTION PERSON 
PLANT PROTECTION PERSON SR 
PUBLIC RELATIONS ASST POST 
RIADER METER 
READER METER (NIGHT SKIP) 
REP CAB 37.5 HR 
REP OJST INI} SR 37.5 HR 
M P a T s V l N Q n i H R "_ _ 
REPD1STOFF37.5 HR 
REP DIST OfTICE SR 37.JHR 
REP ENERGY CONSERV 
REP REGULATORY 1NQY 37.5 HR 
REP SPEC LEDGER SR 57.5 HR 
SENIOR PHOTOGRAPHER 
M I N 




" ~ 379!o3 
" ~727Jl" 
























































































































































































































































































































LOCAL lOl WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE OD -3 EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 16,1003 TO OCTOBER 15,2404 
FOR ALL EMPLOYEES HIRED AFTER JULY 15,19*3 AND 
AND BEFORE OCTOBER 15,1986 
2669 
~ » 2 " 
2693 













T I T L E DESCRIPT ION 
SEPARATOR PERSON 
SNOKf REMOVAL Lio'l 
SNOW REMOVAL OTCALL IN L i t 
sr iOM. INQUIRY AWAL TOST" ' 
SPECIAL INQUIRY ANAL PRE 
S I ART4FRODUCT10N ASST~PE~E 
STENOCLER1CAL37.3HR 
sfEPOSECRErMSALiT . i HR 
STOCK CLERK SNG 37 JO HR 
STOCK PERSON DATA PROCESS!! 
STOCK PERSON 3 7 J H R 
STRKPR ASST MATMOT JTSHR ~ 
STRKPR ASST SR WAJ APP1. 
STRKMl ASST SR MATMOT J7.5HI 
STRWR ASST SR STNRY J M HR 
SURVEY OPR TRUCK 
SVC PERSON A COORD DF 
SVC PERSON A FLDTR 
SVCPeRSONAFLDTRNOT 
SVC rERSON A GEN APFL 
SVC PERSON B APPL 





U 5 4 2 1 




~l*5 .» l 
356.74 
1 . W M I 
1.129.03 
WMftPT 
1 . W . K 
























































































M o T l f 
484.61 













PROGRESSION SCHEDULE I N YEARS 
SECOND 
* M O S 
14.15 




~ 6 * i l « 




U l t - 5 3 
1,0)013 
2<47 








" " 1 . I 3 M 6 











3 0 » 
3226 
2 9 J * 
24.3 j " 
23.74" 
T H I R D 













2 M 5 
2441 
23JJ2 
6 M O S 
14(5 
I.I94S6 













1 . "*?•**.' 
2447 
13,84 
F O U R T H 
A M O S 
~~ u i> , i i 
iiJ5.w" 





" " l^SOM 









6 M O S 
1.2 J 1.24 
1.4OT.49' 


































7 » , M 
_













LOCAL lOl WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE C/D - 3 EFFECTIVE OCTOBER I*, 2003 TO OCTOBER 15, 2004 
FOR ALL EMPLOYEES HIRED AFTER JULY 15.198.1 AND 
























SVC PERSON C POST 98 
SVC PERSON D LOCK UNLOCK 
SVC SPECIAL D1ST 37,5 HX~ 
S YS AS5T S YS SERVICES POST 
SYS PROCESSOR PIST 17.5 HR 
SYS PROCESSOR D1ST 40 HR 
TECHNICIAN PROCESS A 
TELEPHONE SERV REP 37 j HR 
TELLER HEAD 37.1 HR 
T1MEKEEP SYS SUPP^T^SHR__"_" 
TOOL REPAIR PERSON ~ 




UTILITY PERSON SYS SUPP 
UTILITY WAREHOUSE PERSON 
WATCrt GUARD 
WATCH GUARD k PORTER 
WELDER 
WELDER A 




































































" " " 31.11' 






















































































































































































































"~ 27 72 


















. „ . . . . 
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LOCAL lOI WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE C/D- 3 EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 16, J003 TO OCTOBER IS, 20W 
FOR ALL EMPLOYEES HIRED AFTER JULY 15, 1983 AND 
AND BEFORE OCTOBER 15.19S6 
"~ 2M1 
TITLE DESCRIPTION 














































ALL TITLE CODES FROM 2900 - 2999 ARE UACCRETION TITLES 
Schedule C/D - 4 
October 16, 2004 - October 15, 2005 
PAGE: 110 
LOCAL lOl WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE C/D - 4 EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1*. 2004 TO OCTOBER 15, 2005 
FOR ALL EMPLOYEES HIRED AFTER JULY 15, IM3 AND 
AND BEFORE OCTOBER 15, Iffi* 
~" ' M M " 





















fXCT PKE ~~ 
A C C T R E P 3 7 J H B 
A C C T O A S S T C O W J T I H R " 
A C C T C A S S T D1ST 37 .5 H K 
ACCTG M S T SR C O W J T J K R 
AOCTGASST5H37JHR 
ACCTOASST37.JHft 
rtCCTG CLERK I FT 31.3 HR 
ACCTG^CLERKJPT37,5 HR" 
A D M A S S T C S D f o V f 
A f l M A S S T C S D m B 
A D M ASST MAT MOT K l S I 37.3 HI 
i i M A ^ M A T M O T p T i E " ~ 
A D M ASST METER R E M » TOST 
A D M A S S ! METER RE>A<1 f * £ 






























M l . 17 
_ JM.W 
i j n . 4 1 
1,27*37 




















































l , M i i 4 
1.003*6 
M 7 J 9 
__" 2W.05 
' M 4 3 1 
U01.45 






















" " 1.MP22 
~ T j « r ' 7 4 
1.037.S9 
PROGRESSION SCHEDULE IN YEARS 
SECOND 
SMOS. 





















i . ia t . io 
931.11 
I .M7.1* 
J , t7 i . l7 















1 ,M7.* t 
1 . H 8 M 

















! J M . « 
1.10243 
t,051.1« 
M l .17 
1.1US2 
l , l « . 4 l 
i jiifft 
1,17! Of" 
" " l7 l23! l l 
ITOURTH 
«MOS 





" U 12.03" 
~ 1J9W.1J 




l ^ M . 7 4 
l . l " )M» 
l,342~9ir 
' i j * 6 . 3 3 
U37.03 






" u b i o 
1J179J27 
1J41A7 





~~ U 3 3 . W ' 
f . » 7 . l 4 
FIFTH 
_ 6 M ^ J 
" " i j i s ' . sa 
M3S.W 




1J1B4) ' rj4«~«s" 
MWTlO 1.512.90 
1.04J47 





l , 10* ,« 
l J 4 t 7 J 
J [ ,4W74 
l i " . 2 j ' 
C* I S.74 
" l7 l»7J4 
1*54.47 
1,10041 
U T 7 J « 
1.144.75 




M J M S 
l38*.70~ 
1,440.03 
" ~i i«r«o" 
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LOCAL IOI WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE C/D - 4 EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 16,3004 TO OCTOBER IS, 2005 
FOR ALL EMPLOYEES HIRED AFTER JULY 15,1983 AND 
























ADM A5ST SYS SUP PRE 
AOM AS5T WORK COMP POST 
ART & PRODUCTION ASST POST 
ASSOC CUSTOMER SERVICE 
ASST CHEMIST 
ASST EDITOR POST 
ASSTFtELDREP 
ATTEND OARAGE 
ATTEND GARAGE ALTER FUEL 
ALTO WECH A FLD TRAINER 
AUTO MECHANIC 




CHAUFFEUR DISTRICT OPS 
CHA UFFEUR EXECUTIVE 
CHAUFFEUR TRACTOR TRAILER 
CHEMIST 
CHEMIST SENIOR 37 3 HR 
CHIEF CLERK QASOPER POST 


























U W . f ? " 











































































































U 5 0 0 3 
1.0)7.10 
967.70 














































J 9 , « 
30.84 
23.90 
28 i J 
26,47 
27.88 












U 2 1 J 3 
U89.13 

























































































LOCAL lOI WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE C/»- 4 EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 16,2004 TO OCTOBER 15,200J 
FOR ALL EMPLOYEES HIRED AFTER JULY IS, 19*3 AND 
AND BEFORE OCTOBER 15, J9S6 
2 4 5 5 
2 » 5 7 
2 0 5 9 
2 7 3 4 
1733 
2 1 2 5 
2 1 1 6 
2 7 3 0 
2 7 2 8 ' \ 
2 0 6 7 
2 0 7 8 
1 0 6 9 
~ 2 0 7 2 
2 0 7 1 
2 0 7 3 









CLK ACCTG NO 2 31.5 HR 
CLK ACCTG SO 3 37 J HK 
CLKACCTQNO-ICIAS 
CLK ACCTG HO. 1 CIAS 
CLK ACCTO NO-2 ACCTG POST 92 
CLK CNTL SR ClIST A R T J TJUK 
CLK COMM NO.l 37-5HR POST92 
CLK COMM NO.2 37JHR POSTW 
CLK COMML ASST HD 37.5 H * 
CLK COMML IND AFTL 37.5 HR 
CLK COMML NO 1 37.5 HR 
CLK COMML NO 2 TREA5 37 3 HK 
CLK COMML MO 131J HR 
CLK COMML NO 3 37,3 HK 
CLK CONS ANALYS 31.5 HR 
CLK COffTftOL COST SBR 4M0( 
C L K co^fTl^oL P R O F M A I N T 17 5 
die oeKMrr l is mi 
CLK EXECUTIVE 37.5 HR " 
CLK GEN CUST SER 40.0 HR 
C L K G E \ M A T L 5 M G T 
MIN 
" 9 3 U 7 
« 3 4 0 
349 so 
l l W l ' 
623.83 

























































































9 4 1 0 5 
89.1.37 
374,58 
8 *3 .27 
641.49~ 
762.74 
J , 0 7 4 * 9 
843 27 
6 * 1 . 4 9 
1,054.35 
1 * 5 1 . 1 3 1 
942,05 



















6 3 7 L S 
1,059 47 
1 JOS 1.93" 
952 .81 



































































































61? J O 


































1,127. j « 
H 1 M S 
930.55 























































LOCAL IOl WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE C/D - 4 EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 16,2C04 TO OCTOBER 15, IMS 
FOR ALL EMPLOYEES HIRED AFTER JULY IS, 1983 AND 
AND BEFORE OCTOBER IS, 1986 














~ 2 W i " ' 
a « 9 
2705 




CLKGBNNO fTT.S HR 
CLK. GEN NO 140 HR 
CLK GEN NO 2 37.5 HR 
CLK OEM NO 3 37.3 HR 
C U f l E N N O l Q C S T 
CLK GE)S TREASURY 17 5 HR 
CLK CEN 1 MKT ADV 37.! HR 
CLK CEN ) PUR QC 37JKR 
c ^ f l ^ T M K T ^ v 37 ' J 'HR 
CLK HD CLA1M/SECTY J7. i HR 
C L K H O Cf lMMLTI .SHR " 
CLK HD SECTION ACCTG POST 
CLK HO SECTION ACCTG PRE 
CLK HO URBAN AFFAIRS 
CJ.K HEAD CONTROL J7.3 
CLKHEADCUSTSVC31.5KR 
CLK HOUSE HEATINO ]7.S HR 
CLK. HOUSE HEATNG A 37.SKK 
C I K HOUSE HEATNO B POST 98 
CLK HOUSE HEATNG B 37.5 HR 
CLK INVENT CTL MMD 37 J HR 





















l j tMl.23 
944 19 
MAX 
















































































































S l I C O N D 




































































6 M O S 















































































l j i 3 J » 
1,138 W 





























LOCAL 101 WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE CID - 4 EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1«. 7.0W TO OCTOBER 1S, 2004 
FOR ALL EMPLOYEES HIRED AFTER JULY 15,1983 AND 
AND BEFORE OCTOBER IS, 1916 
~ 20*6 ~ 
" "i i ia" 
"T iw 
" 2113 


















T I T L E DESCRIPT ION 
CLK MTR RPR HEAD 375 HR 
CLK.PWCE MKT ADV 37.5 HR ~ 
CLK SPECIAL LEDGER 27S~HR 
CLKSTCKMAT MOT37 J HR 
CTjTsTCK MKT ADV 37.J i f f -
CLK STCK STORY TRUCK 0 T 37. J 
CLK TELLER* 37.3HP, 
CLK TELLER l l . i HR POST 92 
CLKTRAFFIC 37 J HR 
CLK TYPIST 37.5 HR 
CWJ.ETO W CONTR DLLIR 
COLLECTOR ~"~ 
COMHTTSR U B R A R M N SR 37. J 
CORROSION TECH HELPER 
CORROSION TECHNICIAN 
CORROSION TECHNICIAN PRE 92 
CORROSION TJCHNJCIAN s* 
CREW LEADER ~ 
CUSTSERV REP 17.5 
CUST SERVICE REP 40 KR 
CUSTODIANS RECORDS ASST 37.5 
CUSTOIMA^"KICORDS373HR ~ 





























































_ 32 57 
1.119.49 
_ _Ul5.iT 
J .MO, 33 

































































_ L 0 9 5 . i l 
~27.J7' 
~~'"iiM 











_ _ 9 I 3 » 
9 0 * 7 i 


















„ W . S 6 
713,82 
92540 






















9 3 * « 
"" 919.99 


















I M ! . ! * 
996,25 










1.141 i l l 
nTw 
24,08 







F O U R T H 


















" l ^ S T I l 
'""lA39J9 
" ~ 62614" 

















































" i x a i j t 
1,067^3 
7*1,01 


















LOCAL IOI WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE C/D - 4 EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 16,2004 TO OCTOBER IS, MOS 
FOR ALL EMPLOYEES HIRED AFTER JULY IS, 1983 AND 
AND BEFORE OCTOBER 15,19S6 























DATA ENTRY COORD 37 5 HR 
DELIVERER 
DISPATCHER POST 98 
DISPLAY ASSISTANT 37,5 HR 
DISPLAY AS5T APPRNT 37.1 HK. 
DISPLAY DESIGNER SR 37J HR 
DISPLAY DESIGNER 37.5 HR 
DISPLAY PRSON-CON5T SSR 37.J 
D1SPTCH D1STK 37,3 HR 
DISPTCH ORDER 
DISPTCH TRANSP 37,5 HR. 
DISPTCH TRUCK D1ST 37.3 HR 
DRAFTING CLERK 37.3 HR 
DRAFTING TECH SR 37S HR 
DRA FT1NO TEC1»7,5 HR 
DRIP PERSON 
ELECT 
ELECT A OAS OPNS 
ELECT SYSTEMS SUPPORT 
ELECTRONIC TECH RADIO LIC 
ENGINEER AIDE OAS OPER POST 






































































































































































































































































































































LOCAL lOl WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE C/I> - 4 EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 16,2004 TO OCTOBER 15,1005 
FOR ALL EMPLOYEES HIRED AFTER JULY 15,1983 AND 





















2 3 « 
23*9 
TITLE DESCRIPTION 
ENOIMEBR HOIST L K 
ENGINEER LIC 
ENVIRONMENTAL ANALYST 37,5 
EQUIPMENT MAINTA1NER 
FCM APPRENTICE 
FCM APPRENTICE SENIOR 
FCM APPRENTICE TRAINEE 
FCM ELSCTNSTRUMENT TECH 
FCM MECHANIC 
FCM MECHANIC A ~ 
FCM MECHANIC FLD FACILITIES 
FCM MECHANIC SENIOR 
FCM PROCESS TECHNICIAN 
FCM PROCESS TECHNICIAN A 
FCM PROCESS TECHNICIAN 5R' 
FIELD OPERS INSPECTOR A 
nElDOPERs'rNSPECTORB" " 
FIELD OFERS INSPECTOR C 
FELDREP40HR 
FIELD RET 40 HR POST 93 
FIELD REPRESENT 







































_ 3 4 ^ J 
28.8b 








































































































































































































































U 2 4 4 3 













 J i 7 1 
23.67 




LOCAL lOI WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE C/D- 4 EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 16, X.004 TO OCTOBER 15,2005 
FOR ALL EMPLOYEES HIRED AFTER JULY 15, 19U AND 






















T I T L E DESCRIPT ION 
FINAKCIAL ASST POSTSI.S HR 
FTTTEH 
FLDTTt ELECHMECH GAS OPNS 
FLO TR INSTRUMENT INSP 
FLDTRSVSGASOPER 
GATE GUARD 
GRAPHICS TCCHN SR37.5 HR 
GRAPHICS TECHN 37 J HR 
GSO DrST/STATlON FLO TRNR 
CSO MSTJSTATJON'sJii FU> TRNR 
0 3 0 W S T W c f ASSISTANT 
OSO DISTRICT ASST TRAINEE 
GSO HOLDERPERSON 
GSO MECHANIC PRESSURE 
GSO STATION A FIELD OPERATOf 











~ U 5 L 8 2 " 
20.96 
































































































































































M O l " 



















































































U 2 0 . M 
36J92 
"Ta i l? 
L052T9F 






LOCAL 101 WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE C/D -4 EFFECTIVE OCTOBER It, 1004 TO OCTOBER 15, M05 
FOR ALL EMPLOYEES HIRED AFTER JULY 15,1983 AMD 





















I M ) APM, INSPECTOft MST4«HR 
I N D APPLINSPECTOR I ' M 
INSPECTOR END POST 
INSPECTOHENGPItE 
INSPECTOR INSTRUMENT M I R M 
INVESTIGATOR B K S T 
INVESTIGATOR B P * E 
MAINT HUE E0 CAS Of SYS SUlT 
MAINTAINED INSTRUMENT 
MAINTAINER PERSON FIRE EQUIP 
MAINTAINOR PROVER [HDICAT A 





MECH MST A fLD TX Q C 
MEC» D S T A FLD TfcAMEJt 
MECH B E T A POST 98 
MECttSISTB 
MECH DISTB POST 98 
MECH METER A 


















3 1 , » 
2!,37 
2 5 i * 
24.23 
2T43" 
M A X 
1,461.30 
1 J U . M 




















P . P . 
1.427.50 
l.ifiM 





















































































































































































U l l . 5 3 
































_ W i l l 
1,425.93 
_ M W . w " 
IJJOJO 


























LOCAL lOl WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE C/D - 4 EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 16,2D04 TO OCTOBER 15,200S 
FOR ALL EMPLOYEES HIRED AFTER JULY 15,1983 AND 
AND BEFORE OCTOBER 15,1»8(. 
























MEC4 METER SPECIAL 
MECHSY5TSUPPT 
MESSENGER .17,5 HR 
METER READER POET 98 
METKETEK TECH 
OPER OIST C POST 92 
OPER HIST c POST n 
OPERD1ST1UBUTIONC 
OPER SCREENALlJBeKHQ&PA VL 
OPbR S1.F-LDG VEH GVW J60DO+ 
OPNS ASST D1ST 
OPNS ASST MST 
OPNS ASST GAS OPS 
OPR A COST OPNS 
OPR ASSISTANT SNG 
OPR C TRAINEE DIST 
OPR.C TRAINEE POST 98 
OPRapEPLNG 
OPR CHIEF SNC/LNG 
OPRDATAPROCN03 





























































































































































































































































































LOCAL lOl WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE CID - 4 EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 16,2004 TO OCTOBER 15,2005 
FOR ALL EMPLOYEES HIRED AFTER JULY IS, 1983 AND 

























o r e w s n u H u n o N B P O S T 9 8 
OPRDUMPTRUCK I.STV 
OPR HOIST CHERRY PCKER(LIC> 
OPR LEAD nATA ENTRY37.S HR 
OPR LEAD MICRO MACH 37.5 HR 
OPR LEAD REPRO MACH 17.5 HR 
OPR W D SYSTEMS 37.5 HR 
DPRLNO 
OPRLNQ A5$T 
OPR MAIL INSERT MACH37.5 HR 
OPROFF-SmJ 
OPR REPRO MACH SR 37.5 HR 
OPR REPRO MACH 37.5 
OPR5NWLNG 
OPR STATION A U C 
OPR STATION B 
OPR SYSTEMS A 37.1 HR 
OP* SYSTEMS 17J H*. 
OPR TELEPHONE NCHT 37.5 HR 
OPR TELEPHONE 37_5 HR 





















































1 J » . M 

















































































































































































































































LOCAL 101 WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE C/D - 4 EFFECTIVE OCTOBER IS, 2004 TO OCTOBER 15, IMS 
FOR ALL EMPLOYEES HIRED AFTER JULY IS, 19S3 AND 
























DPR WORD PROCESS 
PAINTER 
PAINTER BODY TRANSP 
PARTS PERSON TRANS 
PHOTOG ASST APPR 37.5 HR 
PHOTOG ASST 37.3 HR 
PHOTOG LAB TECHN 37.5 HR 
PHOTOO )7,5 HR 
PLAWT PROTECTION PERSON 
PLANT PROTECTION PERSON SK 
PUBLIC RELATIONS ASST POST 
READER METER 
READER METER 1 NIGHT SKIP) 
REP CAD 37.5 HR 
REPCUST1NQSRJ7.5HR 
REPCU5T1.NQ37 5HR 
REP DIST OFF 57 5 HR 
REP DIST OFFICE SR 31.5HR 
REP ENERGY CONSERV 
REP REGULATORY JNQY 37,5 HR 
















































































































































































































































































U 4 U 7 
1.017,46 
1,161.89 

















































LOCAL 101 WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE C/D - 4 EFFECTIVE OCTOBER It, 2004 TO OCTOBER 15, IOCS 
FOR ALL EMPLOYEES HIRED AFTER JULY IS, 1983 AND 






















SNOW REMOVAL L101 
SNOW REMOVAL OT CALLIN Lii" 
SPECIAL INQUIRY ANAL POST 
SPECIAL INQUIRY ANAL PRE 
SR ART4FRODUCTION ASST PRE 
STENO CLERICAL \lS HJL 
STENOSECRETAKIALir. iHR 
STOCK. CLERK 5NO 37 JO HR 
STOCK PERSON DATA PROCESS* 
STOCK PERSON 37.5 HR 
STfUCPji A S S T ' l M T M O f ) T n » " 
STRKPR ASST SR M A I APPL 
STRKPR ASST SR MATMCT 373"S 
STRKPR ASST SR STNHV 37. J HR 
SWVEYOffl TRUCK 
SVC PERSON A COORD DF 
SVCPERSONA 'SBTR^ ~ 
SVC PERSON A FLDTRN&T 
SVC PERSON A PEN APPL 
SVC PERSON 8 APfL 
SVC PERSON C METER A A W L 
MIN 
24.34 































































~ t J 6 , l 1 
23.96 
370,12 

















1J31. l l ' 




























































- l7 lM?JV 
2.2JJ.J* 




~ " 30.46' 
25 26 









































































J O E 
23^7 
2489 









i ,(4l l i ' 
U73.03 
U 10.30 

























LOCAL lOl WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE C/D - 4 EFFECTIVE OCTOBER IS, 2004 TO OCTOBER 15, 200S 
FOR ALL EMPLOYEES HIRED AFTER JULY IS, 1983 AND 



























SVC PERSON C POST 98 
SVC PERSON D LOCK UNLOCK 
SVC SPECIAL D15T 37.5 HH 
SY5ASST SYS SERVICES POST 
SYS PROCESSOR DIST 37,5 HR 
SYS PROCESSOR DIST 40 HR 
IBCHNICIAN PROCESS A 
TELEPHONE SERV HEP 37.5 HR 
TELLER HEAD 37.J KR 
TIMiiKEEP SYS SUFP37J MR 
TOOL REPAIR PERSON 
TOOL REPAIR PERSON A 
TYPIST STAT15TICAL375 HR 
UPHOLSTERER 
UPHOLSTERER A 
UTILITY PERSON SYS SUPP 
UT1LIT Y •« ASEHOUSE PERSON 
WATCH GUARD 
WATCH GUARD S PORTER 
WELDER 
WELDER A 
WELDt t t A QUALIFIED 


































































28 1 a 
29.72 












































































































































































































































































For All Employees Hired After October 15,1986 
Schedule E/F-1 
October 16,2001 - October 15, 2002 
PAGE: 125 
LOCAL lOl WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE E/F - 1 EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1*, 2M1 TO OCTOBER I J, 1002 


























A C C T M P 4 0 H S 
ACCTtj ASST CORF 40 HR 
ACCTC ASSTD1ST 40 HR 
ACCTC ASST SR CORP40 HR 
ACCTG ASST SR 40 HR 
ACCTGA5ST40HR 
ACCTG CLERK 1 FT 40 HR 
ACCTGCtERK 3 PT40HR 
ACTIVE SUB BARS EMPL 
MIMfSCTCSOtOST 
ADM A5ST MAT MO POST 40.0 HK 
ADM ASST METER REPAIR fOCT 
ADM ASST SYS SUP POST 
ADM ASST WORK. COMF POST 
A R T * PROD ASST POST 
ASSOC CUSTOMER SERVICE 























M A X 
1.170.47 




















































































































































































































































1,13 I X 




















LOCAL lOl WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE E/F - 1 EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 16,2001 TO OCTOBER 15, 2002 
























ASST EDITOR POST 
ASST FIELD REP 
ATTEND OARAGE 
ATTEND GARAGE ALTER FUEL 
AUTO MECH A FLD TRAINER 
AUTO MECHANIC 
AUTOMECHAN1CA 




CHAUFFEUR DISTRICT OPS 
CHAUFFEUR EXECUTIVE 
CHAUFFEUR TRACTOR TRAILER 
CHEMIST SENIOR 40 HR 
CHEMIST 10 HR 
CHIEF CLERK CAS OPSR POST 
CLKACCTNO 240HR POSTS* 
CLK ACCTC NO 1 ACCT 40 HR 
CLK ACCTO NO 1 40 KR 
CLKACCTGNO240HR 































































































































































































































































































































LOCAL 101 WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE E/F - I EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 16, JtOl TO OCTOBER 15,2002 

























CLKACCTG NQJ ACCTO K K T 92 
CLK CNTL SR CUST ACCT 40 HR 
CLK COMM NO 1 40AHR K K T K 
CUC COMM N O J 400 HR POSTW 
CLK COMM1 ASST H P 40 HR 
CLK COMML WDL W M . 40 KR 
C L K C 0 M M L N 0 1 4 0 K R 
CLK C0MML HO 2 TREAS 40 HR 
C L K C O M M L N 0 2 40HR 
CLK COMML NO 3 40 HR 
CLK CONS ANALYS 40 HR 
CLK CONTROL CUST SER 40HR 
CLK CONTROL PROP M A M T 40 
CLK DEPOSIT 40 HR 
CLK GEN CUST SER 40.0 HH 
CLKGENMATLSMGT 
CLKGEN2TO140HR 
CLK CEN NO 1 40 HR f O S T N 
CLK GEN N 0 1 4 0 HR 
CLK CEN NO 3 40 HR 







M U Z 
933.75 
833.82 
















» U J 4 
1.0«,*4 
933.17 
7 « i 0 
987.73 























1.02 U S 
923.48 
























« » J K 


















































































































































































































































LOCAL lOl WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE E/K - 1 EPFECTIVE OCTOBER 16, 2001 TO OCTOBEH 15, M02 
























CLK GEN TREASURY 40 Hit 
CLK GEN 1 CASHIER 40 HR 
CLK GEN t MKT ADV 40 HR 
CLKf jENIPOROCIOHR 
CLK GEN 2 MKT ADV 40 HR 
CLK 1 ID CLAIM/SECURITY 40 HR 
CUCHDCOMML40KR 
CLK HD SECTION ACCTG POST 
CLK SID URBAN AFFAIRS 
CLK HD URBAN AFFAIRS 40HKS 
CLK H£AD CONTROL 40 HR 
CLK MEAO CU5JT SVC 40 HR 
CLK HOUSE HEATNG A 40 HR 
CLK HOUSE HEATNG B POST 9 ! 
CLK. HOUSE HEATNG B 40 HR 
CLK INVENT CTL MMD 40 HR 
CLK METER REPAIR SR 
CLK MTR RPR HEAD 40 HR 
CLK SPECIAL LEDGER 40 HR 
CLK STCK MAT MGTlO HR 
C1K SICK MKT ADV 40 HR 











































































































































































































































































































































LOCAL lOl WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE E/F. ] EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 16,1001 TO OCTOBER 15,1003 




























CLK TELLER 40 HR 
CLX TELLER U . t US POST 92 
CLKTBJtfp>C40HR 
CLK TYPIST 40 HR 
COLLECTN CONTROLLER 40 HR 
COLLECTOR 
CORROSION TECH HELPER 
CORROSION TECHNICIAN 
CORROSION TECHNICIAN PRE 92 
CORROSION TECHNICIAN Sit 
CREATIVE SERVICES ASSOCIATE 
CREW LEADER 
CUST INQUIRY HEP FT 40 HR 
CUST SERVICE ASSIST P.1 
COST SERVICE ASSIST F/T 
CUST SERVICE REP 40 HR 
CUST SERVICE REP 40 HR 
CUSTOMER SERVICE ASSOC 
CUST SVC ASSOC NO 1 POST PS 
CUSTOMER SERVICE ASSOC P/T 
CUSTOMER SERVICE REP POST 98 
CUSTOMER SERVICE TELLER 
CUSTOMER SERVICE TELLER POS 
DELIVERER 
DISPATCHER POST 9* 
































































i J » M » 



















































































































9 « 9 9 
«MOS 



























































































































U t E . t * 
2 9 i 4 


















2 7 J * 










LOCAL 101 WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE E/F - 1 EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 16,2001 TO OCTOBER IS, 7.O02 
FOR ALL EMPLOYEES HIRED AFTER OCTOBER 1S, 1986 























DISPLAY AS5T APPRNT 40 HR 
UISPLA Y DESIGNER 5R 40 HR 
DISPLAY BUS1GNER 40 Mtt 
DISPLAY PR50N-OONSTRN SNR 411 
0ISPTCHD1STR4OHR 
DISPTCH FUEL 40 Hft 
DlSFTCtl ORDER 
DISPTCH TRANSP 40 HR 
DISPTCH TRUCK D1ST40 HR 
DRAFTING CLERK 40 1JR 
DRAFTING TECH 5R 40 HR 




ELECT SYSTEMS SUPTORT 
ELECTRONIC TKCM RA1310 L1C 
ENGINEER AIDE GAS OPER POST 
ENGINEER ASSr TO 40 HK 











































































































































































































































































































26 J 7 
2 J. J 7 































LOCAL lOl WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE E/F - I EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 16,2D01 TO OCTOBER IS, 2002 











2 » 2 













FCM APPRENTKC SENIOR 
FCM APPRENTICE TRAINEE 
FCM ELHC/INSTKUMEM- TECH 
FCM MECHANIC 
FCM MECHANIC A 
FCM MECHANIC FLD FACttjmES 
FCM MECHANIC SENIOR 
FCM PROCESS TECHNICIAN 
FCM PROCESS TECHNICIAN A 
FCM PROCESS TECHNICIAN Sfi 
FIELO FORCE AWREMTICE 
FTELD 0P6RS INSPECTOR fc 
FIELD OPERS INSPECTOR B 
FIELD OFSIS INSPECTOR C 
FIELD REJ>40 HR 
FIELD REP40 HR POST 92 
FIELD REPRESENT 
FBELO REPfcESEUT OFFVCE 
FIELD SERVICES APPRENTICE 















































































2 1 6 J 
28.43 






















2 i . M 
28.63 
24.41 





























































































































































































LOCAL lOI WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDVLI: 
SCHEDULE Kit - { EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 16, 2001 TO OCTOBER IS, 2001 
























FLD TR EUJCTYMtCH GAS OPNS 
FLD TR INSTRUMENT SNKP 
FLD TK SVS GAS OPER 
GATE GUARD 
GRAPHICS TECHN SR 40 HBL 
GRAPHICS TfcCHN 40 HR 
CSO TJISTCTATION FLD TKNR 
GSO DISTiSTATKWSR H P TRNK 
GSO DISTRICT ASSISTANT 
CSO DISTRICT AS5T TRAINEE 
CSO HOLDERPERSON 
GSO MECHANIC PRESSURE 
GSO STATION & FIELD OPERATOR 
















































































































































23 J * 







































































































































































LOCAL lOl WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE E/F- t EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1*, 2001 TO OCTOBER IS, 20*2 
FOR ALL EMPLOYEES HIRED AFTER OCTOBER 15,198* 
19*1 
• W W 
2374 




















IKDJMW. INSPECTOR POST40KR 
INSPECTOR E N G W K T 
INSPECTOR INSTRUMENT MTR RF 
INVESTIGATM B POST 
XES CAU, CENTER REP - m 
KES CALL CEWTER REP-PJT 
M A I N ! FIRE F.Q GAS OP SVS SUP 
MAINTAINER INSTRUMENT 
MAINTAINER PERSON FIRE EQUIP 
MARUTA1NER PROVE* INDtCAT A 





MECH DISTA FLD TR QIC 
MECH MST, A FLD TRAINER 
MECHDISTAPOST99 
MECHtHSTB 
MECH WST B POST 99 

















2 & » 























































































































I t , * ) 
14.24 















J l . M 
35,0* 













































D M . 6 9 








































































































2 * , « 
2102 
PAGE: 134 
LOCAL lOl WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE E/F - I EFFECTIVE OCTOBER l«, 200] TO OCTOBER IS, 2002 
























MECH METER SPECIAL 
MECHSYSTSUPPT 
MESSENGER 40 HR 
METER READER POST 98 
METRETEK.TECH 
0 P E R D i ? r c p o $ T 9 : 
OPER D1ST C POST 98 
OPER DISTRIBUTION C 
OPER SCREENALUBCKHOSPAYLl 
OPER SLFLDG VEH CVW MOOCH-
OPNSASSTDIST 
OPNS ASST GAS OPS 
OPR A »1*T OPNS 
OPR ASSISTANT SNC 
OPR C TRAINEE D K T 
OPRCTRAINEEPOST98 
OPR CHIEP LNG 
OPRCH1IFSNG/LNO 
O P R 0 A T A P R O C W 1 
OPR DATA PROC NO 3 





















































































































































































































































































































LOCAL tOl WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE E/F -1 EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 16,2H1 TO OCTOBER 15,2003 
























OPR PICTRIBUTION B 
an. DtSTwjwn w B POST S* 
OPR DUMP TRUCK 1.5T+ 
C*R H 0 R T CHERRY K K C R O I O 
OPR KEY PUNCH SR 40 HR 
OPR LEAD DATA ENTRY 40 HR 
OfR LEAD MICRO MACH 40 HR 
DPR LEAD RETRO MACH 40 
OPR LEAD SYSTEMS 40 HR 
OPRLNO 
OPRLNGA5ST 
OPR MAIL DJSRT MAC 40 HR 
OPRMLIHSKTMACWHI IPOSTW 
OPROFF-STTE 
OPR HEPRO MACH SR 40 m 
OPR REPRO MACH 40 HR 
aPRSNGO.'NG 
OPR STATION A LIC 
OPR STATION B' 
OPR SYSTEMS A 40 HR 
O n SYSTEMS 40 HR 





































































































































4 U 4 S 
30-J! 






J L M Q S . 


















































































































3 I J 3 
21.82 





t f l o j w 
U 2 9 J I 
2 I . M 
26.92 










1. t w o s 








« 9 J 4 











31.69 $!-*»{ &<n\ J3JJ 
2627 16.40 36.55 











LOCAL lOl WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE E/F - 1 EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 16, 2001 TO OCTOBER 15,2992 
























OPR TELEPHONE 40 HR 
OPR TEltTVPE MACH 40 HR 
OPRTELPHON1:PT40HR 
OPR "WORD PROCESS 
PAINTER 
PAINTER BODY TRXNSP 
PARTS PERSON TRANS 
PHOTOC ASST APPR 40 HR 
J>H(7rOCASST40HR 
PHQIOG LAB TECHN 40 HR 
PHOTOG40HR 
PLANT PROTECTION PERSON 
W J W T MOTECTION MASON SR 
PUBLIC RELATIONS ASSTPOST 
READER METER 
READER METER (NHjHT SKIP) 
READER METER - TEMP 
REP CAD 40 HR 
REPCUSTtNt!SR40HR 
REP CUST1NQ 40 HR 
REP D1ST OFF 40.0 HR 














































































































































































































































































































LOCAL 101 WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE E/F - 1 EFFECTIVE OCTOBER I*, IWl TO OCTOBER 15,2802 

















1 C I 
2331 
2722 
: « i 
16fti 
u r i 
TITLE DESCRIPTION 
REP ENERGY CQNSERV 
RE? REGULATORY mgv 40 HR 
REP SR SPEC LEDGER 40 KR 
S E N K » PHOTOGRAPHER 
SEPARATOR PERSON 
SHOW REMOVAL U 0 1 
SNOW REMOVAL OT CALX. [N L101 
SPEClAHNQlflJtY ANALPOST 
STENQ CLERICAL 40 KR 
S T E W S K R E T M U AL 40 Wt 
STOCK PERSON DATA PROCGSSRt 
STOCK PERSON 40 HR 
STMCPR ASST MATMCT40 HH 
STSEPR ASST SR MATMCT 40 KR 
STRKFR ASST » STATNRY40 HR 
SUMMER. CLERICAL 40 HR 
SUMMER. PHYSICAL 40 FIR 
SURVEY OPRTltUCK. 
SVC PERSON A COORD W 
SVC PERSON A f L D T K 
SVC PERSON A FLDTRNEttf 
SVC PERSON A GEM APPL 
MIN 
706.13 
9 4 9 M 
9 1 M 2 
8 M « 
21.84 
47.96 










































\. I l l .99 
25*3 








































































































































































l j M l . 1 l 
23,00 
30.09 
2 9 J » 
30,01 
21JS 
l i M O S . 
91327 
1.0«1*I 
























































LOCAL l O l WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE EfF -1 EFFECTIVE OCTOBER IS, 200] TO OCTOBER 15,1002 
























SVC PERSON B APPL 
SVC PERSON C METER & JVPPL 
SVC PERSON C POST 98 
SVC PERSON D LOCK UNLOCK 
SVC PERSON TRAINEE CSI) 
SVC SPECIAL PIST 40 HR 
SYS ASST SVS SERVICES POST 
SYS PROCESSOR D1ST 40 I t t 
TECHNICIAN PROCESS A 
TELEPHONE M P TRAINEE CCC 
TELEPHONE M P TRAINEE CCC TE 
TELEPHONE SERV REP 40 HR 
TELLER HEAD 40 HR 
T1MEKE13P SYS SUPP 40 HR 
TOOL REPAIR PERSON 
TOOL REPAIR PERSON A 
TRAINEE S5P 40 HR 
TYPIST STATISTICAL 44 HR. 
UPHOLSTERER 
UPHOLSTERER A 
UTILITY PERSON SYS SUPP 
UTILITY WAREHOUSE PERSON 








































































































































































































































































































LOCAL lOl WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE E/F- 1 EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 16,2001 TO OCTOBER 15t 2002 
FOR ALL EMPLOYEES HIRED AFTER OCTOBER 15, WW 
2849 








WATCH CIS ARD * TORTHt 
W EIDER 
VWJXSlA 
WELDER A QUAUHED 
WORK. MEASUREMENT ANALYST 
YARD PERSON 
MIN 




















1,1 MM 1 
31,17 


























































































1,1 H i t 
11.51 
• ALL TITLE CODES FROM 2900 - 29W ARE UACCRETION TITLES 
Schedule E/F - 2 
October J 6, 2002 - October 15, 2003 
PAGE: 140 
LOCAL 10J WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE E/F - 1 EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 16,2002 TO OCTOBER 15,2003 
FOR ALL EMPLOYEES HIRED AFTER OCTOBER 15,1986 
*292( 
2314 























ACCT HEP 40 HH 
ACCTO ASST CORP 40 HR 
ACCrc ASST tMST 40 HR 
ACCTG ASST SR C O W 40 HR 
ACCTG ASST SR 40 HR 
ACCTG ASST 40 HR 
ACCTG CLERK 1 FT40KR 
ACCTO CLERK 1 PT 4 * HR 
ACTIVE SUB BARC EMM, 
ADM ASST CSO POST 
ADM ASST MAT MG POST 4 0 * HR 
ADM ASST METER REPAIR POST 
ADM ASSI SYS S W TOST 
ADM ASST WORK COMT POST 
ART A PROD ASST POST 
ASSOC CUSTOMER srovece 
























1 2 U 4 4 
I.24Z24 










M M 2 * 
1.105.77 
J.19722 












































































981 J ) 
967.(3 993.32 
94443 





































































9 » . e i 

































































I . M U 4 
IJ20 . I ) 
1224 85 
96940 
































LOCAL lOl WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE E/F- 2 EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 16,2(102 TO OCTOBER 15.20(13 
























ASST EDITOR POST 
A55T FIELD R IP 
ATTEND GARAGE 
ATTEND OARAGE ALTER FUEL 
AUTO MECH A FLD TRAINER 
AUTO MECHANIC 
ALTO MECHANIC A 
A W O MECHANIC APPRENTICE 
A l t tO TECHNICIAN 
BLACKSMITH'A' 
CARPENTER 
CHA UF/EUR DISTRICT OPS 
CHAUFFEUR S1XBCOTIVK 
CHAUFFEUR TRACTOR TRAILER 
CHEMIST SEN LOR 40 HR 
CHEMIST 40 Hk 
CHIEF CLERK GAS OPBR POST 
CLK ACCT NO 2 id UR ro&vm 
CLK ACCTG NO 1 ACCT40 HR 
CLK ACCTC NO 1 40 HR 




































































9 1 ! SO 
906.01 
9*5,73 






























































































t ; . » 
19.26 


























































































































































LOCAL IDl WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE E/F • 2 EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 16,2002 TO OCTOBER 15,2003 
























CLK ACCTC NO. 2 CIAS 
C U t W K T O W J 1 WECV5 9C&T9* 
CLK CNTL SR COST ACCT 40 HR 
C U t COMM NO.) 4 M HR TOSTO 
CLKCOMMN&H0.0HRKJST9Z 
CLK COMML ASST HD40 H * 
CLK COMMLINDL AJTL 40 HR 
C U t COMML NO 146 HR 
CLK COMML W 2 T F E A S 4 P H R 
C U t COMML MO 2 40 HR 
CLK COMML NO 3 40 HR 
C U t CONS AH ALYS 40 HR 
C U t CONTROL CUST SER 40HR 
C U t CONTROL f f t O f MA1NT 40 
CLKDEPOSfTWHR 
C U t CEI9CU5I S I R 40.0 HR 
C U t C E V M A T L S M C T 
CUt GEN NO 1 49 HR 
CUC OEM NO t 40 HR POST^I* 
CLK GEN NO 2 49 HR 
C L K G R J N O 3 4 0 H R 
CLK OEM NO 1 QCST40HR 
M1N 


































































4 1 9 ! * 
1,017.73 
PROGRESSION SCHEDULE IN YEARS 
FIRST 
3MOS 

























































































































































































































































LOCAL lOl WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE E/F-1 EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 16,1002 TO OCTOBER IS, 2003 

























CLK SEN TREASURY 40 HR 
CLK CEh' 1 CASHIER -W MR 
CLKQEN 1 MKT /iDV 40 Hit 
CLKGEKI I>UKOC40KK 
CLK OEM 3 MKT AUV 40 HR 
CLK HO CLAIIWSECURITV40 Hit 
CLKHDCOMML40HR 
CLK HD SECTION ACCTG POST 
CLK KD URBAN AFFAIRS 
CLK HD URBAN AFFAIRS 40HRS 
CLK HEAD CONTROL 40 HR 
CLK H EAD CUST SVC 40 HR 
CLK HOUSE HEATNG A 40 HR 
CLK HOUSE HEATNG B POST 98 
CLK HOUSE KEA-TNG 8 40 HR 
CLK INVENT CTL MMD40 HR 
CLX MITIEIt REPAlU £k 
CLJt MTR RPR HEAD 40 HR 
CLK SPECIAL LEDGER 40 HR 
CLK STCK MAT MOT 40 Hit 
CLK STCK MKT ADV 40 HR 
CLK STCK STNRlf TRUCK OP 40 
M1N 




































































PROGRESSION SCHEDULE IN YEARS 
FIRST 
3MOS 






























































































































































































































































91 J. 50 
950.72 
PACE: 144 
LOCAL 101 WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE E/F-J EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 16,2002 TO OCTOBER IS, 200] 




























CLK TELLER 40 HR 
CLK TELLER 40UKR POST 92 
CLK TRAFFIC 40 HR 
CLKTYPtST40KR 
COUECTN CONTROLLER 40 Htt 
COLLECTOR. 
CORROSION T E O t HELPER 
CORROSION TECHNICIAN 
CORROSION TECHNICLW PRE 92 
CORROSION TECHNICI AH SR 
CREATIVE SERVICES ASSOCIATE 
CREW LEADER 
CUST INQUIRY REP PT 40 HR. 
CUST SERVICE ASSIST P/T 
CUST SERVICE ASSIST F/T 
CUST SERVICE REP 40 HE 
CUST SERVICE REP 40 HR 
CUSTOMER SERVICE ASSOC 
CUSI SVC ASSOC NO 1 POST W 
CUSTOMER SERVICE ASSOC WT 
CUSTOMER SERVICE REP POST 9B 
CUSTOMER SERVICE TELLER 
CUSTOMER SEHVICE TELLER POS 
DELIVERER 
DISPATCHER POST 98 
DISPLAY ASSISTANT 40 HH 
M1N 





















« i : . w 
426.33 
1 * 1 ! 












































































• 19 39 
412.70 
426.35 










































































































































































































































LOCAL lOl WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE E/F - Z EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 16,2001 TO OCTOBER 15, 2003 
FOR ALL EMPLOYEES HIRED AFTER OCTOBER IS, 1986 
2 MO 






















DISPLAY AS5T APPRNT 40 KR 
DISPLAY DESIGNEE SR 40 HR 
DISPLAY DESIGNER 40 HR 




DISPTCH TRANSP40 HR 
DISPTCH TRUCK D1ST40 HR 
DRAFTINC CLERK. 40 HR 
DRAFTING TECH SR 40 HR 




ELECT SY JTEMS SUPPORT 
ELECTRONIC TECH RADIO LIC 
ENGINEER AIDE CAS OPER POST 
ENGINEER ASSI TO 40 HR 












































































































































































































































































































































LOCAL 101 WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE E/F - 2 EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 16,2002 TO OCTOBER 15,2003 




















* 2 « * 
2287 
TITLE DESCRIPTION 
F C M A P d t F i m e E 
FCM APPRENTICE SENIOR 
FCM APFRfNTICE TRAINEE 
FCM ELECKNSTRtJMENT TECH 
FCM MECHANIC 
FCM MECHANIC A 
l * M MECHANIC FLO FACILITIES. 
FCM MECHANIC SENIOR 
FCM PROCESS TECWOCIAK 
FCM PROCESS TECHNICIAN A 
PCM PROCESS TECHNICIAN SR 
FIELD FORCE APPRENTICE 
FIELD OTEIlS MSPECTOJt A 
FIELD OPERS INSPECTOR B 
FIELD OPERS INSPECTOR C 
H E L D SEP »*HR 
FIELD REP 40 KR POST 92 
FIELD REPRESEWT 
FIELD REPRESENT OFFICE 
FIELD SERVICES APPRENTICE 













































































































23 J 1 
M £ 7 
l . t T i J * 
99410 




























PROGRESSION SCHEDULE IN YEARS 
SECOND 
SMOS 




























































































i m w 
147441 


























































LOCAL 101 WAGE PJIOGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE EfF - 2 EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 16,2002 TO OCTOBER 15,2003 
























F I D TR ELECT7MECH CAS OPNS 
FU> TR INSTRUMENT INSP 
f L D r a SI'S C I S DPER 
GATKGUMLD 
GRAPHICS TECHN SB 4Q HR 
GRAPHICS TECHN 40 HR 
GSO D1ST/STATKJN FLD TRNtt 
GSODIST/STATION 5R FLDTRNR 
GSO DISTRICT ASSISTANT 
GSO DISTRICT ASSTTRAWEE 
GSOHOLMRPERSON 
OSO MECHANIC PRESSURE 
GSO STATION ft F1ELDOPERATOI 























































































































































































































































































































LOCAL 101 WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE E/F -1 EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 16,2802 TO OCTOBER 15, M03 
FOR ALL EMPLOYEES HIRED AFTER OCTOBER 15, |W6 
• » n 






















W > *CTL B O E C T O B W S r M«BL 
INSPECTOR ENG POST 
INSPECTOR iNnnuMENT WTR M 
INVESTIGATOR B POST 
KES CALL CENTE* R f * • * n 
KE5 CALL CENTER REP • F/T 
MAJXTFIREEQGASC*SYS SIS' 
MAJKTAINEK INSTRUMENT 
MAOTAINEk PERSON FIRE E0UD 
MAINTAINCR PROVES INDICAT A 
MAKTAWER PK0VER MHCATCS 




M E C H W S T A F t P T R l K 
MECH tXST A FUJ TRAINER 
M E C H I H S T A P 0 5 T * ! 
MECHMSTB 
MECH D1STB POST 98 
MECHMETEXA 







































i t JO 




















2 » , « 
2110 
2A.09 












































































































































l j m . 4 8 
), 104.33 
27.H 























2 A M 
29.09 














I J 0 I . l t 
1,(43-34 



















I J I 4 71 
1,161.13 




I . I7C4I 
130*,6* 































LOCAL lOI WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE E/F - 2 EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 16, t002 TO OCTOBER 15,20HJ 






















i » 0 
2545 
TITLE DESCRIPTION 
MECH METER SPECIAL 
MECH SYST SUFPT 
MESSENGER 40 UR 




OPER DISTRIBUTION C 
OPIR SCREEttALUBCKHOE/PA V7. 
OPER SLF LDC VEH GVW 16000+ 
0PNSASSTOIST 
OPN5AS5TCASOFS 
OPR A IHST OPNS 
OPR ASSISTANT SNG 
OPR C TRAINEE DIST 
OPR C TRAINEE POST 98 
OPR CHIEF LNG 












































































































































JSI. I I 
64&J6 
27J3 








































































































































































| 28,09 28.10 
PAGE: 150 
LOCAL lOl WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE tit - 2 EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 16, 2002 TO OCTOBER 15,2043 
























OPR DISTRIBUTION B 
OPR DISTRIBUTION B POST 56 
OHt DUMP TRUCK 1.5T+ 
OPS. HOIST CHERRY PCKEiUUC) 
OWt KEY PUNCH SR 40 HR 
OCR LEAD DATA ENTKY 4D HR 
OPR LEAD MICRO MACH 40 HR 
OPR LEAD REPRO M ACH 40 
OPR LEAD SYSTEMS*) HR 
OPRLNC 
OPRLNGAS5T 
OPR MAO. INSRT MAC40KR 
OPR ML BtSftT MAC 4ft HR POST f, 
OPR OFF-SITE 
QFR REPRO MACH SR40 KR 
OPR REPRO MACH 40 HR 
OPHSNCVUJO 
OPR STATION A LIC 
OfR STATION B 
OPR SYSTEMS A40HR 
OPR SYSTEMS 40 KR 
OPR TELEPHONE NGHT 40 KR 
MIN 
2i . a 







l « * . t 9 































































































































































































































































































































LOCAL lOl WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULI? 
SCHEDULE E/F - 2 EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 16,2002 TO OCTOBER IS, 2003 
























OfR TELEPHONE 40 HR 
OPR TELETYPE MACfl 40 HR 
OFRTBLPHONEPT40HR 
OFF. WORD PROCESS 
PAINTER 
PAINTER BODY TRANSP 
PARTS PERSON TRANS 
PHDTOG ASST APPR 40 HR 
PHOTOC ASST 40 HR 
P1IOTOG LAB TECHN 40 HR 
PH0TOO40HR 
PLANT PROTECTION PERSON 
PLANT PROTECTION PERSOM SR 
PUBLIC RELATIONS ASST POST 
READER METER 
READER METER (NIGHT SKIP) 
READER METER-TEMP 
REP CAD 40 HR 
REP COST 1NQ SR 40 HR 
REP CUST 1NQ 40 HR 
REP WST OFT 40,0 HR 
















































































































































































U ' J I . I I 
<10.44 
•17044 



























































































































PAGE: I S 
LOCAL IOI WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE EJF-2 EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 16,2002 TO OCTOBER 15,2003 
























REP ENERGY CONSERV 
REP REGULATORY INQY 40 HR 
REP SR SPEC LEDGER 40 HR 
SENIOR PHOTWieAmEB. 
SEPARATOR PERSON 
SNOW REMOVAL L10I 
SNOW REMOVAL OT CAU [N L10 
SPECLU. INQUIRY ANAL POST 
STENO CLERICAL 4» HR 
STENO SECRETARIAL 40 HR 
STOCK PERSON DATA PROCESSM 
STOCK PERSDW 40 HR 
STRKPR ASST MATMGT 40 HR 
STRXFR ASST SR MATMGT 40 HR 
STRKPR ASST SR STATNRY 40 HR 
SUMMER. CLERICAL 40 HR 
SUMMER, PHYSICAL 40 HR 
SURVEY OCR TRUCK 
SVC PERSON A COORD DF 
SVC PERSON A FLDTR 
SVC PERSON A FLDTRN D/F 
SVC PERSON A GEM APM. 
T41N 
7W.84 
W < 2 
9*2.10 







































































































































J l . » 
30,41 
» . « " 29-M 
30.07 30.26 










































































































































LOCAL lOI WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE E/F -2 EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 16,M<tt TO OCTOBER IS, 2003 





























SVC PERSON fl APPL 
SVC PERSON C METER & A PPL 
£ VC PERSON C POST 98 
SVC PERSON D LOCK UNLOCK 
SVC PERSON TRAINEE CSD 
SVC SPECIAL DIST 40 HR 
SYS ASST SYS SERVICES POST 
SYS PROCESSOR CIST 40 HR 
TECHNICIAN PROCESS A 
TELEPHONE REP TRAINEE CCC 
TELEPHONE REP TRAINEE CCC T[ 
TELEPHONE SERV REP +0 HR 
TELLER HEAD 40 HR 
TIMJ-KEEP SYS SUPP 40 H R 
TOOL REPAIR PERSON 
TOOL R£MJR PERSON A 
TRAINEE SSP 40 HR 
TYPIST STATISTICAL 40 HR 
UPHOLSTERER 
UPHOLSTERER A 
UTILITY PERSON SYS SUPP 
UTILITY WAREHOUSE PERSON 
WATCH GUARD 






































































































































































































































































































































































LOCAL lOI WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE E/F - 1 EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 16, IWfi TO OCTOBER 15,2M3 






WELDER A QUALIFIED 


























































ALL TITLE CODES FROM 2900 - 2999 ARE UACCRETION TITLES 
Schedule E/F - 3 
October 16, 2003 - October 15, 2004 
PAGE; 155 
LOCAL 101 WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEPULE 
SCHEDULE E/F-3 EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 16,2MB TO OCTOBER IS, 2(104 
FOR ALL EMPLOYEES HIRED AFTER OCTOBER 15,1»«S 
•292S 





















ACCT ENGRSR POST 
ACCTENGR*0KR 
ACCT POST 
ACCT REP 40 KR 
ACCTC ASST CORP 40 HR 
ACCTGASSTD1ST40HR 
ACCTG ASST SR CORP 40 HR 
ACCK5 ASSTSR40HR 
ACCTG ASST 40 KR 
ACCTG CLERK 1PT 40 HR 
ACCTG CLERK JPT 40 HR 
ACTIVE SUB BARG EMPL 
ADM ASST C 5 » POST 
ADM ASST MAT MO POST 40 0 HR 
ADM ASST METER REPAIR POST 
ADM ASST SYS SUP POST 
ADM ASST WORK COMP POST 
ART * PROD ASST POST 
ASSOC CUSTOMER SERVICE 





104 t i l l 


















I J J M ) 
U S I 8 2 
1.296J5 
l ,Dlt .M 
I.103J7 
1 .(M0 ( 4 
U 3 1 J I 
UW-J7 











































































































M i l JO 
1,032.16 
989.41 














































































) ,010 10 
l . lM.t2 
1,07170 
1,030, i0 











U 4 J I I ) 
1,245.32 
99SJ2 













































U 3 0 2 4 
1J42-11 





LOCAL lOl WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE E/F - 3 EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 16,2003 TO OCTOBER J5,30C4 
























ASST EDITOR POST 
ASST FIELD REP 
ATTEND GARAGE 
ATTEND CARA0E ALTER FUEL 
AUTO MECH A FLO TRAINER 
AUTO MECHANIC 
AUTO MECHANIC A 




CHAUFFEUR DISTRICT OPS 
C H A U F E E U R EXECUTIVE 
CHAUFFEUR TRACTOR TRAILER 
CHEMIST SENIOR 40 MR 
CHEMIST 40 HR 
CHI EF CLERK CAS OPER POST 
CLK ACCT NO J 40 KR POST-89 
CLK ACCTC NO I ACCT40 HR 
CLKACCTGNO140HR. 
CLK ACCTC NO 2 40 HR 































































1 .2 *3« 
1.I9B.B9 




































































































































2 i 44 


























































































































LOCAL 101 WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE E/F -1 EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 16,2003 TO OCTOBER 15.2004 
























C L K A C C T G N a 2 C U S 
CLK ACCTC W>2 ACCTC POST 92 
CLK C K t l , SR CUSIACCT 40 HR 
CLK COMM NO.f 40.0 HR POST42 
CLKCOMM HO-140.8 HR P O S » l 
CLKCOMMLASSTHD40HR 
CLK.C0MM1. INOL A m . 4 0 KB, 
CLKCOMMLNO140HR 
CLKCOMML 140 2 TREAS 40 HR 
CLKCOMML NO 2 40 HR 
CLKCOMML CO 3 40 HR 
CLKCONSANALVS40KR 
CLK CONTROL OUST SER 40HR 
CLK CONTROL PROP MAttfT 40 
CLK DEPOSIT 40 KR 
CLK. GEN CUST SER 400 HR 
CLK GEN MAILS MCT 
CLK. 0EN NO 140 HR 
CLK CEN NO ! 40 HR POSTW 
CU4 GEN NO 2 40 FIR 
CLK GEN NO 3 40 HR 




































































43 J 60 
1/OJJ9 
PROGRESSION SCHEDULE IN YEARS 
FIRST 
3MOS 


























































































































































































































































LOCAL lOl WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE E/F - 3 EFFECTIVE OCTOBER It , 2003 TO OCT OBER IS, 1004 
FOR ALL EMPLOYEES HIRED AFTER OCTOBER 15,198* 
2261 






















CLK GEN TREASURY 40 HH 
CLK GEN 1 CASHIER 40 HR 
CLK CEK I MKT ADV 4U HH 
CLK GEN 1 PUR QC 40 HR 
CLK GEN 2 MKT ADV 40 HK 
CLK HDCLAIMISECURtTY 40 HR 
CLKHDCOMML40HR 
CLK HD SECTION ACCTC POST 
CLKHDUKHANAFFAfRS 
CLK H1J URBAN AFPA1XS 40HRS 
CLK HEAD CONTROL 40 HK 
CLK HEAD CUST SVC 40 HR 
CLK HOUSE HEATNG A 40 HR 
CLK HOUSE HEATNG B POST 9S 
CLK HOUSE HEATNG B 40 HR 
CLK INVENT CTL MMD 40 HK 
CLK METSK REPAIR 5R 
CLK MTR RPR HEAD 40 HR 
CLK SPECIAL LEDGER 40 HR 
CLKSTCK MAT MOT 40 HR 
CLKSTCKMKTADV40HK 













































































































































































I f fM.W 













































































































































I J 56.87 
I.127.3J 
1,127 J J 













LOCAL IOI WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE E/F - 3 EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 16,2W3 TO OCTOBER 15,2MW 
FOR ALL EMPLOYEES HIRED AFTER OCTOBER IS, 19M 
2231 















2 « * 
2734 
26AS 








CLK TELLER 40 HR 
CLK TELLER 40.0 Hit POST 92 
CLKTKApnc40HR 
C U t TYPIST 40 HR 
COLLECT* CONTROLLER 40 HR 
COLLECTOR 
CORROSION TECH HELPER 
CORROSION TECHNICIAN 
CORROSION TECHNICIAN PRE 92 
CORROSION TECHNICIAN S * 
CREATIVE SERVICES ASSOCIATE 
CREW LEADER 
C1JST INQUIRY REP PT 40 HR 
CUST SERVICE ASSIST P/T 
CUST SERVICE ASSIST F/T 
CUST SERVICE REP 40 HR 
CUST SERVICE REP 40 HR 
CUSTOMER SERVICE ASSOC 
CUST SVC ASSOC NO 1 POST M 
CUSTOMER SERVICE ASSOC RT 
CUSTOMER. SERVICE REP POST M 
CUSTOMER SERVICE TELLER 
CUSTOMER SERVICE TELLER POS 
PEUVERER 
DISPATCHER POST 98 























« 8 . t S 
4423* 
19.90 










» . M 












































I *S* .«t 
FIRST 
3MOS 

















8 SO, 12 








































































































































































































































I J I 3 J 4 
1 * W . « 
PACE: 160 
LOCAL lOI WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE EfF - 3 EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 16,2003 TO OCl OBER IS, 2004 
























DISPLAY- ASST ACPRrrr 43 HR 
DISPLA* DESIGNER SR40 IIR 
DISPLAY DESIGNER JO HK 




DISPTCH TRAKSP 40 HR 
DISPTCH m U C K D1ST40HR 
DRAFTING CLERK 40 MR 
DRAFTING TECH SR 40 KR 




ELECT SYSTEMS SUPPORT 
ELECTRONIC TECH RADIO LJC 
ENGINEER AIDE GAS OPER POST 
ENGINEER ASST TO 40 HR 
ENGINEER H0L3T LLC 
ENGW/;ERUC 
EQUIPMENT MA1NTAINER 







































































































































































































































































































































LOCAL 101 WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE E/F - 3 EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 16,2003 TO OCTOBER IS, I0M 








2 4 » 
2*» 
160* 














FCM APFRENTICIJ SENIOR 
f CM APPRENTICE TRAINEE 
FCM ELEOINSTRUMENT TECH 
FCM MECHANIC 
FCM MECHANIC A 
FCM MECHANIC FH> FACILITIES 
FCM MECHANIC SENKJ* 
FCM PROCESS TECHNICIAN 
FCM PROCESS TECHNICIAN A 
FCM PROCESS TECHNICIAN S * 
FIELP FORCE APPRENTICE 
1TELDOPERS INSPECTOR A 
FIELD OFERS INSPECTOR B 
HELD OPEKS INSPECTOR C 
FIELD HEP 40 HR 
FIELD REP M HR POST 92 
FIELD REPRESENT 
FIELD REPRESENT OFFICE 
FIELD SERVICES APPRENTICE 

























































































































i l . t r 
12.45 











































































































































U J 7 . i l 
1.133.16 









































LOCAL 101 WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE m • 3 EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 16, 1003 TO OCTOBER IS, 20IM 
























FLD T i l ELEOTMECH GAS OPNS 
FLDTR INSTRUMENT INSP 
FLDTRSYSGASOPER 
GATE GUARD 
GRAPHICS TECHN SR 40 HR 
ORAfWCS TECUM 40 HR 
GSO DlSTrSTATION FLD TRNR 
GSO DIST;STAT1QW SR FLO TJWR 
GSO DISTRICT ASSISTANT 
GSO DISTRICT ASST TRAINEE 
GSO HOLDERPtRSON 
GSO MECHANIC PRESSURE 
GSO STATION * FIELD OPERATOR 







HELPER TEMPORARY 40 HR 
HOLDER PERSON 
MIN 





































































































































































: i . 7 * 





































































































































PAGE: l « 
LOCAL lOl WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE L7F - 3 EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 16,1003 TO OCTOBER 15,2004 

























(ND A T I INSPECTOR POST * W « 
INSPECTOR ENG POST 
INSPECTOR INSTRUMENT MTR W 
INVESTIGATOR H POST 
KJ5S CALL CENTER REP - Eft 
KES CALL CENTER KEP • P/T 
MAINT FIRE E Q C A S OP SYS SUP 
MAiNTAirJER I N S T R U M E N T 
MAJKTAINEK KKSON FtKE EqOIH 
MAtNTADIER PROVER WWCAT A 
MATNTAINER PROVER IMHCATOi 
M K H 
MECH A D1ST OPNS 
MECH APPLIANCE 
M S C H W S T A 
M E C M W S T A a D T R O t 






















































































































































































































2 M « 
27,64 



















M . I * 



























































I J 3 3 9 * 
29,75 
















LOCAL lOI WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE E/F - 3 EFFECTIVE OCTOBER !«, 2003 TO OCTOBER IS, 1004 
FOR ALL EMPLOYEES H] RED AFTER OCTOBER 1S, 198* 






















—• . . . 
TITLE DESCRIPTION 
MECH METER SPECIAL 
MECHSVSTSWPT 
MESSENGER 40 H R 




OPEH D ISTRIBUTION 
OPER SCREEN AU/BCtHOE/PAYL 




OPR ASSISTANT SVQ 
DPR C TRAINEE 01ST 
OPR C TRAINEE COST 96 
OPR CHIEF LNG 
OPR CHIEF SNO/tNG 
OPR DATA PROC NO 1 
OPR DATA PROC W> 3 
OPR PATA PROC N02 








t s » 
1&09 
21.53 





























l o o * 
!6,6i 




7 3 3 . 4 , 










































































































24 .2 5 
986.71 











































































































































































LOCAL lOl WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE E/F - 3 EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 16,10W TO OCTOBER IS, 2004 
























OPR DISTRIBUTION B 
0(PR DISTRIBUTION B POST » 
OCR DUMP TRUCK 1.5T+ 
OPR HOIST CtfE WW 9CKEMUC] 
OPR KEY PUNCH SR 40 HR 
OPR LEAD DATA ENTRY 40 HR 
OPR LEAD MICRO MACH 40 HR 
OWY3=>il&RliS'W>li*CH40 
OTR LEAD SYSTEMS 40 HK 
OPRLNG 
OPRLNGASIT 
OFK MAIL 1MSRTMAC 40 HR 
OMt ML (NSR1 MAC 40 HR POST » 
OPR OFF-SITE 
OPR REFRO MACH SR 40 HR 
OPR REPRO MACH 40 HH 
OPRSNGLNG 
OPR STATION A LEC 
OPR STATIONS 
OPR SYSTEMS A 40 HR 
O f * SYSTEMS 40 HS 











2 * 5 * 
I J . » 





































































» . J 1 
27.60 

























































































i ,e i .9s 
U 7 0 J 0 
30,28 


























































































































































LOCAL tOl WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE E/F - 3 EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 16,2003 TO OCTOBER 15,2004 

























OPR TELETYPE MACH 40 KR 
0PRTELPHONEPT40HR 
OPR WORD PROCESS 
PAlhTTER 
PAINTER BODY TRANS? 
PARTS PERSON TRANS 
PHOTOG ASST APPR 40 HR 
PH0TOGASST40HR 
PHOTOG LAB TECHN 401!R 
PHOTOG 40 HR 
PLANT PROTECTION PERSON 
PLANT PROTECTION PERSON SR 
PUBLIC RELATIONS ASST POST 
READER METER 
READER METER (NICtfT SKJPI 
READER METER -TEMP 
REP CAD 40 HR 
RE? CUST 1NQ SR 40 HR 
REPCUST1NQ40HR 
RRPDli.TOfF40.0HR 
















































































































































































































































































































LOCAL lOl WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE E/F . 3 EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 16, MW TO OCTOBER IS, 2«W 







3 * M 
•2*58 
2466 







I * l t 
2331 
tin 
2 * 1 ! 
2 M I 
2*71 
TITLE DESCRIPTION 
REP ENERGY CWKER.V 
M P REGULATOR Y INOV 40 HR 
REPS* SPEC LEDGER 40 HR 
SENIOR PHOTOGRAPHER 
SEPARATOR- PERSON 
SNOW REMOVAL LtOl 
SNOW REMOVAL OT CALL OJLI0 
SPECIAL [WJUntY ANAL POST 
STENO CLERICAL 40 HR 
STENOSECFFIARIAL40HR 
STOCK PERSON DATA PROCESS^ 
STOCK PERSON 40 HR 
STRKHt AS5TMAIMGT40 HR 
STRKPR ASSTSR MATMCT40HR 
STRKPR ASST 5R STATNBY 40 Hit 
SUMMER, CLERICAL 40 HR 
SUMMER. PHYSICAL 40 HR 
SURVEYOFB TRUCK 
SVC PERSON A COORD Of 
SVC PERSON A F I D TR 
SVC PERSON A FLD T W Of 
SVC PERSON A OEM APFL 
MIN 
7J815 
































M U Z 
SOJH 
t . l l l . l S 
1.I83J7 
1.1 Jl .46 
}21_*2 
BJ(-
1 4 « ! 
32J4 
J I J i 






















31 > t 
31.6* 




























« 4 A l 















M I . 14 
23.72 
1.012.39 










« J 9 
29.11 












451 . * * 





3 f t » 
i v » 











* » U Z 
1.050 01 

















514 » * 































l » i . M 
1.142.06 





















* T I . » 
741,73 
924JI 





3 J . « 
i 1.2 J 
32,44 









































LOCAL 101 WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE E^ F - 3 EFFECTIVE OCTOBER It, 2W3 TO OCTOBER IS, 2004 




2 6 7 7 
uei 
U M 
• 2 9 6 4 
2 4 9 4 
2 6 1 6 
2 5 8 9 
2 5 9 2 
2513 
2502 
2 5 4 2 
2619 










2 8 5 1 
TITLE DESCRIPTION 
SVC PERSON B APFL 
SVC PERSON C METER (t APPL 
SVCPERSDNCP05T98 
SVC PERSON O LOCK UNLOCK 
SVC PERSON TRAINEE CSD 
SVC SPECIAL OtST40 HR 
SYS ASST SY S SERV ICES POST 
SYS PROCESSOR DIST40 HR 
TECHNICIAN PROCESS A 
TELEPHONEREPTRAINEECCC 
TELEPHONE REP TRAINEE CCC Tf 
TELEPHONE SERV REP 40 HR 
TELLER HEAD 40 HR 
TiMEKEEP SYS SUPP 40 HR 
TOOL REPAIR PERSON 
TOOL REPAIR PERSON A 
TRAINEE SSP 40 HR 
TWIST STATISTICAL 40 HR 
UPHOLSTERER 
UPHOLSTERER A 
UTILITY PERSON SYS SUP? 
UTILITY WAREHOUSE PERSOK 
WATCH GUARD 





















































































































































































9 5 1 M 
26.57 





















































































































3 ) 4 1 
983.22 
1.099.92 





























































LOCAL 101 WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE E/F- 3 EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 14,2003 TO OCTOBER IS, 2CM 






WELDER A QUALIFIED 










































U B - K 
22.11 
FIFTH 
t M O S 
MM 
1.187.12 
22 J I 












LOCAL IOI WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE E/F - 4 EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 16,200* TO OCTOBtR IS, 1W5 























ACCTBtGR Sit POST 
ACCTENGR40HR 
ACCTPOST 
ACCT REP 40 HR 
ACCTG ASST CORP 40 HR. 
Accro ASST rasT4o H B 
ACCTG ASST SR CORP 4 * ISt 
ACCTOASSTSR40HR 
ACCTG ASST 40 HR 
ACCTC-CLERK I PT40HR 
ACCIC CLERK 3 I T 40 HR 
ACTIVE SUB BARG ENPt 
ADM ASST CSD POST 
ADM ASST MAT MG POST 40.0 HR 
ADM ASST METER REPAIR POST 
ADM ASST SVS SUP POST 
ADM ASSTT WORK COMP POST 
ART £ PROD ASST POST 
ASSOC CUSTOMER SERVICE 
ASSOC CUST SVC R IP POST 2001 
ASST CHEMIST 
MIN 































264 3 * 
* 
1,220.93 














L 0 M . M 









































































9 K J 6 
1.022.05 
H I , J * 
S37.79 
I9«32 















































































































I.I 23 JO 
lj079,W 
720,6! 
1 . IM3* 













i , i J4 ie 
I.0S9J4 




t . l M t i 
1.24175 












U T ) J » 
t . l 44.75 
1.(00,41 
931.17 
t J » 9 ) 
IJ76.37 






LOCAL lOl WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDUL E 
SCHEDULE E/F - 4 EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 16, 2004 TO OCI'OBEk 1S, 2(105 
























ASST EDITOR POST 
ASCT FIELD REP 
ATTEND OARAGE 
ATTEND GARAGE ALTER FUEL 
AUTO MECIS A FLD TRAINER 
AUTO MECHANIC 
AUTO MECHANIC A 




CHALTFEUR DISTRICT OPS 
CHAUFFEUR EXECUTIVE 
CH AU F FEUR TRACTC* TRAILER 
CHEMIST SENIOR 40 HR 
CHEMIST40 HR 
CHIEF CLERK. GAS OPER POST 
CLK ACCT NO 2 40 HR POST89 
CLKACCTGNO 1 ACCT 40 HR 
CLKACCTGNO140HR 
CLKACCTGNO2 40HR 































































































































































































































































































































LOCAL lOl WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE E/F-4 EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 16, JM4TO OCTOBER IS, 200S 
























CLK ACCTlj HO, 2 CIAS 
c u t A C C T G N O , : A C C T G P O S T n 
C L K ( M SR c u s r A C C T « t o t 
CLK COMM NO.l WO HR PaSTTM 
CLK COMM N 0 2 40X1 HRFOST92 
CLK COMML ASSI HD40HR 
CLK COMML [NBL A W L 40 HR 
CLK COMML NO 1 40 HR 
CLK. COMML NO 2 T M A S 4a HR 
CLK COMML MO 2 «0 Kit 
CLK COMML NO J 40 HR 
CLK CONS ANALYS 40 HR 
CLK CONTROL CU5T StR 40HR 
CLK CONTROL PROP MAINT40 
C L X W P O s r r 4 0 H R 
CLK CEN COST SER 440 HR 
CLK GEN MA.TLS MIST 
CLK OEN NO 1 40 HR 
CLK OEM NO 1 40 HH PQSTOT 
CLKGENNO2 40HF. 
CLKGENNO340HR 







I W J 5 
1.040J7 
931.17 












































































M i e s 












































































































































































































































LOCAL JOI WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE FJF - 4 EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1*, 2M4 TO OCTOBER 1SV IMS 
























CLK GEN TREASURY 40 HR 
CLKUEN 1 CASHIER 40 HH 
C1.K GEN 1 MKT AliV 4(1 HH 
C L K O f f l l PURQC40HR 
CLK OEN 2 MKT A W 40 HH 
CMC HB CLA1MISECURITY 40 MR 
C1K1IDOOMML40KR 
CLK HD SECTION ACCTG POST 
CLK HP URBAN AFFAIRS 
CLK HD URBAN AFFA1RS40HRS 
CLK HEADCONTROL 40 HR 
CLK HEADCOST SVC 40 HR 
CLK HOUSE HEATNG A 40 Hit 
C I X HOUSE HEAT1W B POST 98 
CLK HOUSE HEATNG B 40 HR 
CLK INVENT CTL MMD 40 HR 
CLK METER REPAIR SR 
CLK MTR RPRHEAD 40 HR 
CLK SPECIAL LEDGER 40 HR 
CLK STCK MAT MOT40 HR 
CLK STCK MKT ADV 40 HR 











































































































































































































































































































































LOCAL 101 WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE E/F - 4 EFFECTIVE OCTOBER IS, 2004 TO OCTOBER 15,1005 




























CLit TELLER 40 HR 
CLK TELLER 40.0 HR POST 92 
CLK.TRAFT1C40fflt 
CLK TYPIST 40 HR 
COLLECTNCONTROLLEB 40 HR 
COLLECTOR 
CORROSION TECH HELPER 
CORROSION TECHNICIAN 
CORROSION TECHNICIAN PRE 92 
CORROSION TECHNICIAN SR 
CREATIVE SERVICES ASSOCIATE 
CREW LEADER 
CUST INQUIRY REP FT 40HR 
CUST SERVICE ASSIST P/T 
CUST SERVICE ASSIST FfT 
CUST SERVICE REP 40 HR 
CUST SERVICE REP 40 HR 
CUSTOMER SERVICE ASSOC 
CUST SVC ASSOC NO 1 POST 98 
CUSTOMER SEJIVICE ASSOC F/T 
CUSTOMER SERVICE REP POST 98 
CUSTOMER SERVICE TELLER 
CUSTOMER SERVICE TELLER POS 
DELIVERER 
DISPATCHER POST 9 ! 
















t » . M 
987.90 
987,90 








































* « 3 . » 

































l . » 1 4 J 
26.J3 
940.41 





















































































t M O S 
98924 
797.96 


























































































































































LOCAL lOl WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE E/F - 4 EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 16, 2044 TO OCTOBER 15, 2005 
























DISPLAY A JST A PPRVT 40 HR 
DISPLAY DESIGNER SR 40 [IK 
DISPLAY DESIGNER. 40 HR 
DISPLAY PRSWJ-CONSTRN SNR 4d 
DiSPTCHDlSTR40HR 
DISPTCHFUEL4UHR 
DIS PTC i! ORDER 
D1SPTCHTRANSP4aHR 
DISPTCH TRUCK COST40 HR 
DRAFTING CLERK 40 HR 
DRAFTING TECH SR40HR 
DRAFTING TEC1I JO HR 
DRIP PERSON 
ELECT 
ELECT A GAS OPNS 
ELECT SYSTEMS SUPPORT 
ELECTRONIC TECH RADIO LIC 
ENGINEER AIDS GAS OPER POST 
ENGINEER ASSTTCI 40HR 







































































































































































































































































U I 0 . 8 7 
1,229.94 
1.145 69 


































































LOCAL lOl WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE E/F - 4 EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 16,1004 TO OCTOBER 15, 2005 

























FCM APPRENTICE S E W * 
FCM APPRENTICE TRAINEE 
FCM ELECVINSraUMENTTECH 
FCM MECHANIC 
FCM MECHANIC A 
FCM MECHANIC FU> FAOLTIIES 
FCM MECHANIC SENIOR 
PCM PROCESS TECHNICIAN 
FCM PROCESS TECHNICIAN A 
FCM PROCESS TECHNICIAN Ht 
FIELD FORCE APPRENTICE 
FIELD OPEHS INSPECTOR A 
FIELD OPERS INSPECTOR i» 
FIELD OPERS INSPECTOR C 
FIELD MP 40 HR 
FIELD REP 40 HR POST 92 
HELD REPRESENT 
FIELD REPRESENT OFFICE 
FIELft SERVICES APPRENTICE 








































































































































































































































































































LOCAL lOI WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE E/F -4 EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 16.I0(M TO OCTOBER 15,2005 




























GRAPHICS TECHN 5R 40 l[R 
GtUPHJCS YECHN 4(1 HR 
GSO DIST/STATION FLD TRNR 
(330 OlSTiSfATYON SK FLD TRN& 
GSO DISTRICT ASSISTANT 
GSO DISTRICT ASSTTRAINEE 
GSOHOLDERPERSON 
GSO MECHANIC PR ESSURE 
GSO STATION & FIELD OPERATOR 






















































































































































































































































































































LOCAL 101 WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE E/F-4 EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 16,2M4 TO OCTOBER 15,200S 
























W D M H . INSPECTOR K K T 4 0 H R 
INSPECTOR ENG POST 
INSPECTOR INSTRUMENT MTR W 
INVESTIGATOR B POST 
M S CALL CENTER RE* - m 
KES CALL CENTER R E f - R T 
MAWT FIR); EQ GAS OP SYS StlF 
MAINTAWER INSTRUMENT 
MAWTAIN£R PERSON PIKE EQUIP 
MAINTAINI* ISOMER OTWCAT A 
MAINTA1NER PROVERINDICATOI 
MECH 
MECH A D1ST OWtS 
MECH APPLIANCE 
VtECHDISTA 
MECH BIST A F I D TR Q * 
MECH DICTA FU3TRAINIR 
MECHD1STAPOST** 
M E C H M 3 T B 


































































3 2 3 0 
30.17 
25 s o 
25.75 
2 8 * 2 
24.37 













































































































































































































































LOCAL lOl WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE E/F - 4 EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1«, 2004 TO OCTOBER 15,20H5 
























MECH METER SPECIAL 
MECHSYSTSUPPT 
MESSENGER 40 I S 




OPER DISTRIBUTION C 
OPER SCREENALUBCKHODPAYL 
OPER SLF-LDG VEH GVW 2600O* 
OPNS /SUTMST 
OPNS A5STGA5 DPS 
OPR A D1ST OPNS 
CICR ASSISTANT SKG 
OPR C TRAINEE DIST 
OPRCTRATNE1:POST96 
OPR CHIEF IMG 
OPR CHIEF SNC/LNG 
OPR DATA PROC MO 1 
OPR DATA PROC NO 3 
OPR DATA PROC N02 































I I . 89 
2 J . « 
IS. 77 
25.77 





































































2 4 % 
1.001.99 
21.04 
29 j j 
25.42 
17JI 






































































































































































































LOCAL 101 WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE E/F - 4 EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1*,1004 TO OCTOBER IS, 2003 
























O n t D B T R I B t m O f B 
ore . DKTBiB imON a t o i r w 
OPR DUMP TRUCK 1.5T+ 
(WsrtKMST CHERRY PCKERILIC) 
OPR K I T PUNCH 5R 40 HR 
OPR LEAD DATA ENTRY 40 HR 
OPR LEAD MICRO MACH 40 HR 
OPR LEAD RJiPRO MACH 40 
OPR LEAD SYSTEMS « HR 
OPRLNG 
OPRLNGASSI 
OPR MAIL INSRT MAC 40 Hit 
O f * M L INSRTMAC 40 HR POST 95 
OPROfT-SITE 
OPR RETRO MACH SR 40 HR 
OPR REPRO MACH 40 HR 
OPRSNCLNO 
OPR STATION A LIC 
OPR STATION B 
OPR SYSTEMS A 40 HR 
OPS. SYSTEMS 4(1 HR 


























































































































































































































































































































U 3 9 J 6 
1,134 86 















LOCAL lOl WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE E/K • 4 EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 16, 200-1 TO OCTOBER 15,2005 
























OPR TELEPHONE 40 HR 
OPR TELETYPE MACH 40 KR 
OPR TELPfKSJB PT 4« HR 
OFR WORD PROCESS 
PAINT BR. 
PAINTER BODY TkANSP 
PARTS PERSON TRANS 
PHOTOC ASST APPR 40 HR 
PHOTOG ASST 4(1 HR 
PHOTOC LAB TECHN 40 HR 
PHOTOG 40 HR 
PLANT PROTECTION PERSON 
PLANT PROTECTION PERSON SK 
tV BL1C RELATIONS ASST K W T 
READER METER 
READER METER (NIGHT SKIP) 
READER METER-TEMP 
REP CAD 40 HR 
REPCUSTINQSR40HR 
REP CUST INQ 40 HR 
REP MSTOl-'F 40.0 HR 





































































I . I5I.W 








































































































































































































































LOCAL 101 WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE E/F • 4 EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 16,2004 TO OCTOBER 15,1005 
FOR ALL EMPLOYEES HIKED AFTER OCTOBER 15,198* 
23TI 
2W)t 





















REP EflEROY COHSERV 
REP REGULATORY tNOV 4« HR 
M P W SPEC LEDGER 40 HR 
SEMKK raOTOQRAnSR 
SEPARATOR PERSON 
SNOW REMOVAL L M I 
SNOW REMOVAL OT CALL IN L101 
SPECIAL INQUIRY ANAL POST 
STEN0 ClERfCAl. 40 HR 
STENQ SECREt ARIAL 4S HR 
STOCK PERSON OATAPROCESSW 
STOCK PERSON 40HR 
STRKPR. ASST MATMGT « « R 
snutm ASST SR MATMOT 40 HR 
STUKPR ASSTSR STATOSY 40 HR 
SUMMER. CtERJCAL 40 MR 
SUMMER* PHYSICAL 40 HR 
SURVEY OPJt TRUCK 
SVC PERSON A COORD OF 
SVC PERSON A P L O T * 
SVC PERSON A FLDTRN OF 





' » • « 
















3 2 . » 
» . l * 
MAX 
1,0731! 
U » 7 J » 
1.144 61 
1.U23& 






















l j w . 9 9 















u s ; 
33.91 
30.93 
PROGRESSION SCHEDULE IN YEARS 
FIRST 
3MOS 

































































6 8 * 2 * 











» 2 . t l 
1.109.91 






























































U 6 I . » 9 
1 . I I M I 
U17.43 
25.51 





H I 1 . W 
1,195,40 
1.162,85 



















I , « i 3 3 
1.174 91 






9 M 6 9 
am 
1.142.11 











U I 2 J 6 
21.71 






1 i l l .23 






LOCAL lOl WAGE PROGRESSION SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE E/F - 4 EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 16,1004 TO OCTOBER 15,20B5 PAGE: 183 































SVC PERSON B A P P L 
SVC PERSON C METER & A FPU 
SVC PERSON C POST9B 
SVC PERSON t> LOCK UNLOCK 
SVC PERSON TRAINEE CSD 
SVC SPECIAL DIST 40 HR 
SYS ASST SVS SERVICES POST 
SYS PROCESSOR DIST 40 KR 
TECHNICIAN PROCESS A 
TELEPHONE REP TRAINEE CCC 
TELEPHONE REP TRAINEE CCC T£ 
TELEPHONE 5ERV REP 40 HR 
TELLER HEAD 40 HR 
T1MCKEEF SI'S SUPP 40 HR 
TOOL REPAIR PERSON 
TOOL REPAIR PERSON A 
TRAINEE SSP 40 HS 
TVF1ST STATISTICAL JO HR 
UPHOLSTERER 
UPHOLSTERER A 
UTILITY PERSON SYS SUPP 
UTILITY WAREHOUSE PERSiON 
WATCH GUARD 
WATCH GUARD & PORTER 
WELDER 
V^ELDERA 
WELDER A QUALIFIED 




































































































1.002 J 5 




















































































































































































































M 0 J 
3206 













































M S ) 
23.81 
1244 
21 37 
490.50 
28.74 
30.37 
32.40 
J.236.75 
23 JS 
25 on 
23.47 
24.06 
1,llft92 
1.190.19 
1.069.8) 
32.7) 
1JJ51.45 
1.16236 
1.069.54 
28.86 
29.78 
S61.04 
28.43 
3000 
24,06 
13,11 
2101 
512.40 
29.06 
.10 55 
32.60 
1.142.96 
23,96 
